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Over the last several decades, mathematics education researchers have given
increased attention to students’ and teachers’ attitudes and beliefs toward mathematics
and statistics, but no work has been done that examines practicing secondary
mathematics teachers’ (SMTs’) attitudes and beliefs towards statistics in light of the
GAISE framework and the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM).
This study begins to address this gap in the research by creating the Teacher Attitude and
Beliefs toward Statistics Survey (TABSS), a synthesis of items taken from the Survey of
Attitudes Toward Statistics (Schau, 2003), the Statistics Course Attitude Scale and newly
developed items reflecting current trends in thinking about K-12 statistics education. The
TABBS was emailed to a representative sample of SMTs in a Midwestern state for data
collection. Using these data, the study investigated three questions: (1) the effectiveness
of the items on the TABSS at describing attitudes and beliefs of secondary mathematics
teachers; (2) the characterization of the affect system of practicing SMTs toward
statistics; and (3) the differences in attitudes and beliefs between practicing secondary
mathematics teachers who have taught a statistics course and those who have taught
statistical concepts only as part of a regular mathematics class.

Validity and reliability measures for the TABSS using confirmatory factor
analysis showed that the survey items provided reliable information about SMTs’ affect
systems and that those systems were largely dependent on teaching experience with
statistical topics. The teachers with experience teaching statistics indicated more general
agreement with the survey items consistent with statistics teaching philosophies
embraced by the GAISE framework than the teachers without such experience. In
contrast, teachers without experience teaching statistics as a stand-alone course indicated
higher levels of agreement with items related to the CCSSM document. While all teachers
indicated confidence in their own abilities to learn statistics, the experienced teachers
expressed higher levels of cognitive competence. This study will contribute to the body
of work regarding attitude and belief (affect) systems of secondary mathematics teachers
(SMTs) toward statistics. Further, there is now a reliable, compact survey tool
exclusively created for studying the affect system of this population.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Within the last century, all major attempts at mathematics curriculum reform have
placed statistics on the list of topics that should be included at every level in the schools
(Scheaffer, 2001). Although statistics has become an increasingly important part of the
school curriculum, it has not always been treated as an essential subject. When topics
related to probability and statistics were initially included in curriculum materials during
the 1970s and 1980s, they were often relegated to the back of textbooks as if they were
optional, and only a small number of teachers ever made use of them (Seymour &
Davidson, 2003). The complexity of the statistical formulas and the level of proficiency
required to carry out the computations prevented many teachers from introducing the
topics to their students (Seymour & Davidson, 2003).
Students’ statistical knowledge, together with problem-solving skills needed to
make such knowledge useful, is becoming a necessity in today’s world (Burrill, 2005;
Pierce & Chick, 2008; Shaughnessy, 2007). Many educators are becoming increasingly
concerned about those students who do not acquire any experience with statistics while in
high school. This deficiency in statistical literacy is due in part to the small amount of
time currently allocated to statistics and an overreliance on textbooks as a substitute for
teacher expertise (Cox, 1998).
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Statement of the Problem
Over the last two decades there has been a growing concern that large numbers of
secondary mathematics teachers “have backgrounds in mathematics with little or no
training in statistics,” with no teaching certification available or required for statistics
(Gould & Peck, 2004, p. 1). This emphasis on mathematical topics in pre-service teacher
programs contributes to teachers’ deficiency in statistical literacy, which may impact
student learning of statistical topics (Pierce & Chick, 2008). Because of inadequate
formal training in statistics, many teachers may feel anxiety at the prospect of teaching
the subject and may elect to exclude statistical topics from their courses altogether. In
other cases, teachers’ anxiety towards statistics can contribute to a dislike of the subject
or a feeling that statistics is not valuable (Estrada, Batanero, & Lancaster, 2011), feelings
that may later be transferred to students from those teachers (Estrada & Batanero, 2008).
Secondary mathematics teachers who teach statistics in the high school gain important
experience despite any possible deficiencies in their formal university training in the
subject. It is possible that this population of teachers may have more positive attitudes
towards statistics than those teachers who lack any experience or have little experience
teaching statistics. However, the exact nature of any possible differences between the
attitudes of those teachers who have taught statistics and those who have not is not
known at this time.
There has been a call for work that characterizes the attitude and belief systems
(collectively known as the affect system) of practicing secondary mathematics teachers
toward statistics for quite some time, as indicated by Estrada et al. (2011), Philipp (2007),
Shaughnessy (1992, 2007), and others. Secondary students will be entering universities or
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work places in which they will be expected to reason and think statistically in
increasingly complex ways (Burrill, 2005; Cox, 1998; Pierce & Chick, 2008; Schaeffer,
2001; Shaughnessy, 2007). In light of this reality and the impact that teachers have on
students, research on secondary mathematics teachers’ attitudes and beliefs toward
statistics is more crucial than ever. At the worst, negative teacher attitudes and beliefs
toward statistics could convince students that statistics is not important and further
training in statistics (at the university level, for example) would be useless (Gal,
Ginsburg, & Schau, 1997). Philipp (2007) views anxiety as a subset of affect and
expresses concern over the long-term effects that negative affect can have on a learner:
Affect in general and mathematics anxiety in particular impede students’
mathematical learning. Clearly, this is an important finding about students, but if
the anxiety dissipates by the time these students enroll in college, we need not
concern ourselves with mathematics anxiety of prospective or practicing teachers.
Unfortunately, this dissipation does not occur. (p. 296)
This statement points to the far-reaching consequences of anxiety, or negative affect, for
both teachers and students. A disturbing cycle emerges since negative affect does not
seem to lessen with the passage of time or with the accumulation of experience for a
practicing teacher (Estrada & Batanero, 2008; Estrada et al., 2011; Pierce & Chick,
2008). The attitudes of teachers and students are further connected by the fact that “an
appropriate use of statistics would make [teachers] believe that statistics is useful in their
students’ professional and personal lives and that their students can be trained to
understand and use statistics” (Estrada & Batanero, 2008, p. 1). However, it is difficult
for high school students to receive the required training and experience in statistics if
their teachers’ own minimal backgrounds in statistics leave them with a lack of
motivation to teach it. Therefore, issues concerning affect toward statistics, whether that
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of teachers or of students, is of utmost importance (Gal & Ginsburg, 1994). Because of
the impact that teachers have on students, the affect systems of teachers is of interest, and
the following discussion will clarify the connections to the present study.
Affective Representations
While the importance of affect in mathematical problem solving has long been
established (McLeod, 1989), there seems to be no universally accepted definition for the
term among mathematics education researchers. McLeod (1989) uses the term “affective
domain” to describe a “wide range of feelings and moods that are generally regarded as
something different from pure cognition” (p. 245). In the general context of solving a
problem, this relationship can be seen as a separation between thoughts on how to solve
the problem versus feelings towards the problem. From this perspective the affective
domain is distinct from the cognitive domain, but it would be impossible to completely
separate one’s affective response from the cognitive response to a given stimulus
(McLeod, 1989). There is a connection between affective and cognitive involvement, and
an individual can experience varying levels of affective and cognitive involvement
towards the same stimulus (McLeod, 1989; Phillip, 2007). In fact, when describing an
affect system, there are many potential intensity levels for each particular affective
representation (attitude or belief). For this reason, it is important to consider both the
affective and cognitive responses within the individual as well as the intensity and
stability of the attitude or belief (McLeod, 1989, 1992; Phillip, 2007; Thompson, 1992).
The proposed development of an affect system is different from McLeod’s (1989)
affective domain since it will focus on attitudes and beliefs (affective representations) in
the specific framework of teaching and learning statistics. The affect system is a complex
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organization made up of affective representations (attitudes and beliefs) together with the
mechanisms that have the greatest impact on them, such as teacher knowledge,
experience, and view of statistics and mathematics in the curriculum. The level of
intensity of each affective representation in light of the mechanisms that drive it will be
of key interest.
The present study will modify Phillip’s (2007) view of affect, which classifies it
as attitudes, beliefs, and emotions. Instead of utilizing three affective representations
(attitudes, beliefs, and emotions) the present study will recognize emotion as a subset of
attitude, characterizing affect as more generally comprised of attitudes and beliefs. This
definition of affect is also supported by the work of McLeod (1989). There is common
agreement that attitudes and beliefs are separate constructs (Goldin, 2002; McLeod,
1992), and emotions are on the opposite end of the cognitive spectrum from attitudes and
beliefs (Phillip, 2007). Emotions have the greatest impact on one’s affect at any given
moment since they change so quickly and are so entrenched in circumstance; hence they
are a separate construct from either attitudes or beliefs, neither of which is quick to
change (Phillip, 2007). Based on this classification of emotions, attitudes, and beliefs
found in the literature, the three are separate constructs that together comprise affect
(DeBellis & Goldin, 1997; Goldin, 2002; McLeod, 1992; Phillip, 2007). Because the
current study is embedded in a statistical context, however, the cognitive component
plays a crucial role.
Pure emotion has little to do with the cognitive component, and for this reason the
present study will combine Hannula’s (2002) classification of attitude with Phillip’s
(2007) view of affect. Specifically, while attitude, belief, and emotion are three separate
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constructs that arguably comprise affect, attitude is more stable than emotion while still
capturing an emotional reaction to stimuli. Based on the classification of attitude given by
Phillip (2007), Hannula (2002), and others, emotion is a less secure, more intense, less
cognitive subset of attitude. Thus, attitude is a more robust construct in the context of
teaching and learning content such as statistics. Hence the affect system is comprised of
attitudes and beliefs, and emotion is a subscale of attitude in the present study.
Reform in Statistics Education
The emergence of technologies such as computer software and graphing
calculators, together with an acknowledgment of the importance of statistics for students’
participation in a data rich society, has led the way for a significant reform in statistics
education in the last few decades (Franklin, Moreno, Peck, & Friel, 2007; Pierce &
Chick, 2008; Shaughnessy, 2007). The main outcome of this reform effort has been an
emphasis on the incorporation of “more data and concepts, less theory, fewer recipes” in
the statistics classroom (Gal & Garfield, 1997, p. 2). Hence statistics educators have
placed less importance on the manipulation of complicated statistical formulas and more
importance on students’ ability to reason and think statistically (Burrill, 2005; Franklin,
Moreno, et al., 2007; Gal & Garfield, 1997; Moore, 1997; Shaughnessy, 2007). This shift
in emphasis has prompted researchers to focus on how students learn statistical concepts
and on concerns related to the teaching of statistics, including attitudes and beliefs.
The GAISE Framework
In response to the increased interest in statistics education in the past few decades,
several professional associations have organized to provide much-needed direction for
educators. A Curriculum Framework for PreK-12 Statistics Education was created by the
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American Statistical Association’s committee on Guidelines for Assessment and
Instruction in Statistics Education (the GAISE framework). The authors of the GAISE
framework (Franklin, Kader, et al., 2007) have a goal of supporting the work in Data
Analysis and Probability that started with the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics’ Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM,
1989) and continued with the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM,
2000). The intention of the GAISE document is to offer a straightforward framework that
describes what it means to be a “statistically literate high school graduate” and to specify
possible ways to complete this purpose (Franklin, Kader, et al., 2007). Table 1 provides
an overview of the objectives of the GAISE framework.
The GAISE framework encourages students to form questions, investigate them,
and think critically instead of “an over-emphasis . . . on answering [manufactured]
questions” and “making decisions based only on data displays [which] produces an
approach based on absoluteness of data that stifles the development of statistical
thinking” (Burrill, 2005, p. 60). This problem-based approach mirrors the
recommendations set forth in the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics document
Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (PSSM) (NCTM, 2000) and more
recently in the Focus in High School Mathematics: Reasoning and Sense Making
(NCTM, 2009). Hence the reform movement in statistics education that began with
NCTM’s Standards (1989) continues after two decades (Pierce & Chick, 2008).
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Table 1
Comparison of the GAISE and CCSSM Grades 9-12 Statistics Expectations
CCSSM

GAISE Framework

The main objective of this document is to
describe skills that students in grades 9-12
will need in order to make decisions or
predictions based on data.

The main objective of this document is to
provide a conceptual Framework for K–12
statistics education. The foundation for this
Framework rests on the NCTM Principles
and Standards for School Mathematics (2000)

Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a
single count or measurement variable

Statistical problem solving is an investigative
process that involves four components:

Summarize, represent, and interpret data on
two categorical and quantitative variables

I.

Interpret linear models
Understand and evaluate random processes
underlying statistical experiments
Make inferences and justify conclusions from
sample surveys, experiments and
observational studies
Understand independence and conditional
probability and use them to interpret data
Use probability to evaluate outcomes of
decisions

Formulate Questions
Clarify the problem at hand
Formulate one (or more) questions that
can be answered with data

II. Collect Data
Design a plan to collect appropriate data
Employ the plan to collect the data
III. Analyze Data
Select appropriate graphical and
numerical methods
Use these methods to analyze the data
IV. Interpret Results
Interpret the analysis
Relate the interpretation to the original
question
Note: Within all components, variability,
context, and probability as “a tool for
statistics” is considered (p.8)

Source: Indiana Department of Education.
(2013). Indiana standards: Common core
standards – mathematics, p. 80.

Source: Franklin, C., Kader, G., Mewborn,
D., Moreno, J., Peck, R., Perry, M., Scheaffer,
R. (2007). Guidelines for Assessment and
Instruction in Statistics Education (GAISE )
Report. Alexandria, VA: American Statistical
Association, p. 11.
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The emphasis on meaning and understanding shared by the NCTM and authors of
the GAISE document contrasts with a “cook-book” approach of a traditional statistics
class and its focus on memorized formulas. If students use real data sets, work on realistic
problems alone or cooperatively with one another, and utilize technology in problem
solving, a course in statistics not only gives them the opportunity to explore and analyze
data, but allows them opportunities to think critically (Garfield, 1993, 1995; Moore,
1997). Perhaps the most important aspect of statistical problem solving is just that:
problem solving. The education system, at all levels, has a duty to guarantee that all
students learn to think about and with data in problem solving situations while paying
attention to uncertainty and variability (Burrill, 2005).
The Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM)
Current and future high school students will encounter and need to make sense of
ever-increasing amounts of data present in the real world. Despite this need, the majority
of K-12 mathematics teachers do not have sufficient education in and experience with
statistics (Gould & Peck, 2004; Pierce & Chick, 2008; Shaughnessy, 2007). A negative
outcome of this is the bleak outlook for high school graduates who lack “the
mathematical preparation they need to succeed in the future—as productive citizens who
can make sound judgments based on mathematics . . . [and] . . . as potential members of a
scientific and technical community” (Martin, 2009, p. 164). The authors of the Common
Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM) (National Governors Association Center
for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers [NGA & CCSSO], 2010), that
a large majority of states have adopted, have the broad goal of ensuring that all students
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are prepared for the future. Evaluations and opinions about the potential of the CCSSM
document in meeting this goal are mixed.
Those in favor of common standards like the CCSSM believe they provide a
unified description for scholastic achievement rather than each state determining a
separate definition. With common standards across all states there is consistency in what
is demanded of both teachers and students. Crew, Vallas, and Casserly (2007) describe
the “disparities” in the individual state standards due to the “absence of a clear and
consistent set of national academic standards for what should be expected for all
children” (p. 1). Thus, the use of common standards across all states could provide a
measure of equality for all students. Critics of the CCSSM assert, however, that “one size
fits all” set of standards could never address the diversity of students found in
contemporary American public schools (Cody, 2009). Furthermore, the stated goal of
encouraging students to appreciate the problem-solving power of mathematics and the
standards themselves seem to be in conflict (Wiggins, 2011). A summary of the CCSSM
standards related to statistics recommendations from the GAISE document can be seen in
Table 1.
Contrasting Expectations Between the CCSSM and GAISE Documents
The standards designated by CCSSM stand in contrast to many of the goals of the
GAISE framework that emphasize statistical problem solving. The GAISE framework
encourages the use of a problem-solving process involving four related components while
the Statistics strand of the CCSSM consists of a list of specific content expectations that
students must possess in order to solve standard problems that are posed. As seen in
Table 1, the first component of the GAISE framework considers the student’s ability to
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create (one or more) questions that can be answered with data, including simplifying or
modifying the problem at hand. In the final component (after the data have been
analyzed) the student is called upon to evaluate the relevance of the interpretation to the
question(s). The second component involves outlining a strategy to collect appropriate
data and then acting on that strategy to collect the data. The process is cyclic: the first
step is to ask a research question, which is then answered via the collection, analysis, and
interpretation of data in relation to the original question. A revisiting of the problem,
questions, and data collection may be necessary based on the results of analyses
conducted and interpretations made of the results at each iteration of the cycle.
The CCSSM document (NGA & CCSSO, 2010) emphasizes the importance of
students’ abilities to “summarize, represent, and interpret data” related to both
quantitative and qualitative variables (p. 80), but makes no mention of formulating a
question or designing a plan to collect relevant data. Based on this information, it seems
that the CCSSM standards related to Statistics are most in line with the third component
of the GAISE framework that emphasizes students’ abilities to choose appropriate data
analysis methods as well as graphs to support those methods of analyses. The definition
of a problem and the design of a plan to address it using original data are absent from the
CCSSM Statistics strand. While it is true that individual teachers decide how to
implement the standards, it seems unlikely that they will go beyond the basic
expectations outlined in the CCSSM since so many other distinct concepts are also
included in that document. Hence, it is probable that under the CCSSM students will use
pre-selected data sets to answer questions that are posed to them rather than collect their
own data based on research questions that they pose themselves (as is emphasized in the
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GAISE framework). This is true, at least in part, because of the action verbs within of the
standards (e.g., “summarize,” “interpret,” “understand,” and “evaluate”) which seem to
emphasize the importance of choosing the right data analysis method for a given set of
data.
The two documents also differ in how the analyses of data are used; the GAISE
framework emphasizes the importance of interpreting the analysis and relating it to the
original question as a separate component, while the CCSSM mentions justification of
conclusions with no specific requirements for relating the reasons back to the original
problem. This comparison highlights the differences in intent of each document. The
CCSSM encourages a demonstration of measurable skills (summarize, represent,
interpret, understand, evaluate, justify, and use specific techniques). The GAISE
framework encourages a problem-solving process with corresponding language that
encourages statistical thinking (clarify, formulate, design, employ, select, use methods
selected, analyze, interpret, and relate). The assessment of tasks completed by students
would be markedly different. For instance, assessing a student’s ability to “summarize” a
set of data would be relatively straightforward: numerically verify the mean, median, and
standard deviation, or choose a graph that best summarizes the given data set. On the
other hand, assessing a student’s ability to “design” a study or “select” an appropriate
method would be more difficult since there could be multiple correct ways to approach
the problem.
The proponents of the CCSSM would likely agree with the philosophy of the
GAISE framework and may even argue that the CCSSM embraces the same ideals.
However, the expectations listed in the CCSSM Statistics strand convey a different
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meaning for statistical reasoning than the four components of the statistical investigative
process from the GAISE framework. An important question to consider in light of this
discrepancy is the degree to which secondary mathematics teachers agree with the ideals
of the CCSSM and GAISE framework. Teacher beliefs regarding these two documents is
a fundamental question to be explored in this study. Pierce and Chick (2008) consider the
issue of teacher beliefs to be an important one, as evidenced by the discussion below.
Starting with common beliefs about mathematics, Gal and Ginsburg (1994) suggest that it
may be informative to consider Schoenfeld’s list (1992, p. 359) of the typical student
beliefs about the nature of mathematics and mathematical activity:
Schoenfeld suggested that students had come to believe that, for example,
mathematics problems have one and only one right answer and one method of
solution, mathematics is a solitary activity, and that problems can be solved in
five minutes or less. Whether or not teachers believe this about mathematics is
another question; more salient . . . is whether these beliefs are held by teachers . . .
for statistics. (p. 5)
This study investigates whether secondary mathematics teachers indeed agree
with Schoenfeld’s statements when applied to statistics. Given the perception of the onesize-fits-all message in the CCSSM, Schoenfeld’s assertions from two decades ago
continue to be applicable today. Therefore, one of the goals of the present study is to
characterize secondary mathematics teachers’ attitudes and beliefs towards statistics in
light of the (potentially conflicting) GAISE framework and the Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM).
Purpose of the Study
In order to investigate and analyze practicing secondary mathematics teachers’
attitudes and beliefs toward statistics, one must investigate the affect system regarding
statistics that teachers have in place. Since the teaching and learning of statistics is
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influenced by the teacher’s attitudes and beliefs, the current study will focus on the
teachers’ own participation within the teaching and learning cycle. Some of these
personal experiences have likely shaped the teachers’ attitudes and beliefs about statistics
as well as the teachers’ views of themselves as students, as teachers, and as lifelong
learners. The teachers’ attitudes and beliefs regarding statistics should have an impact on
the teaching and learning process because the teacher is the instructional leader in the
classroom and because the teacher’s affect has a direct impact on student learning
(Estrada & Batanero, 2008). Because of this, the role of the teacher’s attitudes and beliefs
becomes increasingly important as one considers the connection to teaching practice and
student learning. This connection to teaching practice builds a case for the importance of
studying teachers’ attitudes and beliefs (Phillip, 2007; Pierce & Chick, 2008; Thompson,
1992).
The recent increased emphasis on statistics education has encouraged the
development of statistical thinking, in which statistics problems are seen as opportunities
to engage in a process to obtain a solution rather than as a set of procedures to employ
(Franklin, Kader, et al., 2007; Moore, 1997; Shaughnessy, 2007). Encouraging this type
of thinking in students requires a different type of teaching than has previously been seen
in the field. If teachers are to encourage this type of thinking in their classrooms then
their own thinking towards statistics is of interest.
While some work has been done with attitudes and beliefs of prospective and
practicing primary (elementary) teachers, there is no work relating specifically to
practicing secondary teachers’ attitudes and beliefs about statistics (Shaughnessy, 2007).
Because teacher attitudes have a direct impact on student learning of statistics, and as no
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work has been done in this area, there is a critical and immediate need for a
characterization of secondary mathematics teachers’ attitude and belief systems toward
statistics. Work at addressing the issues related to negative attitudes and beliefs can only
begin once a characterization of existing affect systems has been established.
Thus, the purposes of this study are (a) to develop and implement a survey
instrument focused on secondary mathematics teachers’ attitudes and beliefs toward
statistics and to examine the validity and reliability of this instrument, (b) explore and
describe secondary mathematics teachers’ attitudes and beliefs towards statistics based
upon the survey instrument, and (c) to examine the relationship among attitudes and
beliefs of the teacher population through the lenses of the GAISE framework and the
CCSSM based upon relevant items in the survey instrument.
Further details on the development of the survey are provided in Chapter III, and
results from the pilot administration and impact on the survey items are provided in the
Methodology chapter (Chapter IV).

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
When reviewing the literature connected to secondary mathematics teachers’
attitudes, beliefs, and emotions toward statistics, it is important to describe what is
currently known and unknown about these constructs relative to this population of
teachers. First of all, a definition of secondary mathematics teachers’ attitudes, beliefs,
and emotions is needed since many different characterizations have been offered in the
literature. The definition in the present study was created based on a combination of
studies concerning attitudes, beliefs, emotions, affect, and teaching. The proposed
definition takes those elements from the studies that were in agreement with one another
to create the affect system, which is portrayed in a concept map (Figure 1). Next, the
connection from affect system to teaching practice will be established based on the work
of Thompson, Phillip, and others.
Finally, research on current knowledge of secondary mathematics teachers’ affect
system toward statistics will be summarized. While no work with this population had
been completed prior to the present study, there has been work done with elementary and
pre-service teachers and university students. It is hypothesized that secondary
mathematics teachers’ affect systems toward statistics may be similar to these
populations given the connections to teaching and completion of foundational courses at
the university level.
16
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Figure 1. Concept map that describes the research domain. This figure illustrates the
relationship between attitudes and beliefs in the affect system.
The Affect System
The concept map of Figure 1 shows the research domain. The concept map
establishes the research domain as the affect system, which is primarily comprised of
attitudes and beliefs of practicing secondary mathematics teachers towards statistics. In
order to investigate and analyze practicing secondary mathematics teachers’ attitudes and
beliefs (affect) towards statistics, one must investigate the affect system regarding
statistics that teachers have in place. There is a clear need for this characterization since
there is a connection between teacher and student affect (Batanero, Burrill, Reading, &
Rossman, 2008; Estrada et al., 2011). The connection between affect and achievement
has long been established, as evidenced by the following statements that were made in
early years of research related to attitudes and beliefs towards statistics.
Attitudes and beliefs regarding statistics deserve attention for three reasons: 1.
Their role in influencing the teaching/learning process; 2. Their role in
influencing students’ statistical behavior after they leave the classroom; and 3.
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Their role in influencing whether or not students will choose to enroll in a
statistics course later on, beyond their first encounter with statistics. (Gal et al.,
1997, p. 2)
The affect system is further developed in this study by exploring teachers’
knowledge, experience, personal identities as teachers and students of mathematics and
statistics, views of the subjects at hand (both mathematics and statistics), personal truths,
and conceptions related to teaching and learning mathematics and statistics. Thus, on the
concept map in Figure 1, the words in black type indicate the elements of a teacher’s
experience that outline the primary goal of this study: to examine and characterize
attitudes and beliefs of practicing secondary mathematics teachers towards statistics to
help shape the teaching and learning process. The two-way red arrows indicate interrelationships between diagrams. For instance, a teacher’s experience teaching
mathematics informs his or her experience teaching statistics (and vice versa), and both
impact the teacher’s practice (and are impacted by that teacher’s practice). The concept
map provides a visual illustration of the affect system, which will be fully developed,
explained, and justified within the next two chapters.
Attitudes, Beliefs, and Teaching Practice
Compared with other disciplines, statistics education is a relatively new research
area. The interest in statistics education began to increase in the 1990s after the release of
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics’ Curriculum and Evaluation Standards
for School Mathematics (1989), which was the first major document to emphasize the
importance of statistical topics at the same level of more traditional strands like algebra,
geometry, measurement, and number sense (Shaughnessy, 2007). It is clear, however,
that “while many teachers of statistics are likely to focus on transmitting knowledge,
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many students are likely to have trouble with statistics due to non-cognitive factors, such
as negative attitudes or beliefs towards statistics” (Gal & Ginsburg, 1994, p. 1). Perhaps it
is due to this perception of a need to “transmit knowledge” on the part of teachers that
contributes to students’ negative affect toward statistics. It has been noted that students
view statistics as impractical for their lives and do not believe that they will ever use it
after they have left the classroom (Gal & Ginsburg, 1994). If students are encouraged to
work in teams with real data sets while utilizing appropriate technology (as suggested by
Moore, 1997, and Garfield, 1995 and 2003, among others) then perhaps their views of
statistics as useless could change.
The available research on how students learn data analysis techniques explicitly
mentions the negative feelings that many students have about statistics even before
setting foot in a classroom, including the apprehension that many students have about
statistics based solely on their impression of the subject (Rosenthal, 1992). Estrada and
Batanero (2008) point out that “anxious students tend to find [a statistics] course more
difficult than it should be and instructional goals more difficult to achieve” (p. 1). Hence,
student attitudes play a major role in statistics education and therefore issues concerning
students’ perceptions of the subject cannot be ignored. These statements are particularly
relevant for teachers since not only are they expected to teach statistics to a potentially
uncooperative class, but in the absence of research on affect systems of practicing
secondary teachers, they may share the attitudes and beliefs of (university) students
themselves (Pierce & Chick, 2008). The implications for teachers are two-fold since they
are expected to teach the subject and yet were once (possibly reluctant) students of the
subject.
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Gal and Ginsburg (1994) found that many students initially come to statistics with
little preparation for understanding the subject and describe the apprehensive feelings and
test anxiety related to mathematics that may be transferred to statistics. Further, they
mention the prevalent belief among students that academic mathematics and statistics are
not useful to real life. Because of these issues, an effective course should encourage
statistical thinking, which they state includes an ability and willingness to form valid
conclusions for real-world situations in everyday life (Franklin, Kader, et al., 2007; Gal
& Ginsburg, 1994). Many researchers agree that using real data in the classroom can
facilitate statistical learning since it may help teachers show students how statistics can
be used in the real world (Burrill, 2005; Garfield, 1997; Moore, 1997; Shaughnessy,
2007; Singer & Willett, 1990). Additionally, a course in statistics should not prevent
students from seeking out further statistics education (Gal & Ginsberg, 1994).
The anxious feelings, lack of preparation or knowledge, and impression that
statistics is not useful in everyday life that are related to negative attitudes or beliefs in
students can also be attributed to at least one population of teachers. For instance, it has
been noted in certain populations of elementary in-service teachers that the negative
attitudes associated with statistics actually increase with the practice of teaching (Estrada
& Batanero, 2008; Estrada et al., 2011). These findings are definitely not encouraging,
and whether these statements are also true of secondary mathematics teachers remains to
be seen. Many elementary teachers would agree that statistics is not valuable (Pierce &
Chick, 2008), a statement with which many secondary students would agree (Estrada,
Batanero, Fortuny, & Diaz, 2005). The populations of teachers used in the studies cited
above were not secondary teachers, but both pre-service (elementary and secondary) and
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practicing elementary teachers indicated they had the negative attitudes described above
(Estrada & Batanero, 2008; Estrada et al., 2011). Because work has not been done with
practicing secondary teachers, much of what is known about teacher affect in general
comes from populations of elementary or pre-service (elementary and secondary)
teachers; further, the mathematical preparation of elementary teachers is typically very
different from that of secondary teachers since it is generally not as rigorous in terms of
course content.
The negative attitudes described here are troubling enough, but when considered
in light of the increasing importance of statistics in the school curriculum and the
influence that teachers have on students, teachers’ attitudes and beliefs deserve
consideration. There is a clear call for professional development activities that attend to
teachers’ attitudes and beliefs toward statistics (Phillip, 2007). Until teachers’ attitudes
and beliefs are known, however, designing such activities would be of little use since
they may fall short of their intent. Hence, the work of studying teachers’ attitudes and
beliefs toward statistics becomes even more important; not only does it inform the field
of the current situation in mathematics classrooms, but it often drives future professional
development work with this population. This is particularly significant because more
positive attitudes and beliefs regarding statistics would help teachers to understand the
usefulness in their students’ future professional and personal lives (Estrada et al., 2011).
The attitudes and beliefs of secondary mathematics teachers need to be explored and
described to facilitate the design and implementation of professional development
activities.
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Unfortunately, practicing teachers who have no special preparation or education
in statistics may exhibit negative attitudes towards statistics (Estrada et al., 2011). Not
surprisingly, in research conducted with prospective teachers it was found that with more
courses taken in statistics and more knowledge of statistics, attitudes tended to be more
positive (Estrada et al., 2011). In addition, research with elementary teachers indicates
that their earlier education of statistics (as well as positive learning experiences with
statistics) has a major impact on their attitudes (Estrada et al., 2011). Hence knowledge of
statistics alone does not predict one’s attitudes towards statistics, but the experiences that
one has with statistics are significant, whether as a teacher or a student. Therefore, it is as
important to look at teachers’ experiences learning statistics. This is even more apparent
when considering that elementary teachers’ attitudes and beliefs towards statistics
actually became more negative with the actual teaching of statistical topics (Pierce &
Chick, 2008).
Current Knowledge of Secondary Teachers’ Attitudes
and Beliefs Toward Statistics
While the focus of this study is teacher on teacher affect, the critical importance
of the affect of secondary mathematics students also bears mention. In fact, it is also an
area where more research is needed (Shaughnessy, 1992, 2007). Because of the influence
of teachers on their students, however, it is important to focus initial efforts on the study
of teacher attitudes and beliefs. The affect of teachers and their students is further
connected by the fact that teachers’ attitudes and beliefs will directly impact student
learning of statistics (Estrada & Batanero, 2008). Gal and Ginsburg (1994) claim that
“the research on students’ beliefs about statistics is much more sparse than that
concerning attitudes towards statistics” (p. 12). More recent literature indicates that this
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situation has not changed, and that work on improving student attitudes and beliefs is still
needed (Phillip, 2007; Shaughnessy, 1992, 2007). It has been mentioned that student
attitudes towards statistics hinder student learning (Gal & Ginsburg, 1994), but more
work needs to be done to determine the full effect that student affect has on statistical
learning. Moreover, “the relationship between beliefs and attitudes such as anxiety is also
being explored in the field of mathematics education” since “mathematics anxiety is an
appropriate response when certain beliefs are present” (Gal & Ginsburg, 1994, p. 13).
Thus,
. . . to make the learning of statistics less frustrating, less fearful, and more
effective, further attention by both statistics educators and researchers should be
focused on beliefs, attitudes, and expectations students bring into statistics
classrooms or develop during their educational experiences. (Gal & Ginsburg,
1994, p. 13)
Because of these facts, and since teacher attitudes and beliefs have a direct impact
on student learning of statistics, there is a need to examine secondary teachers’ attitudes
and beliefs towards statistics. Hence, the issue raised by Gal and Ginsburg over two
decades ago is still relevant in light of current events in the field.
Secondary Mathematics Teachers’ Affect Systems
To connect beliefs to practice, one can assume that “beliefs about teaching
statistics are also likely to be influenced by beliefs about statistics itself (including its
relationship to mathematics) and about teaching more generally” (Pierce & Chick, 2008,
p. 8). Therefore, a teacher’s beliefs about teaching statistics are connected to the teacher’s
experience: they connect to the teacher’s beliefs about statistics, mathematics, statistics
and mathematics in relation to one another, and about teaching practice in general. Hence
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the implicit relationship between teacher beliefs and practice is an important reason to
look at beliefs (Pierce & Chick, 2008; Thompson, 1992).
Pierce and Chick (2008) state that “teachers’ beliefs about statistics itself will
contribute to both their attitude towards teaching statistics and their [teaching] practice”
(p. 4). Furthermore, they state that “such beliefs will depend on their own experiences of
learning and using statistics” (Pierce & Chick, 2008, p. 4). Since secondary mathematics
teachers have likely studied statistics in at least one university-level course “it is
hypothesized that some information can be gained by consideration of students’ beliefs,
on the assumption that those beliefs leave a legacy when such students become teachers
themselves” (Pierce & Chick, 2008, p. 4). In a study that was done in Australia with 20
university students, six conceptions of statistics were noted as prominent among the
participants:
Statistics is individual numerical activities, using and interpretation of data, a
collection of statistical activities, the analysis and interpretation of data, a way of
understanding real life using different statistical models, and/or an inclusive tool
used to make sense of the world and develop personal meanings. (Pierce & Chick,
2008, p. 4)
One might assume that practicing secondary mathematics teachers would share the same
outlook since these two populations are similar.
In a study with practicing and prospective elementary teachers, Begg and
Edwards (1999) found similar conceptions. However, Begg and Edwards also noted that
this population gave conflicting views about the value of statistics; for instance, while
statistics was generally believed to be valuable, this group also believed that it was easy
to manipulate statistics to strengthen one’s argument. Pierce and Chick (2008) describe
similar findings in another study (Chick & Pierce, 2008) with 27 pre-service primary
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(elementary) teachers. The study, using the Statistics Course Attitude Scale (SCAS)
instrument, found that the participants believed that individual testimonies were desirable
over statistical reports generated using large samples (Pierce & Chick, 2008). This belief
indicates a fundamental misunderstanding of the importance of appropriate sampling
procedures used in inferential statistics.
Pierce and Chick (2008) summarized several comparable studies, each of them
indicating that teachers seem to generally value statistics and the role that it plays in
society. However, all of those studies involve either pre-service (elementary and
secondary) or elementary (in-service) teachers and there is “considerable diversity in the
beliefs held by these teachers who are expected to teach statistics” (Pierce & Chick, 2008,
p. 10). Since no work has been done to characterize the attitudes and beliefs of practicing
secondary teachers, it may be the case that a considerable amount of diversity exists in
this population as well. Pierce and Chick (2008) describe several factors contributing to
the problematic situation in which pre-service (secondary and elementary) and in-service
elementary teachers hold such a variety of beliefs: the amount of variability in teachers’
experience with statistics (both as teachers and as students), their resulting conception of
“statistics,” the conflicting views about what statistics should be taught in the schools,
and how statistics should be taught. The current study may shed light on possible
diversity of attitudes and beliefs in secondary mathematics teachers.
Statistics Versus Mathematics
As a result of their work, Pierce and Chick (2008) suggest that teachers be helped
to understand that statistics is more about an investigative process to solving problems.
Hence they would agree that there may be a “mismatch” between teachers’ beliefs about
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statistics and how statistics educators view the subject (Pierce & Chick, 2008, p. 3). So, it
follows then that, for many, statistical thinking is different from mathematical thinking.
Wild and Pfannkuch (1999) describe the differences between mathematical thinking and
statistical thinking in terms of the analytical cycles and different ways of using critical
thinking that are necessary for statistical thinking. This view of statistics as a set of cycles
with the ultimate goal of addressing a problem is echoed in the literature related to the
reform in statistics education (Shaughnessy, 2007), and in the GAISE framework
(Franklin, Kader, et al., 2007).
The emphasis on processes for reflecting on and solving problems is distinct from
mathematical thinking, and the teacher is responsible for making the differences explicit.
Pfannkuch (2008) argues the case for the impact of teacher beliefs on students’ ability to
think statistically:
To be a teacher of statistics is to realize that one is not teaching a branch of
mathematics but that one is teaching a discipline that has its own independent
intellectual method. Students are now living in a society that demands evidencebased arguments and decisions. Therefore teachers play a crucial role in
developing students’ statistical thought processes. . . . First, statistical thinking or
reasoning needs to be recognized as a key educational goal for all students.
Second, statistics needs to be valued as a distinct discipline. Finally, resources
need to be put into more statistics education research to understand how to
develop students’ statistical concepts and thinking. (p. 5)
Chapter Summary
As a result of the increase of statistical topics in the school curriculum and the
recent surge of interest in statistics education, there is a need to study the attitudes and
beliefs of secondary mathematics teachers with respect to statistics since research has
shown that teachers’ affect is connected to student learning (Chick & Pierce, 2008;
Estrada & Batanero, 2008; Shaughnessy, 2007). Since the attitudes and beliefs of
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practicing secondary mathematics teachers are not known, an initial inventory and
characterization of the attitudes and beliefs of practicing secondary mathematics teachers
towards statistics is needed.
Thus, according to most statistics education researchers an initial inventory and
characterization of the attitudes and beliefs of practicing secondary mathematics teachers
towards statistics has been called for in the literature. It is known that attitudes and beliefs
of elementary teachers become more negative with experience teaching statistical topics
but are more positive with more training in statistics (Pierce & Chick, 2008). Because no
similar work has been done with secondary mathematics teachers it is not known whether
there is similar variety in this population as well. Therefore, the connection between
affect systems and statistical teaching experience together with the number of collegelevel statistics courses is of interest with this population. While it is known that the types
of thinking that are required for mathematical tasks are different than the statistical
thinking being called for by statistics educators (Franklin, Kader, et al., 2007;
Shaughnessy, 2007), the degree to which secondary mathematics teachers agree with
statistics education researchers is not known (Pierce & Chick, 2008). Thus, the attitudes
and beliefs of practicing secondary mathematics teachers who have taught a statistics
course and those who have taught statistical concepts only as part of a regular
mathematics class is worth exploring in regard to statistics learning advocated in the
GAISE framework and the CCSSM.

CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SURVEY FRAMEWORK
Introduction
The issue of how best to capture attitudes and beliefs toward statistics is not a new
one. Attitudes and beliefs of different populations have been studied, but there is not
universal agreement on a suitable general instrument. It has been suggested that
assessments of attitudes and beliefs continue to be developed, but designing such
assessments is extremely difficult due to issues such as validation (Gal & Ginsburg,
1994). Gal, Ginsburg, and Schau (1997) mention several possible assessments that have
been developed that involve questionnaires, including the Survey of Attitudes Toward
Statistics (SATS) and the Statistics Course Attitude Scale (SCAS) Instrument. The SATS
has been validated and in use since 1992 with university students (Gal & Ginsburg, 1994;
Gal et al., 1997; Schau, 2003; Schau, Stevens, Dauphine, & del Vecchio, 1995). The
SCAS instrument has also been in use since the early 1990s with university students (Gal
& Ginsburg, 1994; Gal et al., 1997). Although the SATS and SCAS are well-established,
reliable instruments, no one survey instrument has existed that specifically measures the
attitudes and beliefs of secondary mathematics teachers toward statistics. Thus, the
objective of this chapter is to describe the initial development of the Teacher Attitudes
and Beliefs toward Statistics Survey (TABSS), which is based on previous surveys and
newly created items. As a background, the chapter provides additional explanation of
attitudes, beliefs, and emotion connected to the framework of the survey instrument.
28
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Overview of the Survey Instrument
The attitudes and beliefs of secondary mathematics teachers towards statistics
were studied by using all items from the Survey of Attitudes Toward Statistics (SATS-36,
an updated version of the original SATS), three additional items from the SCAS, and 13
newly constructed survey items. (The seven omitted items from the SCAS were either
redundant [see Appendix D] or inappropriate given the research questions and based on
the results from the pilot study, as described below in the Methodology chapter.) The
combination of these survey items created the first version of a new survey instrument,
the Teacher Attitudes and Beliefs toward Statistics Survey (TABSS) (see Appendix B for
this version). Gal et al. (1997) identified four different subscales from the SATS-36
related to attitudes and beliefs: Affect, Cognitive Competence, Value, and Difficulty.
Although the subscales were taken from the Survey of Attitudes Toward Statistics
(SATS-36), items relating both to attitudes (including the emotional components) and
beliefs were included in the survey, and the three remaining items from the SCAS each
connected to one of the four survey subscales. The four SATS-36 subscales were useful
for initially characterizing teacher attitudes and beliefs based on the precedent they set
with the closest known population (university students). Further, the 13 survey items
unique to the TABSS each related to one of the four survey subscales. Hence the four
subscales provided a useful framework from which to begin a study of teacher affect
systems toward statistics.
Justification of the Four Survey Subscales
The original version of the TABSS addressed four different subscales related to
the overall constructs of attitudes and beliefs: Cognitive Competence, Difficulty, Value,
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and Emotion. These four survey subscales were adapted from the subscales used for the
SATS-36: Cognitive Competence, Difficulty, Value, and Affect (Gal et al., 1997).
Cognitive Competence and Difficulty are subscales that describe the construct Beliefs,
and Value and Affect provide information related to Attitudes. The overall relationships
between the general constructs and subscales are summarized in Table 2 and justified in
the sections below.

Table 2
Definition of General Affect Constructs and Subscales
Construct

Beliefs: Individually held and
personal

Attitudes: Directed at the
subject at hand
Subcategory
Emotions: Deeply emotional
responses to stimuli

Survey Subscale
and Description

Cognitive Competence – measures
the individually held views of
teacher’s ability to solve problems or
teach statistics.

Value – measures the overall
worth of statistics to the teacher
in the present and in the future

Difficulty – measures teachers’ view
of statistics as a subject, not his or
her own ability to work statistics
problems.

Affective Representations: Attitudes and Beliefs
The present study adopts Phillip’s (2007) distinction of attitudes as “manners of
acting, feeling, or thinking that show one’s disposition or opinion” and beliefs as “lenses
through which one looks when interpreting the world” (p. 257). Attitudes imply a need
for action that expresses the holder’s outlook on a particular subject; this points to the
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connection between emotions, personal identity, and attitudes. Beliefs can be held
without any direct action or effort. Unlike attitudes, beliefs are entrenched in the holder to
the point that they act as a filtering system for the world (Ambrose, 2004). Because of
this, beliefs become more resilient with time (Ambrose, 2004; Phillip, 2007; Thompson,
1992).
Beliefs: The Most Cognitive Construct
Beliefs are the most stable and cognitive of all constructs ascribed to affect
(McLeod, 1992; Phillip, 2007). Beliefs and personal truths can both be seen as
expressions of one’s value system, including evaluating the validity or applicability of the
given subject at hand (Goldin, 2002; Phillip, 2007). Because beliefs are the most
cognitive of the affective representations, and because personal truths are highly
cognitive in nature, personal truths are viewed as a subset of beliefs in the present study.
Values, ethics, and morals are treated as subsets of personal truths partially based on
Goldin’s (2002) work. Values together with knowledge are closely connected to beliefs
(Phillips, 2007). Ethics and morals influence beliefs because beliefs can be seen as
emotional experiences in themselves; they can also be influenced by culture (Ambrose,
2004). Values, ethics, and morals both impact and are impacted by beliefs and personal
truths. This notion of (personal) values is distinct from the notion of values (as a measure
of significance), which is a subset of attitudes. For instance, the former view of values
refers to moral views on ethical items while the latter pertains to the importance that one
places on a particular subject area or item.
The view of beliefs as a filtering system for the holder (Ambrose, 2004) is
consistent with the characterization of personal truths as a subset of beliefs. Goldin
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(2002) characterizes beliefs as “internal representations to which the holder attributes
truth, validity, or applicability” (stated in Phillip, 2007, p. 301). Using this
characterization, these internal representations (beliefs) serve as filters for knowledge.
Perhaps the single characteristic that sets beliefs apart from attitudes and other possible
affective representations, such as emotions, is the level of cognition associated with belief
(Phillip, 2007). In fact, the connection is so strong that some have viewed beliefs as a
subset of cognition (Thompson, 1992). Thompson (1992) viewed conception as
knowledge together with beliefs. Others have viewed beliefs as knowledge plus values or
as belief with assurance (Phillip, 2007). Based on this work, the current study
conceptualizes knowledge as a subset of beliefs, and therefore knowledge is part of one’s
beliefs.
Since beliefs are individually held, personal, and associated with cognitive ability
(McLeod, 1994), cognitive competence (one’s view of his or her personal abilities
relative to a particular context) impacts beliefs. In the current study, Cognitive
Competence is a subscale of Beliefs since it involves teachers’ impressions of their own
abilities regarding statistics. The key difference between Cognitive Competence and
Difficulty, a different subscale, as defined on the present survey is teachers’ perceptions
of their own personal abilities to understand and teach statistics (Cognitive Competence)
versus their perceptions of the difficulties of statistics as a subject for students and
teachers (Difficulty, which is less personal). Hence the conceptualization of Cognitive
Competence in the current study involves teachers’ impressions of their own abilities
rather than an inventory of their statistical skills.
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Items related to Difficulty are also considered a measure of beliefs since
perceptions of Difficulty and Cognitive Competence are tightly connected. In this
interpretation, a teacher’s view of “Difficulty” is aimed at statistics as a subject but is an
individually held belief. Hence, Difficulty as a subscale is distinct from Cognitive
Competence. The differences between Cognitive Competence and Difficulty are explored
through the survey items relative to these subscales. Six survey items from the SATS-36
address Cognitive Competence and seven items address Difficulty. On the full version of
the TABSS, 12 items address Cognitive Competence and 13 items address Difficulty.
The original TABSS survey items are listed by construct and subscale in Table 5 of the
Methodology chapter.
Attitudes: More than Automatized Emotions
Phillip (2007) defines attitude as “manners of acting, feeling, or thinking that
show one’s disposition or opinion” (p. 257). Based on this definition, a study of attitude
includes not only feelings, but actions or thoughts directed towards the subject at hand
that are based on those feelings. For this reason, Value is a subscale of Attitudes on the
SATS-36 (and, consequently, on the TABSS). Nine survey items from the SATS-36
address Value; on the full version of the TABSS, 14 items address Value.
There appears to be general agreement that attitudes do not merely consist of
feelings or emotional reactions to stimuli. Hannula (2002) describes two differing
perspectives of attitude: attitude as emotional outlook towards a subject and attitude as
part of the affective domain, which is comprised of attitudes, beliefs, and emotions. The
latter interpretation is more generally accepted since the former view of attitudes as
purely emotion ignores the cognitive component of the construct (Hannula, 2002). In
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fact, the cognitive component of each construct of the affective domain is distinct,
strengthening the argument in favor of three separate strands in the framework.
Affect has been defined as attitudes, beliefs, and emotions, with the least
cognitive of the three constructs being emotion (Goldin, 2002). Emotions are less
cognitive and are more dependent on environment than either attitudes or beliefs.
Because of this dependence on surroundings, emotions are prone to change quickly,
unlike either attitudes or beliefs (Phillip, 2007). Further, emotions are felt at a higher
intensity than either attitudes or beliefs (Phillip, 2007). This distinction makes emotion an
important, but difficult, construct to study for this population of teachers. It is known that
emotions are easy to change in a given moment, but when emotions are repeated to the
point that they become instinctive over a length of time they can become attitudes and
hence more difficult to change (Phillip, 2007). Even though emotions are connected to
attitudes in this way, according to Hannula (2002) they remain a distinct construct by the
level of intensity and the biological, physical response they bring.
The authors of the SATS-36 identify “Affect” as a subscale, but their use of the
term seems to relate to emotions based on the survey items identified in the subscale and
the definitions in described the recent literature. Hence, instead of “Affect” this study
uses “Emotions” as a subscale to avoid confusion with the more general affect system,
which is the term used to describe the overall system of attitudes and beliefs towards
statistics. Six survey items from the SATS-36 address Affect. On the full version of the
TABSS, these six items will be associated with the Emotions subscale; there are 14 total
items in the subscale. The survey items are listed by construct and subscale in Table 5 of
the Methodology chapter.
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It has been said that emotion is the least cognitive of the three constructs related
to affect (Phillip, 2007). Attitudes are more cognitive than emotion, but less cognitive
than beliefs (Goldin, 2002). The characterization of attitude as an automatized emotion
(McLeod, 1992) connects attitudes and emotions in a useful way. While emotions have a
strong impact on overall affect due to the potentially strong feelings they generate,
attitudes also involve the actions that may take place as a result of those emotions.
The most important contrasts among emotions, attitudes, and beliefs involve
distinctions among stability, intensity, and cognition related to each construct (Goldin,
2002; Hannula, 2002; Phillip, 2007). Attitudes are seen as a balance between affect (or
emotion) and cognition (Goldin, 2002). In terms of intensity, emotions produce the
highest level of intensity of the three constructs while remaining the least cognitive and
stable (McLeod, 1992). Attitudes produce the lowest level of intensity of the three since,
at the most extreme, they can be classified as fairly intense (McLeod, 1992). It follows
that beliefs are felt more intensely than attitudes but less intensely than emotions. The
relationships among stability, intensity, and cognition together with the rankings of each
construct can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3
Ranking Scheme for Affect System
Ranking

Level of Stability

Intensity

Cognitive Component

1

Belief

Emotion

Belief

2

Attitude

Belief

Attitude

3

Emotion

Attitude

Emotion

Note. This table illustrates the relationship among stability, intensity, and cognition for the
constructs.
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Existing Survey Instruments
Based on the literature, the SATS and SCAS are two separate yet well-developed
survey instruments that provide an introductory analysis of statistical beliefs and attitudes
(Estrada & Batanero, 2011; Gal et al., 1997; Schau, 2003). Furthermore, both instruments
seem to be the most appropriate and well-developed instruments for use with university
students (Gal et al., 1997; Martins, Nascimento, & Estrada, 2011). This is important since
the attitudes and beliefs of secondary mathematics teachers could resemble those of
university students (Pierce & Chick, 2008). In the absence of a survey tool that has been
created and validated specifically for secondary mathematics teachers, these survey
instruments were determined to be the best tools with which to begin an exploration of
the affect system of this population of teachers. While there were other instruments
available, in general they were not used because they seemed less appropriate for
secondary mathematics teachers, were not as well developed, or were outdated.
Other than the SATS and the SCAS, the only other survey tool that was
considered for the present study with secondary mathematics teachers was the Scale of
Attitudes Toward Statistics, which was developed by Estrada in 2002. The scale was
proposed and developed for use with both pre-service and in-service teachers, and was
used in a study with teachers of 10- to 14-year old students (cycles two and three of basic
education) in Portugal (Martins et al., 2011). While it was the only survey tool to date
that has been designed specifically to measure statistical attitudes and beliefs of teachers,
it did not seem appropriate for use with secondary teachers in the United States given the
cultural differences in populations and current events in American education. Estrada
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herself has not continued to use the survey, indicating that it may no longer be effective
for the population of teachers for which it was originally intended.
Survey Items from the SATS-36
The original SATS (SATS-28) contains 28 items that are scored on a 7-point
scale, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The SATS-36, a recently updated
version of the SATS-28 that contains additional items related to mathematical and
statistical experience, was suggested for the current study (C. Schau, personal
communication, September 21, 2013). Items from the SATS-36 that pertain to the
population of secondary mathematics teachers were used in the current study, including
those items that were written in language that seemed to be aimed primarily at students of
statistics. (Items specific to the statistics course for which the SATS-36 was developed
were omitted.) The items that refer to the student experience in statistics such as “I will
make a lot of math errors in statistics” were reworded to make it clear that the teachers
should reflect on their own experiences as learners of statistics when responding to those
survey items. For instance, “I will make a lot math of errors in statistics” was rephrased:
“As a student, I thought that I would make a lot of math errors in statistics.” Furthermore,
the survey was divided into sections so that the items related to the student perspective
were labeled as such and all appeared together in the same section. Likewise, the items
geared towards teachers or teaching and learning theories related to statistics (described
in detail in Chapter IV) also appeared in distinctive sections of the survey. The general
organization of survey items is shown in Table 4; each item on the survey belongs to a
single construct, subscale, and perspective. The full version of TABSS organized by
construct, subscale, and perspective is found in Table 5 in Chapter IV.
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Table 4
General Organization of TABSS Survey Items
Construct

Beliefs

Attitudes

Subscale

Cognitive
Competence

Difficulty

Value

Emotions

Perspective (each item
pertains to one of the
two listed)

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Student

Teaching/Learning Teaching/Learning Student

Chapter Summary
The survey created for this study, the TABSS, was originally 66 items comprised
from a combination of items taken from the SATS-36 (39 items) and SCAS (3 items), as
well as 13 newly constructed items (and eleven demographic items). Each of these items
described a characteristic of attitudes or beliefs toward statistics based on the subscale
and perspective. The intent of this chapter was to develop and justify the general structure
of the survey instrument, based on definitions provided in the literature, in conjunction
with the goals of the study. Chapter IV: Methodology will address the individual survey
items and how they fit into the framework, which is found in Table 5 of that chapter.

CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
At the end of Chapter I, the purposes of the study were generally described as:
(a) to develop and implement a survey instrument focused on secondary mathematics
teachers’ attitudes and beliefs toward statistics and to examine the validity and reliability
of this instrument, (b) explore and describe secondary mathematics teachers’ attitudes
and beliefs towards statistics based upon the survey instrument, and (c) to examine the
relationship among attitudes and beliefs of the teacher population through the lenses of
the GAISE framework and the CCSSM based upon relevant items in the survey
instrument. Thus, the study focused on the following specific research questions:
1. How effective are the items on the Teacher Attitudes and Beliefs toward
Statistics Survey (TABSS) at describing attitudes and beliefs of secondary
mathematics teachers?
2. Based upon the TABSS, what characterizes the attitudes and beliefs of
practicing secondary mathematics teachers toward statistics? That is, what is
the affect system of practicing secondary mathematics teachers toward
statistics as determined by a survey instrument?
3. What are the differences in attitudes and beliefs, if any, between practicing
secondary mathematics teachers who have taught a statistics course and those
who have taught statistical concepts only as part of a regular mathematics
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class regarding survey items written specifically to address statistics learning
advocated in the GAISE framework and the CCSSM?
This chapter will provide an overview of the study designed to examine these research
questions, including a description of the sample design, detailed development of the
survey instrument, description of pilot study and results, data collection, and methods of
analysis.
Sample Design
The affect system of secondary mathematics teachers was studied using a survey
instrument that was sent by email to a representative sample of teachers. All of the
teachers in the sample for the study came from the same Midwestern state. The
population of teachers from the chosen state was disaggregated by school district based
on each district’s distance to urban areas, called the Urban-centric Locale, as defined by
the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES, 2014). This category described each
school district based on its proximity to urban areas; for instance, the 12 possible values
ranged from 11 (large city, such as a school district representing a metropolitan area with
potentially many large high schools) to 43 (rural/remote, such as a tiny rural school
district with one small high school). This designation helped to ensure that an appropriate
number of school districts of all sizes and from varied locations around the state were
included in the study so that the sample of schools would be representative of the
population of secondary teachers within the state.
Using data supplied by NCES, a table was generated using the
Elementary/Secondary Information System (called ELSi) of all of the public school
districts in the state based on their Urban-centric Locale. All of the Educational Service
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Centers, Detention Centers, Charter Schools, and similar entities were included in the
initial ELSi report but were omitted as potential participants in the sample since the focus
of the study remained on secondary mathematics teachers in typical public school
classrooms. There were 293 total public school districts across the state, and the Urbancentric Locale of each district was utilized to break down the percentages of school
districts in each category. For example, for the category “11-City: Large” there were 8
school districts, or 2.73% of the total population of 293 school districts. This method was
continued until the percentage of schools found in each of the 12 categories was
established. The survey was sent via email to 500 teachers, and the relative percent was
used with this number to determine how many teachers from each type of school district
should be sampled. For instance, in the first category 2.73% of the sample should be from
teachers in schools that fit “11-City: Large,” so if n=500, then there were 13.65 teachers
needed from that group of school districts. This pattern was continued for all of the
remaining eleven categories; the percentages were adhered to as closely as possible,
given the population.
Once the number of teachers needed from each type of school district was
determined, the approximate number of districts to include in the sample from each
category was determined. For instance, in the first category “11-City: Large,” one district
was sampled since only 13.65 teachers were needed from that type of school based on the
percentages, but a district of this size would typically have many more secondary
mathematics teachers. Each school district was then assigned a random number and those
schools with the lowest values from the random number generator for each Urban-centric
Locale were systematically chosen for the sample based on the number of districts
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needed from each category. For instance, for the category “42-Rural: Distant” there were
88 school districts, or 30.034% of the total population. It was determined that around 150
(30.034% of 500) teachers were needed to represent these schools; since these schools
were smaller they would have fewer teachers each. Thus, the 27 school districts with the
lowest random numbers out of the 88 total were chosen for the sample since each school
district would likely have around five secondary mathematics teachers. If this number of
teachers was not enough from this category, then the school district with the next lowest
random number on the list would be chosen and the process continued until there were
enough teachers from this school district type. This scheme was continued for the entire
sample of 500 secondary mathematics teachers. In the event of a low response rate, it was
determined that the same scheme would be followed to obtain an additional sample of
200 teachers. A definition of each Urban-center Locale together with the final sample
percent and actual percent is given in Table 10 in Chapter V.
Development of Survey Instrument
Survey Items from the SATS-36
The SATS-36 served as a basic yet thorough inventory for teachers’ attitudes and
beliefs towards statistics, and thus it was a valuable tool for an introductory study.
Furthermore, the SATS-36 was the most comprehensive survey available that situated
attitudes and beliefs towards statistics in an educational context. While it had not been
used with this population of secondary mathematics teachers, it had been validated as a
stand-alone instrument for use in similar populations (university students) (Schau et al.,
1995; Schau, 2013) and provided a basic accounting of secondary mathematics teachers’
attitudes and beliefs towards statistics. Because the survey instrument that was used in the
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current study was developed from existing survey instruments it was important to retain
as much of the wording from the original surveys as possible for replication and validity
purposes.
The original SATS-36 survey contained a combination of items that were worded
with both positive and negative connotations, and those connotations (positive or
negative) were retained on the final survey instrument in the current study. This was done
in order to “avoid the problem of acquiescence” (Martins et al., 2011). The items with a
negative connotation were starred in Table 5, and the numerical value attributed to each
survey response was reversed during analysis to align the intent of all items in the same
direction. Hence the responses were scored with this in mind: a more positive attitude
was associated with a higher score. A score of 1 was rescaled to 7, 2 to 6, and so on. For
instance, if a negatively worded statement resulted in a score of 2 it was rescored to a 6
since a score of 2 would reflect disagreement with a negative statement. Therefore, the
item received a score of 6, a high score that indicated agreement or positive affect. This
scheme allowed for meaningful comparisons of survey items; because of the rescaling of
negatively worded items, each mean value represented the degree of positive affect
directed toward that item.
The SATS-36 is used in university introductory statistics classes and is given to
students before the course begins (as a pretest) and after the course is completed (as a
posttest) with slightly different wording to indicate when the survey is given (data
collection is ongoing). Examples of general survey items are “Statistics conclusions are
rarely presented in everyday life” or “Statistics should be a required part of my
professional training.” Other examples of items from the SATS-36 also include more
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broad attitudinal statements such as “I like statistics” and “Statistics is worthless” (Gal et
al., 1997; Schau, 2013; information about the SATS-36, including the full survey, is
available at http://evaluationandstatistics.com/view.html). These statements could apply
to anyone from the general population, but some of the survey items were directed at
teachers alone. For instance, “Statistics is a subject quickly learned by most people” or
“Learning statistics requires a great deal of discipline” were intended to investigate
teachers’ attitudes and beliefs about teaching and learning statistics. In the current study
these items targeted teachers’ perspectives of statistics in their roles as professional
educators. Thus, the final survey instrument contained items related to learners of
statistics (student perspective), teachers of statistical topics (teacher perspective and also
teaching/learning theory), and demographical topics (experience teaching and learning
statistics and mathematics). A complete list of the final survey items organized by
construct, subscale, and perspective is found in Table 5 (see Chapter III for description of
this framework). The entire survey tool is organized by section and is found in Appendix
B.
Additionally, due to the difference in population from the original university
students for whom the SATS was written, the wording of some of the items was changed
so that the survey was more applicable for secondary mathematics teachers. For instance,
some of the items were changed to reflect teachers’ attitudes and beliefs as professionals,
but others asked teachers to indicate their attitudes and beliefs from their perspective as a
student of statistics. A sample of some of these changes is listed in Table 6. A
comprehensive list can be found in Appendix C.
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Table 5
Survey Items Arranged by Construct, Subscale, and Perspective
Beliefs
Cognitive
Competence
Teacher’s
Perspective

Attitudes
Difficulty

Value

Emotions

How confident
are you that you
can master
introductory
statistical
content? (SATS)

a

Statistics is highly
technical. (SATS)

a

Statistics conclusions
are rarely presented in
everyday life. (SATS)

I like statistics.
(SATS)

I could explain
how an opinion
poll works.
(SCAS)

a

Most people have to
learn a new way of
thinking to do
statistics. (SATS)

a

I have no application
for statistics in my
profession other than
when I teach it.
(SATS)

a

Statements about
probability (such
as what the odds
are of winning a
lottery) seem
very clear to me.
(SCAS)

a

Statistics problems
typically have one
right answer.
(CCSSM)

In the future, students
will need to be
statistically literate
citizens. (GAISE)

a

I use statistics in
everyday life.
(SATS)

Statistics formulas
are easy to
understand. (SATS)

Statistics should be a
required component
of mathematics
teacher preparation.
(SATS)

a

How good at
statistics are
you? (SATS)

a

Statistics is a
complicated subject.
(SATS)

Statistical skills will
make my students
more employable.
(SATS)

a

How good at
mathematics are
you? (SATS)

Statistics is a subject
quickly learned by
most people. (SATS)

a

Statistics is not
useful to the typical
professional. (SATS)

I am interested in
being able to
communicate
statistical
information to
others. (SATS)

a

a

Statistical thinking is
not applicable in my
life outside of my job.
(SATS)

I am interested in
using statistics.
(SATS)

Statistics is really
mathematics and
doesn’t need a
separate course.
(CCSSM)

I am interested in
understanding
statistical
information.
(SATS)

Learning statistics
requires a great deal
of discipline. (SATS)

I am nervous
when I teach
statistical concepts.
(SATS)
Statistics involves
massive
computations.
(SATS)

Statistics is
worthless. (SATS)

Statistics is
irrelevant in my
life outside of
when I have to
teach it. (SATS)
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Table 5—Continued
Beliefs

Student or
Teaching/
Learning
Perspective

Attitudes

Cognitive
Competence

Difficulty

Value

Emotions

Student
Perspective

Teaching/Learning

Perspective

Student Perspective

a

As a student, I
thought that I
would make a lot
of math errors in
statistics.
(SATS)

A student’s statistical
reasoning should be
assessed based on
experience with
concepts, not age or
grade. (GAISE)

Understanding
probability and
statistics is becoming
increasingly important
in our society, and
may become as
essential as being able
to add or subtract.
(SCAS – but also
GAISE)

a

As a student, I
believed that I
could learn
statistics.
(SATS)

a

Students should
learn statistical
algorithms first to
help them better
understand the
related concepts.
(CCSSM)

It is important to
focus on concepts
instead of calculations
when teaching
statistical concepts to
students. (GAISE)

a

I understood
statistics
equations.
(SATS)

a

Typical students
cannot expect to
understand statistics;
they should just
memorize and apply
what they have
learned mechanically
and without
understanding.
(CCSSM)

Hands-on, active
learning is an
important part of
learning and
understanding
statistics. (GAISE)

I would enjoy
taking a statistics
class. (SATS)

a

I found it
difficult to
understand
statistics
concepts.
(SATS)

a

There are only a few
methods that are
useful for teaching
statistical concepts to
students. (GAISE)

Students should work
with real data, and
even collect their own
data, as much as
possible if they want
to understand
statistics. (GAISE)

a

a

a

Students should be
allowed to use
appropriate
technology when
learning statistics.

As a student, I
worked hard in my
statistics course.
(SATS)

I had no idea of
what was going
on when I
learned topics
from statistics.
(SATS)

It is important for a
student to learn the
computations used in
a statistics class.
(CCSSM)

I got frustrated
going over
statistics topics in
class. (SATS)

I was under stress
when I learned
statistics in class.
(SATS)

I was scared by
statistics as a
student. (SATS)
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Table 5—Continued
Beliefs

Student or
Teaching/
Learning
Perspective,
cont.

Attitudes

Cognitive
Competence

Difficulty

Value

Emotions

Student
Perspective

Teaching/Learning

Perspective

Student Perspective

a

I had trouble
understanding
statistics because
of how I think.
(SATS)

a

Students who have
understood the
statistics they have
studied will be able
to solve any assigned
problem in five
minutes or less.
(CCSSM)

a

I felt insecure
when I had to do
statistics problems.
(SATS)

Note. SATS indicates items originate from Schau’s SATS-36; subscales given by Schau.
a
These items were rescored so that higher scores are associated with more positive attitudes or beliefs.

Table 6
Examples of Wording Changes from Original SATS-36 to the Current Study
Original Wording from SATS-36

Revised Wording for Use with Teachers

Statistical skills will make me more
employable.

Statistical skills will make my students more
employable. (Teacher/Professional Perspective)

I feel insecure when I have to do
statistics problems.

I am nervous when I teach statistics concepts.
(Teacher/Professional Perspective)

Statistics is irrelevant in my life.

Statistics is irrelevant in my life outside of when I
have to teach it. (Teacher/Professional Perspective)

I have no idea of what’s going on
when I learn topics from statistics.

I had no idea of what was going on when I learned
topics from statistics. (Student Perspective)

I am under stress when I learn
statistics in class.

I was under stress when I learned statistics in class.
(Student Perspective)

I worked hard in my statistics course.

As a student, I worked hard in my statistics course.
(Student Perspective)
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Available research has shown that the affect system of practicing secondary
teachers will likely mirror that of university students (Pierce & Chick, 2008). Because of
this potential connection, the two unique items remaining from the SCAS were deemed
appropriate for the final survey instrument. Further, when the results of the pilot study
were examined, it was found that the largest differences between those teachers who have
taught statistics courses and those who have not were found on SCAS item “Statements
about probability (such as what the odds are of winning a lottery) seem very clear to me,”
with the mean responses from those teachers who have taught statistics classes higher on
the Likert scale than those who had not taught a statistics course. Prior to analyzing the
results of the pilot study, the removal of this item had been considered since it directly
pointed to teachers’ views of probability, not statistics. However, due to the findings of
the pilot study and the connection between understanding of probability concepts and
inferential statistics, the item remained on the final survey instrument so that distinctions
could be made between the two populations of teachers. Thus, three items from the
original SCAS were used on the final survey instrument.
Survey Items from the SCAS
In addition to the items from the SATS-36, three of the original 10 SCAS items
remained on the final survey instrument. Since the SATS-36 and SCAS both contain
items that assess university students’ attitudes and beliefs towards statistics, they provide
the starting point in the development of a comprehensive survey tool that characterizes
and describes the affect system of secondary mathematics teachers. The full SCAS
contains 10 items such as “You must be good at mathematics to understand basic
statistical concepts” and “I could easily explain how an opinion poll works” (Gal et al.,
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1997; Appendix A). For purposes of comparison, the same 7-point scale that is used for
the SATS-36 was used for the three SCAS items on the current survey; the SCAS uses a
Likert-type scale with possible responses varying from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly
Agree” on a scale from 1 to 5 on the original survey (Gal et al., 1997). Thus, all survey
items for the current study would be answered on a 7-point scale with responses ranging
from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree.” This included the 13 items that were
constructed relative to the GAISE and CCSSM documents.
The SCAS is a tool used to evaluate participants’ value of statistics as it explores
“understanding, attitudes, and beliefs about statistics, including its relevance to
functioning in society” (Pierce & Chick, 2008, p. 10). The aspects of the SCAS related to
attitudes and beliefs about knowledge are particularly salient given the lack of such items
on the SATS-36. Hence the items pertaining to attitudes, beliefs, and value were removed
from the SCAS due to redundancies, and the two items that concern teachers’ perception
of their statistical knowledge were retained. The first such item was “Statements about
probability (such as what the odds are of winning a lottery) seem very clear to me” and
the other item was “I could [easily] explain an opinion poll” (“easily” was removed in the
final survey instrument because of the subjectivity and potentially confusing
connotations). Within the framework of the original TABSS survey, both of these items
related to the survey subscale Cognitive Competence since they addressed teachers’
views of their own knowledge and understanding of statistics.
The six originally omitted items were either more relevant for university students
who were currently enrolled in a statistics course (the intended target audience for the
SCAS) or they addressed issues that questions on the SATS-36 also explored. Thus, in
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order to decrease redundancy, and due to the growing length of the survey, the six items
with redundancies were deleted. Appendix D provides a list of the six SCAS items that
were omitted together with the SATS-36 items that they duplicate.
While the entire SCAS instrument is commonly used to evaluate student attitudes
and beliefs in university statistics courses, it “does not examine how teachers perceive the
value of statistics as part of the curriculum or as something important for students and
future participants in society to learn” (Pierce & Chick, 2008, p. 10). Hence, the
additional survey items related to GAISE and CCSSM were crafted in order to capture
teachers’ attitudes and beliefs about the value of statistics and, specifically, how it should
be taught. These concerns are addressed in the GAISE document, which is based on the
premise that statistical knowledge is essential for citizens in our society (Franklin, Kader,
et al., 2007). The responses to the additional survey items were intended to determine the
extent to which teachers agree with the philosophy of either document.
Survey Items Related to the GAISE Document and CCSSM
Thirteen additional 7-point questions were added to the SATS-36 and SCAS
survey items to address specific concerns related to the CCSSM and teaching statistics in
light of the GAISE document’s emphasis on recent statistics education reform efforts.
Researchers agree that existing survey instruments designed to measure attitudes and
beliefs regarding statistics could be strengthened if they included more items related
directly to statistics teaching (Pierce & Chick, 2008). Survey items related directly to
teachers’ beliefs and attitudes about statistics teaching and learning intend to capture the
degree to which teachers’ affect systems aligned with those of statistics education
researchers (Pierce & Chick, 2008).
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The present study incorporated seven additional survey items related to the
GAISE framework and, as a result, statistics teaching and learning. Because the goals of
the GAISE document reflect the goals of current statistics education research, the items
related to the GAISE framework attend to whether secondary mathematics teachers’
affect systems are in agreement with the guidelines of that document. Further, a
meaningful comparison about teaching statistics could be made between teachers who
have taught statistics as a stand-alone course and those who have not by comparing their
responses on these items. The additional items were structured on a 7-point Likert scale
and measured the degree to which teachers agreed or disagreed with items that were
written specifically to address teachers’ attitudes and beliefs towards ideas that are
fundamental to the main ideas contained in the GAISE document. Each of the items
corresponded to one of the primary goals of the document. Furthermore, each of the items
listed in Figure 2 represents a key point of the GAISE framework identified by the
document’s lead author, Christine Franklin (2004). Those components, together with the
GAISE document itself, served as a model for the construction of the items. The last item
in the list, while in agreement with the authors of the document, originated from the
SCAS.
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Items Related to the GAISE Document
1. Students should work with real data, and even collect their own data, as much
as possible if they want to understand statistics.
2.

a

There are only a few methods that are useful for teaching statistical concepts
to students.

3. Hands-on, active learning is an important part of learning and understanding
statistics.
4. Students should be allowed to use appropriate technology when learning
statistics.
5. A student’s statistical reasoning should be assessed based on experience with
concepts, not age or grade.
6. In the future, students will need to be statistically literate citizens.
7. It is important to focus on concepts instead of calculations when teaching
statistical concepts to students.
8. Understanding probability and statistics is becoming increasingly important in
our society, and may become as essential as being able to add or subtract.
(SCAS)
a

This item was recoded so that lower scores are associated with higher
degrees of agreement with the item.

Figure 2. Additional survey items developed to relate to the GAISE document.
Both constructs (attitudes and beliefs) were measured by the items related to the
GAISE document, and two subscales were represented. In Figure 2 above, items 2 and 5
correspond to the construct of Beliefs on the Difficulty subscale. For instance, item 2
addressed the potential belief that “only a few teaching methods . . . are useful for
teaching statistical concepts to students” because of the nature of the subject. Hence
teachers’ responses to this item provided information about the teachers’ beliefs about the
difficulty of the subject in general. Item 5 also fell on the Difficulty subscale because it
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measured the degree of agreement that statistical knowledge should be measured based
on experience with concepts rather than age. Responses to this item indicated teachers’
degree of agreement or disagreement that statistical concepts could be understood at any
age and are therefore accessible to anyone with appropriate experiences. The remaining
items in the figure provided information about teachers’ attitudes toward statistics,
measuring the degree to which teachers valued statistics or teaching techniques advocated
in the GAISE document, and fell on the Value subscale within that construct. For
instance, items 6 and 8 measured teachers’ value of statistical knowledge in general while
the remaining items assessed the degree to which teachers agreed with reform-oriented
techniques such as the use of real data sets, technological tools, active learning, or
focusing on concepts rather than procedures. Together with the items constructed in light
of the GAISE framework, there were six items related to the CCSSM, listed in Figure 3.

Items Related to the CCSSM
1. Statistics problems typically have one right answer.
2. Statistics is really mathematics and doesn’t need a separate course.
3. Students who have understood the statistics they have studied will be able to
solve an assigned problem in five minutes or less.
4. Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics; they should just
memorize and apply what they have learned mechanically and without
understanding.
5. Students should learn statistical algorithms first to help them better understand
the related concepts.
6. It is important for a student to learn the computations used in a statistics class.
Figure 3. Additional survey items developed to relate to the CCSSM.
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For the additional six items related to the CCSSM in Figure 3, the suggestions in
the literature about what types of attitudes and beliefs to investigate were taken into
account. One major issue related to affect systems and statistics is the question of
whether statistics should be a separate course from mathematics (Pierce & Chick, 2008).
Because of the importance of this issue, and due to the lack of a suggestion of a separate
course for statistics in the CCSSM, the item “Statistics is really mathematics and doesn’t
need a separate course” was created. Teachers’ reactions to this survey item were
particularly salient since they provided information regarding their beliefs about the role
of statistics in the curriculum and about how teachers view the relationship between
mathematics and statistics. It is generally agreed among statistics education researchers
that mathematics and statistics should be separate courses (Pierce & Chick, 2008;
Shaughnessy, 2007); thus teachers’ responses to this item provided their level of
agreement. In the pilot study, the overall response to this item was 2.625 (not rescaled)
with a standard deviation of 0.518, indicating that the teachers in this sample disagreed
with the item of keeping statistics embedded within existing mathematics courses and
agreed with researchers (although not to a great degree). In general, this survey item
provided information about how teachers value statistics by quantifying their attitude
towards its role in the curriculum. Thus, this survey item fell within the construct of
Attitudes and the subscale of Value.
Pierce and Chick (2008) propose going back to Schoenfeld’s (1992) statements
concerning student beliefs regarding mathematics and mathematical activities (see
Chapter I of this document) and to determine if these beliefs applied to teachers of
statistics. For instance, Schoenfeld (1992) suggested that students believe mathematical
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exercises have one and only one correct solution and any assigned exercise can be solved
in five minutes or less. Schoenfeld’s (1992) statements together with Pierce and Chick’s
(2008) suggestion to apply these to teachers of statistics led to the formation of the survey
items “Statistics problems typically have one right answer” and “Students who have
understood the statistics they have studied will be able to solve an assigned problem in
five minutes or less.” These two items belonged within the construct of Beliefs since this
was the original designation given in the mathematical context, and Difficulty was the
most appropriate subscale given the nature of the statements. Specifically, any extreme
responses to these statements could indicate that teachers found statistics to be either very
easy or very difficult.
In light of Schoenfeld’s comments about students’ mathematical beliefs, the
survey item “Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics; they should just
memorize and apply what they have learned mechanically and without understanding”
was also added. The authors and proponents of the CCSSM may disagree that this
statement is in line with the philosophy of the document. In fact, that document states that
teachers should emphasize student understanding of concepts over rote memorization.
While the goals expressed by the authors of the CCSSM seem to be in line with those of
the GAISE document, the language of the expectations contradicts this. The CCSSM
Statistics and Probability Overview repeatedly states the importance of “calculating” and
“computing” values, which is in contrast to the broader notion of “statistical thinking”
emphasized in the GAISE document and the emphasis on conceptual understanding
mentioned elsewhere in the CCSSM. Based on this choice of wording, the CCSSM items
“Students should learn statistical algorithms first to help them better understand the
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related concepts” and “It is important for a student to learn the computations used in a
statistics class” were also created. Thus, the survey items related to the GAISE and
CCSSM were intended to highlight the differences between the two documents. One of
the primary goals of the current study was to capture teacher attitudes and beliefs as
reactions to these differences, and to determine if differences existed between the two
groups of SMTs.
Within the framework of the original TABSS instrument, the last three items
related to the CCSSM also gauged teachers’ views of the difficulty of statistics. Whether
teachers believed that “typical” or ordinary students had the potential to understand
statistics measured their belief in the difficulty of the subject at hand. Similarly, the last
two items listed in the figure indicated teachers’ beliefs about the difficulty of the subject
by assessing the degree to which they believed that the computations should be a primary
focus in the statistics classroom. Strong agreement with these two statements would
indicate that teachers believe the subject to be difficult. Because of this, the last three
items in the CCSSM figure above fell on the Difficulty subscale within the construct of
Beliefs.
Brief Summary of the Survey
In summary, the survey consisted of items from Schau’s SATS-36, the SCAS, and
13 items that were constructed to capture the attitudes and beliefs of teachers towards
teaching statistics and related to the GAISE framework and the CCSSM document for a
total of 66 items. As suggested in the literature related to affect (Phillip, 2007) and
attitudes and beliefs about statistics specifically (Schau, 2003), the affect system of
practicing secondary mathematics teachers can be categorized into two constructs,
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Attitudes and Beliefs. These constructs can be further delineated by four subscales:
Cognitive Competence and Difficulty (subscales of belief), and Value and Emotion
(subscales of attitudes). Based on this discussion, each survey item fit into two general
categories (construct and subscale). Further, each survey item was also classified
according to the intended audience: teacher responding as a teacher of statistical topics,
based on memories as a student/learner of statistics, or as a professional educator thinking
about how statistical topics should be taught (if at all) based on personal experiences.
Pilot Testing the Instrument
In order to refine the survey instrument, a pilot study of the survey was conducted
with a small convenience sample of eight secondary mathematics teachers (SMTs). The
survey instrument used for the pilot study included all of the SATS-36 items, all SCAS
items, and the 13 originally constructed items related to GAISE/CCSSM. Half of the
teachers in the sample had taught statistics as a stand-alone course (or had in the past) and
half had never taught statistics as a stand-alone course but had taught statistical topics as
part of another mathematics course. The survey was given to the teachers via email in
December 2013 (see Appendix E for a copy of the survey instrument from the pilot
study). The mean score and standard deviation of each survey item were calculated for
the sample of teachers as a whole and then for each subgroup of teachers (those who have
taught statistics as a stand-alone course and those who have not). The means and standard
deviations of the survey items were evaluated to determine which items yielded the most
positive or negative results (results were recoded for negatively worded survey items so
that more positive attitudes were associated with higher scores). Thus, the degree to
which teachers agreed or disagreed with each survey item was considered in light of
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Research Question 2 (what characterizes the attitudes and beliefs of practicing secondary
mathematics teachers towards statistics?). In an effort to give a preliminary idea of
secondary mathematics teachers’ attitudes and beliefs towards statistics, the two survey
items with the most extreme reactions were recorded in Table 7. Extreme or intense
reactions to survey items were determined by a mean score of greater than or equal to
6.25 (based on assessment of natural cut-off values for overall means).

Table 7
Teachers’ Most Intense Reactions to Pilot Survey Items, Categorized by Group
Survey Item

Mean: SMTs Have
Never Taught
Statistics (n = 4)

Mean: SMTs
Have Taught
Statistics (n = 4)

Given the chance, I would like to learn more about
probability and statistics.

5.75 (s = 0.5)

6.25 (s = 0.957)

Students should be allowed to use appropriate
technology when learning statistics.

6.25 (s = 0.957)

6.75 (s = 0.5)

Although the survey items listed in Table 7 yielded some of the most intensely
positive results from the SMTs who have taught statistics as a stand-alone course, the
latter item also yielded significantly positive results from those SMTs who have never
taught a statistics course. These findings were important since they provided some
evidence that SMTs in general value the role of technology when teaching statistical
topics and agree with at least one recommendation from the GAISE framework.
Furthermore, SMTs who have taught statistics as a stand-alone course tended to be
interested in further study in statistics. This suggests that SMTs may possess differences
in their affect systems as compared to the population of elementary teachers, whose
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attitudes become more negative with the teaching of statistical topics (as indicated by
Pierce & Chick, 2008).
In addition to the analysis of the means and standard deviations of each survey
item for the purpose of characterizing and describing the affect system of SMTs, the
difference between means for the two groups of SMTs was calculated. The purpose of
this was to establish any statistically significant differences between the two groups of
teachers for particular survey items. To address Research Question 2, two-sample t tests
(despite the low sample size) were run for each item to determine the significant
differences between the responses of the two groups of teachers. The most significant
differences (α = 0.10) between the two groups of SMTs were found on the survey items
listed in Table 8.

Table 8
Items that Produced Significant Differences Between Groups from Pilot Study
Survey Item

Mean: SMTs
Have Never
Taught Statistics
(n = 4)

Mean: SMTs
Have Taught
Statistics
(n = 4)

Test Statistic
for
Difference
(t test)

p-value for
Difference

Statistics should be a required
component of mathematics teacher
preparation.

5 (s = 0.816)

6.25 (s = 0.957)

1.9868

0.0953

I have no application for statistics
in my profession other than when I
teach it.

2.25 (s = 0.5)

1.5 (s = 0.577)

1.964

0.0981

Statements about probability (such
as what the odds are of winning a
lottery) seem very clear to me.

6.25 (s = 0.5)

7 (s = 0)

3

0.0577
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From the pilot data, interesting and significant differences were noted on two
SATS-36 items, “Statistics should be a required component of mathematics teacher
preparation” and “I have no application for statistics in my profession other than when I
teach it.” The mean responses together with the standard deviations were calculated for
each group of SMTs, and were then used in a two-sample t test to determine if the
differences between the groups were significant. The differences between groups for the
items represented in the table above were statistically significant (with α = 0.10). In each
case, the SMTs who have taught statistics as a separate course indicated the more positive
responses.
SMTs’ affect systems seemed to mirror those of pre-service teachers who show
more interest in further statistical training after having taken statistics courses. This idea
was supported by the findings related to “Statistics should be a required component of
mathematics teacher preparation.” The SMTs with experience teaching a statistics course
showed very strong agreement with this statement; in fact, their agreement was
significantly different from the SMTs without experience (p = 0.0953). Even though
SMTs without experience did not appear to place as much value on statistical preparation,
they did indicate significant agreement with the SCAS item “Statements about
probability (such as what the odds are of winning a lottery) seem very clear to me.”
While SMTs with experience also intensely agreed with this statement, the difference in
the degree of agreement between the two groups was significant (p = 0.0577) with the
teachers with experience indicating a higher level of agreement. In fact, this was the
largest difference between the two groups on the entire pilot study of the survey,
suggesting a possible difference in confidence in statistical knowledge. Additional
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examination of this particular survey item (broken down by demographical subgroups
such as university-level statistical preparation) was warranted in the analysis of the final
survey data if it was determined that the item provided important information about
SMTs’ affect systems toward statistics. In the analysis of the pilot data, the only notable
finding related to Research Question 3 (differences between teacher groups related to
CCSSM and GAISE item) was related to the use of technology when teaching statistics
with no significant difference between teacher groups and both groups agreeing that it
was important.
The survey item “Statements about probability (such as what the odds are of
winning a lottery) seem very clear to me” was slotted for removal from the final survey
instrument prior to investigation of the pilot data. This item was originally on the SCAS
instrument and, like six other items on that survey tool, was determined to be similar to
several items on the SATS-36. Due to concerns over the growing length of the survey
instrument, it was determined to eliminate those items that contained any redundancies (a
full list can be found in Appendix D). After analyzing the pilot data, however, it was
determined that the most statistically significant difference between the two groups of
teachers was found on this single item. Hence it could be concluded that teachers who
have taught statistics as a separate course are possibly more in agreement with this item
(based on the p-value of 0.0577). Therefore, the item remained on the final survey so that
this difference could be further explored.
Based on final examination of the pilot data, two of the survey items were
removed from the final survey instrument. The SATS item “Given the chance I would
like to learn more about probability and statistics” did not provide unique information.
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Due to the length of the survey, redundancies were eliminated and this item was removed
because of its similarity to other survey items (a full list of deleted survey items with
corresponding redundancies is given in Appendix D). The SCAS item “When buying a
new car, asking a few friends about problems they have had with their cars is preferable
to consulting an owner satisfaction survey in a consumer magazine” was initially
included in the pilot to get at teachers’ knowledge of statistics. The wording was changed
to directly assess knowledge and eliminate ambiguity: “When buying a new car, asking a
few friends about problems they have had with their cars is preferable to consulting an
article in a consumer magazine that is based on data from an owner satisfaction survey.”
The item was intended to assess teachers’ knowledge of and attitudes toward inferential
statistics in hopes that a connection between this item and a teachers’ value of statistics
could be established. It was expected that higher degrees of agreement with this item
would indicate that the teachers did not understand (or appreciate) inferential statistics
and the value of a simple random sample associated with surveys. On further reflection it
was decided that higher degrees of agreement with this particular item would not
necessarily reflect a teachers’ knowledge of inferential statistics. In fact, teachers may
have had positive individual experiences with vehicles that cause them to have high
confidence in the advice of a trusted friend or family member.
After analyzing the pilot data it became apparent that it would not be possible to
get at teachers’ understanding or knowledge of statistics via a survey instrument. The
mean response on the item for teachers who had not taught statistics as a stand-alone
course was 3.75 (standard deviation = 1.708), while the mean for those who had taught
statistics was 3.0 (standard deviation = 0.816), with no statistically significant difference
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between the means (p = 0.47). Even though this item was from the SCAS survey and the
survey had been used with other populations (university students), analyzing the item
with the intention of assessing understanding would not provide the expected results of
looking at statistical knowledge. This construct will have to be examined in greater detail
in future studies that look at affect systems in light of teacher knowledge through
interview data and classroom observations.
In summary, the pilot test of the instrument resulted in a refinement from 67 items
to 66. Reduction in total number of survey items was important in order to reduce the
length of time to complete the survey. Based on the pilot, however, completion time was
apparently not critical. Two items were removed from the original version of the survey
due to redundancies between items, reconsideration of the information provided by the
item after the pilot study, and in an effort to reduce the length of the survey. One SATS
item that was not on the pilot was added to the final survey since it was ultimately
deemed important upon further research and analysis of pilot data. “Statistics is
worthless” was originally removed from the pilot study due to the extreme connotations
in the wording, but it was determined that this item corresponded to many other survey
items in critical ways. Further, an item of this nature appears on nearly every survey
related to affect, establishing an important precedent. Based on the work from the pilot
study, the survey addressed the three research questions. The survey items that were
retained after the pilot study were shown to give useful information about SMTs’ affect
systems, and the TABSS was shown to be a reliable instrument.
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Data Collection
The teachers in the sample for the final study each received the link to the online
survey by email, and were asked to complete the survey after reading the consent
document (see Appendix B for full consent document and final survey instrument). The
survey consisted of (1) general demographic questions establishing teacher group (those
who have taught statistics as a stand-alone course and those who have not); (2) learning
experience (university-level statistical training), teaching experience, questions related to
teaching practice; (3) the SATS-36 (attitude/belief items); (4) the three included items
from the SCAS that were not duplicates from the SATS-36; and (5) the 13 additional
newly constructed GAISE/CCSSM questions for a total of 66 items. The initial survey
was given to teachers via email, and was estimated to take an average of 15 minutes to
complete. In addition, incentives in the form of gift cards were offered to encourage
teachers to complete the survey.
Methods of Analysis
The current study examined the attitudes and beliefs (affect system) of a sample
of practicing secondary mathematics teachers (SMT) who have taught statistics as a
stand-alone course and those who have not. The items on the instrument provided a
means for measuring differences between teachers with varying experiences teaching
(and learning) statistical topics. The SMTs were separated into two groups based on their
experience teaching statistics. Those who had taught statistics as a stand-alone course
(such as Advanced Placement Statistics) constituted one group and teachers who had
taught statistical topics within a more general mathematics course comprised the other
group. It was expected that there would be differences among the teachers’ experiences
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teaching and learning statistics, which in turn would impact their affect systems related to
statistics. These differences were investigated via two-sample F tests for equal variance,
followed by two-tailed two-sample t tests and the Kruskal-Wallis test, a nonparametric
test for equality of medians that provided confirmatory information for the other tests.
After these differences were investigated, the final version of the TABSS was validated
using Cronbach’s Alpha as a measure of internal reliability. The reliability analysis was
also conducted via comparison of subscale scores from the SATS-36 (to the full TABSS).
It was assumed that each of the teachers in the sample had some experience
teaching statistical topics since some statistical topics are included in the course
description of every secondary mathematics course in the state from which the sample
was selected. Further information about the teachers was provided in the initial section of
the survey, shown in Table 9.

Table 9
Demographic Information Obtained from the SMTs
Was your teacher certification program an
undergraduate or graduate program?

What is your highest degree attained?

How many undergraduate mathematics courses
above College Algebra did you complete?

How well did you do in your
undergraduate mathematics courses?

How many graduate-level mathematics courses
have you completed?

How well did you do in your graduatelevel mathematics courses?

How good at mathematics are you?

How many years have you taught high
school mathematics?

How many undergraduate statistics courses did
you complete?

How many graduate-level statistics courses
did you complete?
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Although the surveys were given to teachers from the same Midwestern state, the
high schools were distinct from one another. The sample of teachers also had varying
demographics to explore. Among the demographics of interest in the population of
teachers were (1) the number of years of experience teaching secondary mathematics
and/or statistics, (2) the number of statistical topics taught by the teachers (if never taught
a stand-alone course), and (3) their college mathematics experiences, specifically related
to the learning of statistics. The inclusion of the demographical data allowed for a
description of differences in the samples of teachers that, in turn, allowed for
comparisons between and among groups. Hence the varying types of demographical data
allowed for multi-dimensional comparisons of the data. Additionally, the demographical
data helped to validate the survey by showing that the demographics of the sample
matched that of the population it represented. It also helped minimize any effects caused
by confounding variables such as different educational levels or years of experience since
survey items could also be analyzed by cases.
Chapter Summary
In summary, the TABBS survey was developed from existing survey instruments
and originally constructed items relative to the GAISE and CCSSM documents to help
define and characterize secondary mathematics teachers’ (SMTs’) attitudes and beliefs
toward statistics. The survey instrument was emailed to a sample of teachers from a
Midwestern state after it had been pilot tested and refined. The teachers’ responses to the
survey were analyzed in order to begin a characterization of secondary mathematics
teachers’ affect systems toward statistics in light of their experiences. Because the survey
instrument was constructed from existing instruments and newly developed items,
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confirmatory factor analysis via computation and evaluation of Cronbach’s Alpha was
also used to explore the effectiveness of the items on the survey. The survey subscale
values were also calculated and compared to those from the SATS-36 in the reliability
and validity analysis. Detailed descriptions of these analyses appear in Chapter V.

CHAPTER V
PROCEDURES, NUMERICAL RESULTS, AND ANALYSES
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to define and characterize secondary mathematics
teachers’ (SMTs’) attitudes and beliefs toward statistics. Data related to SMTs’ attitudes
and beliefs were collected through teacher responses by using an online survey emailed
to a sample of secondary mathematics teachers from a Midwestern state. The teacher
responses were analyzed relative to the three research questions:
1. How effective are the items on the Teacher Attitudes and Beliefs toward
Statistics Survey (TABSS) at describing attitudes and beliefs of secondary
mathematics teachers?
2. Based upon the TABSS, what characterizes the attitudes and beliefs of
practicing secondary mathematics teachers toward statistics? That is, what is
the affect system of practicing secondary mathematics teachers toward
statistics as determined by a survey instrument?
3. What are the differences in attitudes and beliefs, if any, between practicing
secondary mathematics teachers who have taught a statistics course and those
who have taught statistical concepts only as part of a regular mathematics
class regarding survey items written specifically to address statistics learning
advocated in the GAISE framework and the CCSSM?
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This chapter discusses the analyses and results related to the three research
questions. The introductory information on teachers based on the first 13 items on the
survey was utilized to determine response rate, school demographics, teacher education,
initial differences between teacher groups, experience teaching statistics, and experience
teaching mathematics. The response rate and school locale information were used to
establish whether the sample was representative of the population while the academic
profile and teaching experiences determined teacher groups (taught statistics versus not)
as indicated in Research Question 3. The second question was examined through various
analyses of survey items, including comparisons of the new survey instrument (TABBS)
and the original SATS-36, evaluation of subscale measures, and initial analysis of
individual survey items. Further evaluation led to the elimination of survey items based
on the quality of information provided about teachers’ affect systems. Nonparametric
tests were used to verify this work. Finally, a reliability analysis was conducted to
determine whether the final 10 survey items, as a group, provided dependable
information about teacher affect toward statistics relative to Research Question 1. The
chapter concluded with an analysis of nonresponse bias of concern in this study.
Summary of Preliminary Results
Response Rate
The Teacher Attitudes and Beliefs toward Statistics Survey (TABSS) (see
Appendix B for the assessment tool) was initially emailed to a random sample of 502
teachers from a Midwestern state in September 2014. Two reminder emails were sent to
those teachers who had not yet completed the survey in October, with the survey closing
in late October 2014. Of the 502 who were emailed the survey 92 completed the survey,
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giving a response rate of 18.3%. Based on this low response rate, the survey was emailed
to an additional random sample of 276 teachers from the same Midwestern state in
October, closing in November 2014. Of the 276 who were emailed the survey during the
second round, 49 completed the survey, giving a response rate of 17.8% for the second
mailing. Thus, the overall response rate was 18.1%. Even though this was still a low rate,
data were now available from over 100 respondents.
School Demographics
The sample of teachers was selected based on the school locale as defined by the
National Center of Education Statistics (NCES) and described in detail in the previous
chapter. Of the teachers who responded to the survey, 2.84% were from schools whose
Urban-center Locale was 11 (using NCES definitions). There were 12 different
designated Urban-center Locale values, based on the school’s proximity to an urban
location that ranged from 11 to 43. For a value of 11, the school was located in an urban
area with a population of 250,000 or more (according to the NCES Common Core of
Data); these were typically the largest school systems. On the other hand, a value of 43
would indicate the most rural type of school system. These would likely be the very
smallest school systems that were over 25 miles from an urbanized area (according to the
NCES Common Core of Data). Of those who responded, 1.42% came from schools with
this Urban-center Locale.
The comparison of the sample percent and the actual percent of schools for each
category is given in Table 10. Based on two-tailed statistical tests (z-tests) comparing the
sample percentages (n = 141) to the actual percentages (n = 293), a statistically
significant difference (p-value = 0.329 > 0.05) was found for one category (43: Rural,
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Remote). All other 11 categories showed no difference between sample and actual
percentages (p-values < 0.01< 0.05). While the sample percentages were not matched
perfectly to the actual percentages for every category, they were close enough to establish
this sample as representative of the population of SMTs of concern in this study.

Table 10
Description of Urban-Centric Locale Codes from NCES Common Core of Data
Urban-center Locale

Description of Urban-center Locale

Sample
Percent

Actual
Percent

11 (City, Large)

Area in urban region/inside major city with
population of 250,000 or more

2.84

2.73

12 (City, Midsize)

Area in urban region/inside major city with
population less than 250,000 and greater
than or equal to 100,000

17.02

0.68

13 (City, Small)

Area in urban region/inside major city with
population less than 100,000

3.55

4.78

21 (Suburb, Large)

Area in urban region/outside major city with
population of 250,000 or more

14.18

13.31

22 (Suburb, Midsize)

Area in urban region/outside major city with
population of less than 250,000 and greater
than or equal to 100,000

3.55

1.7

23 (Suburb, Small)

Area in urban region/outside major city with
population of less than 100,000

0.71

1.7

31 (Town, Fringe)

Area in urban cluster/less than 10 miles
from urban region

2.84

3.41

32 (Town, Distant)

Area in urban cluster/ between 10 and 35
miles from urban region

14.89

18.09

33 (Town, Remote)

Area in urban cluster/more than 35 from
urban region

41 (Rural, Fringe)

Census-defined rural territory less than or
equal to 5 miles from urban region

18.44

21.16

42 (Rural, Distant)

Census-defined rural territory 5 to 25 miles
from urban region

20.57

30.03

43 (Rural, Remote)

Census-defined rural territory more than 25
miles from urban region

1.42

1.37

0

1
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Teacher Education
The preliminary information provided by teachers’ responses to the first few
survey items revealed the SMTs’ credentials based on their education and teaching
experience. Data collected from the first section of mathematical teaching and learning
background questions on the survey revealed information about the teachers’ highest
level of education. Of those SMTs who responded to the survey, 29.8% (n = 42) had
Bachelor’s degrees as the highest degree obtained and all others had either completed a
graduate degree or some graduate-level coursework. Additionally, 75.2% (n = 106) of the
responders had been certified to teach by completing undergraduate programs while
24.1% had been certified to teach by completing graduate-level teacher certification
programs.
Initial Differences Between Teacher Groups
The teachers’ highest educational level naturally impacted their responses to the
survey items, but their teaching experience was perhaps a stronger influence. Of the
SMTs who completed the survey, 19.4% had experience teaching statistics as a standalone course while 80.6% had no such experience. Thus, there were two distinct teacher
groups, those who had taught statistics as a stand-alone course and those who had not.
Table 11 below summarized the teachers’ survey responses (on a scale of 1 to 7) to initial
questions regarding their confidence to teach mathematics and statistics based on their
experience teaching statistics as a stand-alone course. Higher values of the mean were
associated with more positive reactions to the survey items, and hence more confidence
toward statistics (and mathematics).
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Table 11
Distribution of Mathematical and Statistical Confidence Measures, Teaching Experience,
and Undergraduate Coursework in Statistics
Have you ever
taught a standalone high
school statistics
course?

NO

Mean
SD

YES

Mean
SD

Total Mean
SD

How good at
mathematics
are you?

How many
years have
you taught
high school
mathematics?

How many
How good
undergraduate at statistics
statistics
are you?
courses did
you complete?

How
confident are
you that you
can master
introductory
statistical
content?

6.33

3.40

2.38

4.73

5.68

.64

1.68

.89

1.10

1.25

6.52

4.63

2.37

5.67

6.41

.51

1.67

.88

1.33

1.22

6.28

3.59

2.35

4.84

5.74

.97

1.78

.93

1.33

1.44

Note. n = 112 for NO and n = 27 for YES.
Experience teaching statistics. Teachers’ responses to survey items related to
their confidence to teach statistics and mathematics were evaluated in an attempt to
establish basic preliminary differences between teacher groups. The differences between
the two groups of teachers were statistically significant (p-values for two-tailed t tests
were less than 0.05; complete results of tests can be found in Table 15) for the survey
items in the last two columns of Table 11. These items both related to teachers’
confidence regarding learning and applying statistics, and results show that the teachers
who had taught statistics as a stand-alone course had higher mean responses to these
items. Their confidence regarding mathematics was also higher, but not significantly
higher (p-value = 0.108).
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Experience teaching mathematics. A significant difference was found for the
number of years that the SMTs had taught high school mathematics. The mean number of
years teaching high school mathematics was significantly higher for the group of teachers
who had taught statistics as a stand-alone course (p-value = 0.001). This information was
important since the rest of the survey was evaluated based on differences between the two
teacher groups. Hence, at this early point in the analysis SMTs who had taught statistics
as a stand-alone course had been teaching high school mathematics slightly more than
one year longer than the teachers who had not taught statistics as a stand-alone course.
These same teachers were also more positive in their confidence in their ability to use
statistics, and they were more secure in their ability to master introductory statistical
content.
Analysis of Survey Items
Overview of Analysis
The data on the TABSS were rescaled with negatively worded survey items (e.g.,
“Statistics is worthless”) recoded so that a more positive response was associated with a
higher value on the item. The scale that was used to rate items ranged from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 4 (neither agree nor disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Thus, a teacher agreeing
with this example statement would be recorded with a value less than four using this
reversing system of analysis. This plan allowed for consistency in computations and a
meaningful analysis of subscale reliability measures; each value represented the degree of
agreement or positive reactions toward each item. Using a statistical software package
called Statistical Product and Service Solutions (SPSS), each survey item was initially
assessed for the grand mean and standard deviation (for all teachers). The purpose of this
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preliminary examination of the data was related to Research Question 2, in which the
affect system of secondary mathematics teachers would be characterized based on their
responses to the survey items. The survey items with the highest and lowest mean scores
would indicate the areas in which the secondary mathematics teachers had the most
intense response. Evaluation of the items with the most extreme reactions would provide
a first step towards beginning to determine secondary mathematics teachers’ affect
toward statistics.
It had been expected that this work might also create a starting point towards the
construction of potential subscales within the TABSS and that these subscales would help
describe and define secondary mathematics teachers’ affect systems related to research
question two. Moreover, the subscales that emerged for items on the TABSS that
originated on the SATS-36 could then be compared to the four distinct subscales from the
SATS-36 (Cognitive Competence, Difficulty, Value, and Affect/Emotion) in the
validation of the current study. These comparisons would then strengthen the claims
regarding teacher affect based on the findings from this current study.
Based on the low response rate to the TABSS, however, it was necessary to
reevaluate the initial goal of evaluating all 50 different variables on the full survey
instrument. Standard convention dictated that there should be 10 survey responders per
variable. Since the sample consisted of 141 secondary mathematics teachers, this
necessitated revising the target goal by systematically eliminating variables so that at
most 14 remained. While it would be difficult to develop and justify four distinct survey
subscales with at most 14 survey items, cluster center analysis of the data did determine
that subscales existed for the final survey items. An explanation of these unique subscales
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follows the description of the comparisons between the SATS-36 and the TABSS
common items, initial and in-depth analyses of TABSS data, and a report of methods
used to reduce the 50 variables to 14 (and, finally, to 10).
Comparison of TABSS and SATS-36
The entire survey instrument was investigated in terms of its reliability and
validity to measure the affect systems of the population of secondary mathematics
teachers. This study involved reliability measures for the four subscales of items that
originated from the SATS-36. The responses to these items could provide evidence of the
reliability and validity of the survey tool (or not). Reliability and validity analyses were
important since the final survey tool consisted of items from the SATS-36, SCAS, and
original items that were constructed in light of the GAISE framework and the CCSSM
document. Because this was essentially a new survey instrument intended for a different
population from the original for the SATS-36 and SCAS (university students),
verification of the reliability and validity of the TABSS was necessary.
Schau, Stevens, Dauphinee, and Vecchio (1995) described three types of validity
analyses that were used in the development and validation of the original SATS: item
analysis, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), and “concurrent validity with two
hypothesized scales” of the Attitude toward Statistics (ATS) scale (p. 869). The
information regarding the validity analysis of the early SATS was relevant for the current
study since the 28 items that originated with that analysis were also on the current SATS36. Furthermore, a description of the methods used to validate the SATS was a valuable
guide to validation measures that would be appropriate for the TABSS.
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Confirmatory factor analysis and concurrent validity examination were important
in establishing the reliability of the TABSS since the majority of the items came from the
SATS-36 (individual item analysis can be found in the next section). The four original
subscales (Affect, which was viewed as Emotion on the TABSS, Cognitive Competence,
Value, and Difficulty) from the SATS-36 provided the basis for comparison. Original
SATS-36 items that appeared on the TABSS were grouped according to the original
subscale for that item. The value of Cronbach’s Alpha was calculated for each subscale
and compared to the results from the original SATS. Results for these comparisons are
recorded in Table 12.
Although the subscale information could not be used to define teacher affect
towards statistics since it included data from items that were eventually eliminated
(described in detail later in the chapter), it was useful in establishing a relationship
between the TABSS and SATS. It was immediately obvious that the value of Cronbach’s
Alpha was much higher for similar items on the TABSS versus the SATS. In fact, the
values of the coefficient alpha for the subscales on the TABSS were quite high. This
could have meant several different things, the most important of which was that the
TABSS was likely to be a reliable and valid survey tool (despite the low n of 141) for
measuring attitudes and beliefs of SMTs. In terms of quality and unity as a group, the
items represented by these subscales were likely to be fairly good indicators of teacher
affect systems based on the high values of Cronbach’s Alpha. This meant that they
measured important characteristics of the population as a collection of items.
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Table 12
Results of Reliability Analysis for All Teachers: Cronbach’s Alpha for TABSS and SATS
a

Subscale

Cronbach’s
Alpha on
TABSS

Emotion (Affect on SATS-36)

0.927

Ranged from 0.81
to 0.85 (depending
on samples of
university students
that were used)

0.968

Ranged from 0.77
to 0.83 (depending
on samples of
university students
that were used)

0.953

Ranged from 0.80
to 0.85 (depending
on samples of
university students
that were used)

I like statistics.
I felt insecure when I had to do statistics problems.
I got frustrated going over statistical topics in class.

Cronbach’s Alpha
on Original SATS

I was under stress when I learned statistics in class.
I would enjoy taking a statistics class.
I was scared by statistics as a student.
Cognitive Competence
I had trouble understanding statistics because of how I
think.
I had no idea of what was going on when I learned topics
from statistics.
As a student, I thought that I would make a lot of math
errors in statistics.
As a student, I believed that I could learn statistics.
I understood statistics equations.
I found it difficult to understand statistical concepts.
Value
Statistics is worthless.
Statistics should be a required component of mathematics
teacher preparation.
Statistical skills will make my students more employable.
Statistics is not useful to the typical professional.
Statistical thinking is not applicable in my life outside of my
job.
I use statistics in everyday life.
Statistics conclusions are rarely presented in everyday life.
I have no application for statistics in my profession other
than when I teach it.
Statistics is irrelevant in my life outside of when I have to
teach it.
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Table 12—Continued
Subscale

Cronbach’s
Alpha on
TABSS

Difficulty

0.889

Statistics formulas are easy to understand.
Statistics is a complicated subject.
Statistics is a subject quickly learned by most people.

a

Cronbach’s Alpha
on Original SATS

Ranged from 0.64
to 0.77 (depending
on samples of
university students
that were used)

Learning statistics requires a great deal of discipline.
Statistics involves massive computations.
Statistics is highly technical.
Most people have to learn a new way of thinking to do
statistics.
a

Values for SATS are from (Schau et al., 1995).

Subscale Scores
The overall subscale scores were computed by taking the mean of the responses to
each item contained in the subscale. Schau (2003) indicated that subscale scores for the
SATS-36 were useful for comparisons across responses from students who took an
introductory statistics. The SATS was originally designed with the purpose of comparing
responses from the survey as a pretest before students took an introductory statistics
course and as a posttest after the course was completed. Differences in subscale scores
from pre- to posttest were meaningful for comparing courses over time, assuming that the
courses were taught using similar instructional methods. Because this use of subscales
would not be suitable for the TABSS, a different approach to interpreting subscale scores
was appropriate. The subscale scores for the TABSS were recorded in total and for each
group of teachers (taught statistics as a stand-alone course or not) in Table 13 below.
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Table 13
Subscale Scores from the TABSS
Subscale

Subscale Scores:
Overall

Subscale Scores:
Teachers Have
Taught Statistics

Subscale Scores:
Teachers Have Not
Taught Statistics

Emotion (Affect
from SATS-36)

4.07

4.77

3.98

Cognitive
Competence

4.48

5.29

4.36

Value

5.05

5.65

5.00

Difficulty

3.52

3.55

3.58

In Schau’s (2003) description of the computation and interpretation of subscale
scores, she mentioned that the most important measure was magnitude. Higher subscale
scores indicated more positive attitudes and beliefs for the population. Thus, any notable
differences in subscale scores were based on differences in means. The subscale scores
for the group of teachers who had not taught statistics as a stand-alone course were
generally lower than those for the group who had taught statistics; emotion (Affect from
the SATS-36), Cognitive Competence, and Value each yielded significantly higher
averages for the group of teachers who had taught statistics. The subscale score for
Difficulty was slightly higher for the group who had not taught statistics, but this
difference was not significant (3.55 vs. 3.58).
Thompson (1992) had noted the close connection between teacher beliefs and
practice. This relationship was exemplified in the results shown in the table of data for
the subscales. Perhaps because the teachers with experience teaching statistical topics had
more familiarity with the teaching and learning of statistical topics, their level of Emotion
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towards statistics was more positive than that of teachers who had not taught statistics.
Further, teachers who had taught statistics had higher means for Cognitive Competence.
This was not surprising given that when teachers feel more confident in their own
knowledge of statistics, they should feel more positive about the prospect of teaching or
learning statistics. The subscale scores related to Value were also higher for teachers who
had taught statistics than the teachers who had never taught statistics as a separate course
suggesting that as teachers teach statistical topics, they see the inherent value in statistical
techniques.
Analysis of Individual Survey Items for All Teachers from the Sample
One of the first steps in exploring the data was to look at the basic descriptive
statistics, including the mean and standard deviation, for all 50 survey item responses
from the 141 secondary mathematics teachers. (The complete results are found in
Appendix F.) The purpose of this analysis was to determine whether the mean response
to any individual survey item was much larger or smaller than the majority of other mean
values. A relatively extreme mean value for any particular survey item could prove
helpful in characterizing the attitudes and beliefs of the population of secondary
mathematics teachers (related to Research Question 2). Likewise, the set of extreme mean
values could indicate potential relationships, such as unique subscales, among survey
items. This initial evaluation of all survey items together provided additional information
about how the responses to the survey items from the SATS-36 might compare to the
newly constructed items related to the GAISE and CCSSM documents.
Prior to analyzing the responses on the entire survey for all secondary
mathematics teachers, it was decided that mean values that were either below 3 or above
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5 would serve as the threshold values for the extreme responses based on the scale (1 to
7) that was used. These cut-off values were determined based on the distribution of
responses; there were no extreme values on the low end and the values above 5 were
considered as the extreme responses since there were few in general. The reason for the
absence of values on the low end could be due to the fact that the items that were worded
with a negative connotation yielding low values were rescaled so that higher values
indicated more positive responses. The absence of extreme reactions on the low end
could have indicated that the teachers did not strongly agree with the negatively worded
items. Hence, it was important to pay attention to the connotations in the wording of the
individual survey items as their scores were investigated.
The ranges of less than 3 or above 5 were selected because, after initial
inspection, it was noted that there were only eight survey items with mean values on
these intervals. If the “extreme value” intervals were expanded to include more values,
the number of items with extreme means would increase to considerably more than eight,
defeating the purpose of this initial evaluation of the data to determine a very few survey
items that yielded the most extreme reactions. Hence, these intervals provided a natural
cut-off for the initial evaluation of the data. The mean and standard deviation of the
responses were recorded in Table 14 for the eight items. Based on the evidence provided,
the teachers’ most extreme reactions were given in response to seven items from the
SATS-36. The additional item originated from the SCAS. It was observed that in this
introductory analysis of the survey, none of the newly constructed items relative to the
GAISE and CCSSM documents were included.
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Table 14
Eight Survey Items with Extreme Mean Responses
Mean

SD

5.87

1.75

Statements about probability (such as what the odds are of winning
a lottery) seem very clear to me.

5.29

1.88

Statistics should be a required component of mathematics teacher
preparation.

5.19

1.84

a

5.13

1.87

a

I have no application for statistics in my profession other than
when I teach it.

5.11

1.94

As a student, I believed that I could learn statistics.

5.04

2.22

I am interested in understanding statistical information.

5.04

1.78

a

Statistics is irrelevant in my life outside of when I have to teach it.

5.02

1.97

a

Indicates a rescaled item.

a

Statistics is worthless.

Statistical thinking is not applicable in my life outside of my job.

The most extreme reaction to any item on the survey was recorded for the SATS36 item “Statistics is worthless.” The median of 6 was close to the mean value of 5.87
and the standard deviation (s = 1.75) was relatively low for this item. These descriptive
statistics together indicated that the high mean score on this statement was an indicator of
teachers’ intense disagreement with the original negative statement. This could be
interpreted to mean that secondary mathematics teachers tended to deeply believe that
statistics was not worthless.
The next most extreme mean value was recorded for the item “Statements about
probability (such as what the odds are of winning a lottery) seem very clear to me,” an
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item from the SCAS. The mean score for this item (5.29) indicated a strong, direct level
of agreement with the item since it was not recoded prior to analysis. The median score
was 6 (very close to the mean value), but the standard deviation was relatively high at
1.88. In fact, the standard deviation for this item was higher than the majority of other
standard deviations given in the table above. This implied a high level of variation within
the responses to this item, which pointed towards teachers’ extreme reactions to this item
(both in favor and against the statement).
The results on “extreme responses” presented earlier in Table 14 appeared to be a
sign of the SMTs’ overall positive affect related to the value of statistics. Five of the eight
items originated from the SATS-36 Value subscale. The items in Table 14 from the value
subscale were:
“Statistics is worthless.”
“Statistics should be a required component of mathematics teacher
preparation.”
“Statistical thinking is not applicable in my life outside of my job.”
“I have no application for statistics in my profession other than when I teach
it.”
“Statistics is irrelevant in my life outside of when I have to teach it.”
These items together indicated the teachers’ concentrated positive reaction to the survey
items from the value subscale. In fact, these items represented over half of the items on
that subscale (from a total of nine items on the original Value subscale).
The two remaining items on the table related to the subscales for Emotion (“I am
interested in understanding statistical information”) and Cognitive Competence (“As a
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student, I believed that I could learn statistics”). While each of these items had one of the
highest mean scores on the survey, the latter item produced the highest standard deviation
of all eight high-mean items on the entire survey. This indicated a large amount of
variation within the responses to that item; there were many responses both in agreement
and disagreement with the item. For the item from the Emotion subscale, the standard
deviation was relatively low; it was the second-lowest standard deviation in the table.
While the mean response to this item was high (5.02), the distribution of responses was
fairly uniform around a score of 5, indicating that SMTs were interested in understanding
statistical information.
Elimination of Variables
Because of the low response rate to the survey, it was necessary to remove
variables based on homogenous responses between the two major groups of teachers. The
reasoning behind this decision was related to Research Question 3, which called for an
investigation of the differences in attitudes and beliefs between practicing secondary
mathematics teachers who have taught a statistics course and those who have taught
statistical concepts only as part of a regular mathematics class. These differences were
studied with regard to survey items written specifically to address statistics learning
advocated in the GAISE framework and the CCSSM document. Examining any
differences in responses between the two groups of teachers would provide evidence of
teachers’ strong reactions toward the particular survey items on which significant
differences were found. Because the two groups were initially separated by their
experiences teaching statistical topics, acknowledging and investigating significant
differences between the two groups of teachers provided maximal information about the
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affect system of the population of secondary mathematics teachers while employing
minimal variables.
It was assumed that the two groups of teachers came from populations that were
independent and normally distributed, and that although the data were ordinal the scale
from 1 to 7 was continuous. Further, the sample sizes were sufficiently large to assume
normality based on the Central Limit Theorem. After employing appropriate F tests, two
sample two-tailed t tests were run to look at pair-wise comparisons of individual items.
This analysis aided in the investigation of Research Questions 2 and 3 as it allowed for
the inspection of differences in mean responses among groups. It was appropriate to
perform two-sample t tests to determine statistically significant differences (where
present) on individual items between the two groups of teachers, those who had taught
statistics as a stand-alone course and those who had not. These differences were
investigated by question and by subscale. Finally, the mean of each subscale (mean of the
individual means within that subscale for each group, where relevant), the variation of
each subscale (in general), and the amount of variation within each category were also
analyzed. This involved a by-item analysis of means in addition to cross-tabulations of
means by-item and by-population (by-population meant an exploration of the populations
of teachers) to see potential differences. Furthermore, factor analysis was used to
determine which factors weighed most heavily in establishing teacher affect.
Explanation of Two-Sample Two-Tailed Tests
The secondary mathematics teachers’ responses were grouped by those who have
taught statistics as a stand-alone course versus those who have not taught statistics (or
have only taught statistical topics as part of a mathematics course). The data were
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separated into these cases in all analyses. All 51 variables were initially compared using
two-sample F tests. Under the null hypothesis, the variances were equal for both
populations of teachers for each variable. Based on the results of the F tests and a
significance level of 0.05, two-sample two-tailed t tests were run. If the F test had
determined that the variances were equal for both groups of teachers for a particular
variable (p-value > 0.05), then a pooled t test was run for that pair of variables. If the
F test determined that the variances were not equal for both groups of teachers for a
particular variable (p-value < 0.05), then equal variances were not assumed and pooled
t tests were not run. For the majority of variables, the F tests implied that the variances
could be considered to be equal for the two populations of SMTs; therefore, equal
variances were assumed for the two-tailed two-sample t tests shown in Table 15.
Two-sample two-tailed t tests. The results of the two-sample t tests were used to
determine which of the 51 variables would be eliminated or kept for final analysis. Under
the null hypothesis for the two-sample t tests, the means for the two groups of teachers
were assumed equal for each individual survey item. The complete results of these tests
and the F tests can be found in Appendix G. If a statistically significant difference
between the two groups of teachers was shown (p-value < 0.05) for a specific variable,
the variable was kept. If not, it was eliminated. After the results of these tests were
scrutinized, 18 of the original SATS variables remained, and two of the SATS-36 items
remained. The results of the F tests and two-sample t tests for the remaining variables
were given in Table 15 in addition to the results of the 95% confidence intervals for the
differences between the means for the two groups of teachers. The results support the
idea of a difference between the two groups on these items. The value zero did not appear
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in any of the confidence intervals reported in Table 15 which further supports the idea of
a non-zero difference between the mean values for the two groups of teachers on the 20
items represented.

Table 15
F Tests and Two-Sample t Tests for 20 Items with Statistically Significant Differences
Between Mean Responses of the Two Groups of Teachers
Levene's Test
for Equality of
Variances

t Test for Equality of Means

F

Sig.

t

df

Statistics is not useful to the typical
professional.

.318

.574

-2.57

137

.011

-.96528

.37616

I use statistics in everyday life.

.275

.601

-2.42

137

.017

-.86772

.35850

I am nervous when I teach statistics
concepts.

.006

.941

-2.68

137

.008

1.338

.249

-2.24

137

.026

-.89517

.39894

I could explain how an opinion poll
works.

.064

.800

-2.41

137

.017

-.95470

.39654

Statistics is really mathematics and
doesn't need a separate course.

.199

.657

2.26

137

.025

.68849

.30418

I am interested in using statistics.

.192

.662

-2.32

137

.022

-.85913

.37014

3.751

.055

-2.02

137

.046

-.91104

.45188

.555

.457

-2.30

137

.023

-1.0162

.44178

a

I had trouble understanding
statistics because of how I think.

3.144

.078

-2.44

137

.016

-1.1141

.45589

a

I found it difficult to understand
statistical concepts.

1.502

.222

-2.60

137

.010

-1.1419

.43997

a

1.993

.160

-2.45

137

.016

-1.0605

.43314

Statistics is irrelevant in my life
outside of when I have to teach it.

a

I had no idea of what was going
on when I learned topics from
statistics.
I got frustrated going over
statistical topics in class.

I understood statistics equations.

Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2-tailed) Difference Difference

-1.0847

.40429
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Table 15—Continued
Levene's Test
for Equality of
Variances
F

Sig.

t Test for Equality of Means

t

df

Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2-tailed) Difference Difference

a

Typical students cannot expect to
understand statistics; they should
just memorize and apply what they
have learned mechanically and
without understanding.

9.340

.003

-2.76

137

.007

-1.3849

.50276

a

Hands-on, active learning is an
important part of learning and
understanding statistics.

8.926

.003

-2.21

137

.029

-1.1372

.51493

a

8.446

.004

-2.16

137

.032

-1.1415

.52752

a

.781

.378

-3.20

137

.002

-1.3826

.43200

a

A student's statistical reasoning
should be assessed based on
experience with concepts, not age
or grade.

2.848

.094

-2.07

137

.041

-.94345

.45625

Understanding probability and
statistics is becoming increasingly
important in our society, and may
become as essential as being able to
add and subtract.

6.565

.011

-3.28

137

.001

-1.5589

.47572

How confident are you that you can
master introductory statistical
content?

1.968

.163

-2.74

137

.007

-.72884

.26604

.493

.484

-3.80

137

.000

-.93452

.24573

Students should be allowed to use
appropriate technology when
learning statistics.
There are only a few methods that
are useful for teaching statistical
concepts to students.

How good at statistics are you?
a

Items retained on the final survey.

Nonparametric tests. In addition to the tests represented in Table 15, the
Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted under the null hypothesis that the samples came from
populations with equal medians. This test was selected for confirmatory purposes, and
because the median was a more robust measure of center than the mean since it was
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resistant to the effects of outliers in the data set. Hence the nonparametric test was used to
verify the results of the earlier tests and in order to determine whether the medians could
be considered equal (or not). If the results of the parametric test determined that the
medians could be considered approximately equal for the two groups of teachers, then
those variables were eliminated. For those items that had significant differences (p-value
< 0.05) such that the null hypothesis was rejected, the difference between the two
populations of teachers was noted for that item. Appendix I lists each item that yielded
significant differences between the two groups of teachers, including the resulting pvalue from the Kruskal-Wallis test. All p-values from the Kruskal-Wallis test were less
than 0.007, and therefore all 20 items remained as potentially significant.
The results from the two-sample t tests and nonparametric tests were compared
with the intention of eliminating survey items that had different conclusions on both
types of test. The two-sample t test and nonparametric test agreed for each case, however.
Hence after consolidating the results of the F test, two-sample t test, and nonparametric
tests there were still 20 potentially important variables remaining. Based on the size of
the sample, however, the number of variables still needed to be reduced from 20 to less
than 14.
Reliability Analysis
A reliability analysis was conducted in order to eliminate possible extraneous or
redundant variables. For all 20 remaining variables, Cronbach’s Alpha was 0.956. While
this was a relatively high value and indicated a good amount of dependability and
reliability with the 20 items, it was increased to 0.96 when the last two items in Table 15
were removed. In the framework of the survey, this decision to remove the two items
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made sense since the items provided information that was more demographic in nature.
Rather than relating directly to teachers’ affect, the responses to these items could be
useful for contextualizing other survey items.
At this point, if the item “I am nervous when I teach statistics concepts” were
removed, then the value of Cronbach’s Alpha would increase to 0.961. Consequently, this
item was removed along with seven more items from the table, and these decisions were
based on systematic re-evaluation of the reliability value. As long as the coefficient alpha
value increased when the items were deleted, items continued to be systematically and
individually removed from the survey. Thus, 10 of the remaining 20 survey items were
eliminated based on the value of Cronbach’s Alpha and thus were excluded from the
study. As each of the 10 deleted items was removed, the value of Cronbach’s Alpha
increased. The 10 remaining survey items, together with the value of Cronbach’s Alpha
of each item to be deleted, is shown in Table 16. For the 10 items remaining, the value of
Cronbach’s Alpha was 0.968, and eliminating more survey items would not increase this.
Because this was a relatively high value it could be concluded that the 10 items together
provided reliable information about the affect system of SMTs. This process of
confirmatory factor analysis was useful for eliminating inferior survey items in a
systematic fashion so that all problematic items were excluded. This item-based method
was favored over others since it gave “information about item quality and fit that [was]
not apparent from” other methods (Schau et al., 1995).
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Table 16
Final 10 Survey Items with Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.968
Survey Item

Cronbach's Alpha if
Item Deleted

I had no idea of what was going on when I learned topics from
statistics.

.966

I had trouble understanding statistics because of how I think.

.965

I found it difficult to understand statistical concepts.

.965

I understood statistics equations.

.964

Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics; they should just
memorize and apply what they have learned mechanically and without
understanding.

.963

Hands-on, active learning is an important part of learning and
understanding statistics.

.963

Students should be allowed to use appropriate technology when
learning statistics.

.962

There are only a few methods that are useful for teaching statistical
concepts to students.

.963

A student's statistical reasoning should be assessed based on
experience with concepts, not age or grade.

.965

Understanding probability and statistics is becoming increasingly
important in our society, and may become as essential as being able to
add and subtract.

.966

Factor Analysis
The responses to the remaining 10 survey items were used to run a factor analysis
to see how items clustered together. Although redundancies had been removed from the
final survey instrument, items remained that gave similar information about the affect
systems of SMTs (secondary mathematics teachers). Based on these relationships, these
items were expected to cluster together. Factor analysis of the 10 remaining items
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revealed that the four remaining SATS-36 items clustered together while the six original
items from the TABSS clustered within two separate groups. The TABSS item that had
originated from the SCAS did not cluster together with any of the other items. To be
specific, the SATS-36 items:
“I had no idea of what was going on when I learned topics from statistics.”
“I found it difficult to understand statistical concepts.”
“I had trouble understanding statistics because of how I think.”
“I understood statistics equations” clustered together.
The original items “Hands-on, active learning is an important part of learning and
understanding statistics,” “Students should be allowed to use appropriate technology
when learning statistics,” and “Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics;
they should just memorize and apply what they have learned mechanically and without
understanding” clustered together. The first two were original items that were written for
the TABSS in response to the GAISE document while the latter was included in response
to the CCSSM document. “Understanding probability and statistics is becoming
increasingly important in our society, and may become as essential as being able to add
and subtract” did not cluster with any other item. The final 10 survey items are organized
in Table 17 by cluster, construct (attitude or belief), subscale, and survey perspective
(student, teacher, or teaching/learning). A copy of the output from SPSS detailing the
iterations used in the cluster analysis can be found in Appendix H.
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Table 17
Final Survey Items Organized by Cluster, Construct, Subscale, and Perspective
(as Defined in Table 5)
Survey Item

Cluster

Construct

Subscale

Perspective

I had no idea of what was going
on when I learned topics from
statistics.

1

Beliefs

Cognitive
Competence

Student

I found it difficult to understand
statistical concepts.

1

Beliefs

Cognitive
Competence

Student

I understood statistics equations.

1

Beliefs

Cognitive
Competence

Student

I had trouble understanding
statistics because of how I think.

1

Beliefs

Cognitive
Competence

Student

Hands-on, active learning is an
important part of learning and
understanding statistics.

2

Attitudes

Value

Teaching/Learning

Typical students cannot expect
to understand statistics; they
should just memorize and apply
what they have learned
mechanically and without
understanding.

2

Beliefs

Difficulty

Teaching/Learning

Students should be allowed to
use appropriate technology
when learning statistics.

2

Attitudes

Value

Teaching/Learning

There are only a few methods
that are useful for teaching
statistical concepts to students.

3

Beliefs

Difficulty

Teaching/Learning

A student's statistical reasoning
should be assessed based on
experience with concepts, not
age or grade.

3

Beliefs

Difficulty

Teaching/Learning

Understanding probability and
statistics is becoming
increasingly important in our
society, and may become as
essential as being able to add
and subtract.

4

Attitudes

Value

Teaching/Learning
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Based on the results in Table 17, the preliminary analysis showed that the
secondary mathematics teachers seemed to identity with statistics from primarily a
professional perspective. That is, they seemed to relate to the survey items from a
teaching and learning perspective. This viewpoint contrasted with the student perspective,
which was more expected based on the literature review, in which they would have been
concerned only with the learning perspective. The review of the literature pertaining to
attitudes and beliefs indicated that SMTs’ attitudes and beliefs would likely mirror that of
university students or practicing elementary teachers, the closest available populations
where work of this type had been done. Further, it was anticipated that, like the
population of elementary teachers, the attitudes and beliefs of SMTs could deteriorate
with the practice of teaching statistics (Pierce & Chick, 2008). Based on the outcomes
thus far, this did not seem to be the case. More evaluation of survey data must be
completed as this analysis has only scratched the surface. Part of a further analysis will
need to include an in-depth study of the SMTs’ reactions to the final 10 items and the
potential emergence of unique subscales for the TABSS. In Table 17, it appears that the
SMTs’ responses varied from those that measured Cognitive Competence and Difficulty
to Value. Conspicuously absent from this list was any item pertaining to the Emotion
(Affect on SATS-36) subscale. These results and observations related to the subscales are
further discussed in the next chapter.
Nonresponse Bias Study
As mentioned previously, the response rate to the survey was 18.1%. While fairly
low, this did not indicate nonresponse bias. As Sax, Gilmartin, and Bryant (2003) stated,
“Low response rates alone [did] not necessarily suggest [nonresponse] bias” in surveys
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with college students (p. 412). (In the absence of data specifically related to SMTs and
survey responses, college students were the closest population to the SMTs used in the
study.) In order to investigate potential nonresponse bias formally, this study used the
methods suggested by Sax et al. (2003) in which the group of late responders was
compared to the group of earlier responders since “some researchers equate individuals
who respond later in the administration period . . . with non-respondents” (p. 412).
Since there were two groups included in the sample (the first deadline for the
initial 502 was in late October 2014 and the second group of 276 was completed in
November 2014) they were used together in the study. For the first group, the survey was
begun on September 22nd and those who responded after October 7th were considered the
group of late responders, while those who responded after November 17th were
considered late responders for the second survey group (the survey for this group was
posted on October 28th, and there was a large gap in responses prior to November 17th).
These distinctions of “early” versus “late” responders were made based on when the
reminders to complete the survey were sent and where large gaps in dates between
responses existed in the data set. In both cases, the late responders consisted of the group
who responded to the survey in the few days before the survey closed. These responses
were made in response to reminder emails, and there were several days between these
responses and the previous ones.
The early responders for both groups were combined into one group of early
responders (n = 108) while the late responders for both groups were combined into one
large group (n = 33). The responses of the two groups (early responders vs. late
responders) were compared on the 10 survey items that remained on the survey after all
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of the potentially problematic survey items had been removed and the coefficient alpha
was highest. The results from this analysis showed no statistically significant differences
(based on results of two-sample t tests) between the two groups, hence a low probability
of nonresponse bias in the results. The results of this analysis can be found in Appendix J.

CHAPTER VI
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction
The focus of the study was to investigate and characterize the affect system of
secondary mathematics teachers (SMTs) toward statistics via the Teacher Attitudes and
Beliefs toward Statistics Survey (TABSS) as the method of data collection. The items on
the survey were designed to explore SMTs’ affect systems toward statistics relative to
their experiences as teachers and students of mathematics and statistics. The purpose of
this chapter is to filter the data related to attitudes, beliefs, and emotions reported in
Chapter V in order to describe and clarify the affect system that SMTs hold toward
statistics. In this chapter, analysis of the data for each of the three research questions is
highlighted and conclusions are suggested that help to characterize this population of
teachers. Furthermore, the results from this study are compared to conclusions that had
been drawn for similar populations from related research. These comparisons are
generated in order to determine how the results from the present study are situated within
existing research literature.
Research Question 1: Effectiveness of items on the TABSS
The primary purpose of Research Question 1 was to explore the effectiveness of
the items on the Teacher Attitudes and Beliefs toward Statistics Survey (TABSS) at
describing attitudes and beliefs of secondary mathematics teachers (SMTs). The survey
instrument was developed by combining items original to the TABSS with those from
98
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existing survey instruments (SATS-36, SCAS) that were shown in other studies to
reliably measure the attitudes and beliefs of university students (the population most
likely to mirror SMTs). Even after removing redundancies among these existing surveys,
there were still more than 50 items remaining on the initial version of the TABSS (found
in Appendix B). Based upon a review of literature, no previous work of this nature
surfaced with this population of SMTs, and each of the 51 items could potentially
describe some aspect of SMTs’ affect system toward statistics. Hence all of the items
were used on the initial version of TABSS. Each survey item was analyzed with
particular attention to the information that it provided based on teacher experience with
teaching statistics (all analyses were described in Chapter V). The survey items that
showed the greatest variation based on teacher experience were of key interest in the
early stages of data analyses and formed the basis for the process of reducing variables.
There were 141 SMTs in the sample who completed the survey, out of more than
700 who received the email. Due to this low response rate, it was necessary to reduce the
number of survey items since the number of viable variables was directly related to the
number of SMTs in the final sample. A detailed description of the methods used for the
reduction of variables was given in Chapter V. In short, the number of items on the
survey was systematically decreased by removing one item at a time (based on the results
of different statistical tests run before and after removing each item) until 10 items
remained. Once the final 10 items were established, if any survey items were added or
removed from the final 10 on the survey, the reliability value (Cronbach’s Alpha) would
drastically decrease. Thus, the 10 remaining items were optimal and, when taken together
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as a group, were shown to describe secondary mathematics teachers’ affect systems
toward statistics very reliably based on the high value of Cronbach’s Alpha (0.968).
While the reduction of variables from over 50 to 10 seems extreme, it is not
unique to the TABSS. The SCAS (see Appendix A), a 10-item survey, is well-established
and known to measure university students’ attitudes and beliefs toward statistics. The
SCAS has set a precedent that 10 items can provide a legitimate description of attitudes
and beliefs for a given population. In the early stages of this study it appeared that many
more items could possibly be needed (based on the number of items on the SATS-36) to
describe the affect system of SMTs toward statistics, especially in the absence of any
work related to this population. In this situation, it was optimal to start with more
variables (within reason, and removing redundancies) and then systematically reduce
them based on the results to statistical tests. Hence, based on the precedent set by the
SCAS it is possible (in fact, probable based on Cronbach’s Alpha) that the 10 items on
the TABSS could work together to provide a effectively and reliably characterize SMTs’
affect system toward statistics. The remaining discussion of results centers on what
specific information these 10 items provide about SMTs’ affect system toward statistics
relative to the remaining two research questions.
Research Question 2: Affect System of SMTs
The goal of Research Question 2 was to characterize the attitudes and beliefs of
practicing secondary mathematics teachers toward statistics based on their responses to
the TABSS. Specifically, the affect system of practicing secondary mathematics teachers
toward statistics was determined by the responses to the items on this survey instrument.
Therefore, the second research question was answered as each of the 10 remaining survey
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items was analyzed individually for mean responses from the total group of teachers
(n = 141). The measures of center, together with the variation observed in the data set,
were used to characterize the attitudes and beliefs of the population of SMTs based on the
responses of this sample of teachers. Hence, Research Question 2 was initially explored
via the summaries of responses to each of the final 10 survey items, shown in Table 18.
Results are arranged in ascending order of value of mean responses.
Table 18
Summary Statistics for All Teachers (n = 141) on 10 Final Survey Items, Arranged in
Ascending Order
Survey Item

Mean

Standard Deviation

a

There are only a few methods that are useful for teaching
statistical concepts to students.

3.79

2.12

Understanding probability and statistics is becoming
increasingly important in our society, and may become as
essential as being able to add and subtract.

3.84

2.33

A student's statistical reasoning should be assessed based
on experience with concepts, not age or grade.

3.85

2.19

a

4.24

2.14

a

I had no idea of what was going on when I learned topics
from statistics.

4.46

2.18

a

I had trouble understanding statistics because of how I
think.

4.48

2.22

I understood statistics equations.

4.52

2.11

a

Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics;
they should just memorize and apply what they have
learned mechanically and without understanding.

4.60

2.45

Hands-on, active learning is an important part of learning
and understanding statistics.

4.60

2.48

Students should be allowed to use appropriate technology
when learning statistics.

4.97

2.55

a

I found it difficult to understand statistical concepts.

Items are rescaled positively.
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Individual Item Analysis: Negative Responses
The SMTs responded to the survey items based on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree)
to 4 (neither disagree nor agree) to 7 (strongly agree); hence a higher score on a particular
item indicated a more positive response to the item. The lowest mean response out of the
10 final items was given for “There are only a few methods that are useful for teaching
statistical concepts to students.” Thus, the low mean score of 3.79 (low in comparison to
the neutral survey response of 4) indicated teachers’ slight agreement with the statement.
Overall, teachers (n = 141) agreed that there are indeed only a few methods that are
useful for teaching statistical concepts to students. This item was original to the TABSS
and was constructed in response to the CCSSM, indicating some agreement among the
teachers with the aims of that document.
The next two items, “Understanding probability and statistics is becoming
increasingly important in our society, and may become as essential as being able to add
and subtract” and “A student’s statistical reasoning should be assessed based on
experience with concepts, not age or grade” were constructed in response to the GAISE
document. The results related to these items can be further compared since wording of
the items is positive and the teachers’ mean responses to these items were close (3.84 and
3.85, respectively). These mean scores were below the neutral response of 4, indicating
overall slight disagreement with the items. Thus, the teachers’ responses to these items
revealed that they did not seem to agree that statistical skills are growing more important
within modern society and they generally disagreed with the guideline suggested by the
GAISE document that statistical skills should be taught based on experience with
concepts rather than age. Based on the results for these first three survey items in Table
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18, the SMTs seemed more in agreement with the principles supported by the CCSSM
rather than the GAISE document.
These findings are in alignment with research related to similar populations.
Pierce and Chick (2008) cited several studies in which pre-service (elementary and
secondary) and elementary in-service teachers indicated that they generally valued
statistics and the role that it played in society. Despite these conclusions, there was
“considerable diversity in the beliefs held by these teachers” (Pierce & Chick, 2008,
p. 10). Because no work had been done with in-service secondary teachers, it was
believed that the attitudes and beliefs of the population in this study may be similar.
Based on this description of previous work, however, the attitudes and beliefs of preservice teachers towards the role of statistics in society may be more positive than those
of in-service SMTs. This conclusion is similar to the population of in-service elementary
teachers, whose attitudes became more negative with the teaching of statistical topics (as
indicated by Pierce & Chick, 2008).
The First TABBS Factor: Value
The original, full survey instrument designated four different subscales related to
the overall constructs of Attitudes and Beliefs: Cognitive Competence, Difficulty, Value,
and Emotion. These four survey subscales were defined in Chapter III and had been
adapted from the subscales used for the SATS-36: Cognitive Competence, Difficulty,
Value, and Affect (Gal et al., 1997). Cognitive Competence and Difficulty were subscales
that described the construct of Beliefs, and Value and Affect provided information related
to Attitudes. On the TABSS, these subscales were carefully considered to accurately
portray the factors represented by the 10 final survey items.
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The single item “Understanding probability and statistics is becoming
increasingly important in our society, and may become as essential as being able to add
and subtract” formed its own factor, Value. This factor was part of the subscale Value
and the construct Attitudes in the original TABSS survey. Hence on the final 10-item
TABSS survey, it is part of the Attitudes construct and alone forms the Value factor since
it provides information related to how SMTs value statistics in society. In the factor
analysis performed in Chapter V, it was not shown to cluster with any other item. While
it did not load with any other item on the survey, it was shown to provide essential
information based on Cronbach’s Alpha. If this item were removed from the survey
altogether it would diminish the reliability of the survey as a whole. Hence, it was
important to keep this item even though it did not cluster with any of the other 10 final
items. The factor score for this category consists of the mean value of the item, 3.84. A
summary of survey items, final constructs, new factors, and factor scores are given in
Table 19.
The Second TABSS Factor: Conceptions of Teaching
The two items “There are only a few methods that are useful for teaching
statistical concepts to students” and “A student’s statistical reasoning should be assessed
based on experience with concepts, not age or grade” are not only linked together by
teachers’ generally negative responses, but they were shown to cluster together based on
the factor analysis described in Chapter V. Based on this analysis and the items’ original
construct (Beliefs) and subscale (Difficulty) the two items relate to teachers’ conceptions
of statistics teaching and how students’ understanding should be assessed. Hence this
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factor provides information regarding teachers’ beliefs about statistics teaching. The
factor score (3.82) was calculated by averaging the mean scores to the items in the factor.

Table 19
The 10 TABSS Items by Construct, Subscale, Factor, and Factor Score
Survey Item

Construct

Subscale

TABSS
Factor

Understanding probability and statistics is
becoming increasingly important in our society,
and may become as essential as being able to add
and subtract.

Attitudes

Value

Value

Factor Score for Value:

3.84

There are only a few methods that are useful for
teaching statistical concepts to students.

Beliefs

Difficulty

Conceptions
of Teaching

A student's statistical reasoning should be
assessed based on experience with concepts, not
age or grade.

Beliefs

Difficulty

Conceptions
of Teaching

Factor Score for Conceptions of Teaching:

3.82

I had no idea of what was going on when I
learned topics from statistics.

Beliefs

Cognitive
Competence

Cognitive
Competence

I found it difficult to understand statistical
concepts.

Beliefs

Cognitive
Competence

Cognitive
Competence

I understood statistics equations.

Beliefs

Cognitive
Competence

Cognitive
Competence

I had trouble understanding statistics because of
how I think.

Beliefs

Cognitive
Competence

Cognitive
Competence

Factor Score for Cognitive Competence:

4.43

Hands-on, active learning is an important part of
learning and understanding statistics.

Attitudes

Value

Conceptions
of Learning

Typical students cannot expect to understand
statistics; they should just memorize and apply
what they have learned mechanically and without
understanding.

Beliefs

Difficulty

Conceptions
of Learning

Students should be allowed to use appropriate
technology when learning statistics.

Attitudes

Value

Conceptions
of Learning

Factor Score for Conceptions of Learning:

4.72
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Individual Item Analysis: Positive Responses
For the last seven items in Table 19, the responses were more positive than the
first three. The determination of “positive” responses is based on comparisons with the
neutral survey response of four, which indicates no agreement or disagreement with each
item.
The Third TABSS Factor: Cognitive Competence
Based on the analysis that was conducted in Chapter V the next four items in the
table cluster together. For the three SATS-36 items “I found it difficult to understand
statistical concepts,” “I had no idea of what was going on when I learned topics from
statistics,” and “I had trouble understanding statistics because of how I think” responses
were rescaled due to the negative wording of these items. Therefore, the mean responses
of 4.24, 4.46, and 4.48, respectively, indicated slight positive reactions to these items.
The teachers’ reactions to the three items were generally positive, meaning that they did
not find it difficult to understand statistical concepts, they did have an idea of what was
going on when learning statistics, and they did not have trouble understanding statistics
as students. These findings, together with moderately positive reactions to the next item,
“I understood statistics equations” (mean = 4.52) is evidence supporting an interpretation
that the SMTs held positive beliefs in their own abilities to learn and understand
statistical concepts.
Taken together, these four items provide evidence of SMTs’ generally positive
beliefs about their own abilities to learn and understand statistics from the student
perspective. Because of the important connection to each other, the four items form a
unique factor of the TABSS. This conclusion is further supported by the cluster analysis
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performed in Chapter V. All four items came from the original Cognitive Competence
subscale within the Beliefs construct on the full version of the TABBS (and they were
part of the Cognitive Competence subscale on the SATS-36). Thus, this factor of the
TABSS is labeled Cognitive Competence and these four items are the only items forming
the factor from the final ten. Based on the definitions of attitudes and beliefs outlined in
Chapter III it was determined that the Cognitive Competence subscale gave information
about the beliefs of SMTs, and Cognitive Competence was a subset of Beliefs since they
were more cognitive in nature than Attitudes. The factor score of 4.43 for Cognitive
Competence was calculated by taking the mean responses for the four individual items
from the final TABSS and creating an overall mean.
The Final TABSS Factor: Conceptions of Learning
The items with the most intensely positive reactions are “Typical students cannot
expect to understand statistics; they should just memorize and apply what they have
learned mechanically and without understanding” (which has a negative connotation, so
was rescaled), “Hands-on, active learning is an important part of learning and
understanding statistics,” and “Students should be allowed to use appropriate technology
when learning statistics.” The mean responses to these items were 4.60, 4.60, and 4.97,
respectively. These items all relate to teachers’ attitudes or beliefs toward statistical
learning. Thus, the teachers recorded their responses to items based on their perspective
as teachers of statistical topics.
Because the responses were moderately positive (above 4.5 but less than 5), it
seems that teachers disagreed with the first item related to students’ inability to
understand statistics. SMTs’ reactions to this item indicated that they believed that
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students could and should learn statistical topics with understanding. This belief is
supported by their reactions to the other two items related to teachers’ views of student
learning. Namely, the other two items specifically described teaching techniques outlined
by the GAISE document (and possibly as part of CCSSM through the emphasis of the
mathematical practice of choosing the best tool for solving a given problem). The SMTs’
agreement with these items showed that the teachers, as a group, seemed to agree with
the guidelines set forth in the GAISE framework related to hands-on learning and
utilizing technology and the CCSSM’s mathematical practice of selecting the right
problem-solving tool. However, the degree to which SMTs agreed or disagreed with the
proposed guidelines in the GAISE or CCSSM documents needs to be examined through
future work utilizing interview and classroom observation data.
Most Intensely Positive Reactions
The final factor of the TABSS is constructed of “Hands-on, active learning is an
important part of learning and understanding statistics,” “Typical students cannot expect
to understand statistics; they should just memorize and apply what they have learned
mechanically and without understanding,” and “Students should be allowed to use
appropriate technology when learning statistics.” Teacher responses to the items were
moderately positive, and the analysis from Chapter V revealed that these items clustered
together. They are each related to teachers’ attitudes toward statistical learning. With the
exception of “Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics; they should just
memorize and apply what they have learned mechanically and without understanding”
each of the items is part of the Attitudes construct in the original TABSS survey. Hence,
in order to foster unity within the factor, it has been determined that this factor would
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provide information about the Attitudes of teachers (including the item just described).
The factor score for Conceptions of Learning is 4.72, and this factor falls within the
Attitudes construct.
Because the factor score for Conceptions of Learning is the highest of the four
factor scores (Conceptions of Teaching, Conceptions of Learning, Cognitive
Competence, and Value) on the TABSS, it appears that teachers’ affect systems toward
statistics are most influenced by their conceptions related to learning statistics. Two of
these three items directly follow from the GAISE document, which supports hands-on
active learning and technology use in the statistics classroom. Additionally, teachers tend
to moderately disagree with the item stating that typical students could not expect to
understand statistics. This item was constructed in response to the CCSSM document, and
stands in contrast to those items related to the GAISE document.
Concluding Statements Regarding Research Question 2
In conclusion, the SMTs as a group are in disagreement with some of the ideas
reflected in the GAISE document. They disagree that “Understanding probability and
statistics is becoming increasingly important in our society, and may become as essential
as being able to add and subtract” and “A student's statistical reasoning should be
assessed based on experience with concepts, not age or grade.” They agree with “There
are only a few methods that are useful for teaching statistical concepts to students,”
which was written for the TABSS to reflect the CCSSM document. Despite these
findings, SMTs have a high level of confidence regarding their own learning of statistical
topics, indicating general agreement with “I understood statistics equations.” These
findings seem contradictory. While SMTs feel confident in their own abilities to learn
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and solve statistical problems, they also indicate general disagreement that understanding
probability and statistics is important. In previous studies, the population of in-service
elementary teachers gave similarly contradictory results; teachers in previous studies
believed that statistics was valuable yet also believed that it was easy to manipulate
statistics to strengthen one’s argument (Begg & Edwards, 1999). It is known that the
teachers in Begg and Edwards’ (1999) study held a large variety of attitudes and beliefs
toward statistics; later in this chapter similar variety among the population of SMTs will
be discussed. Further examination of the contradictory results found here was done after
re-examining the responses to survey items based on teachers’ experiences with teaching
statistics as a stand-alone course and will be described later in “Research Question 3:
Differences in Affect Systems Based on SMTs’ Experience.”
Unexpected Findings
Future work may aid in examining the reason why items from the Attitudes and
Beliefs constructs both appear within the same factor on the TABSS, and why no items
from the Emotions subscale emerged on the TABSS. In this initial launch of the
instrument perhaps certain survey items may have been appropriate for more than one
subscale (or construct) on the original full TABSS. This could explain why “Typical
students cannot expect to understand statistics . . .” loaded together with two items from
the Attitudes construct (although it was originally placed in the Beliefs construct).
Moreover, the subscale of emotions may have been inappropriate since no items from
that subscale emerged on the final TABSS, or it may have been absent from the final 10
items because it is difficult to measure emotional intensity toward statistics via a survey
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instrument. Whether emotion was not an appropriate subscale of attitudes or the original
constructs were not defined broadly enough can be studied in depth through future work.
Summary of SMTs’ Reactions Compared to a Similar Population
It was previously mentioned that no work had been done that explored the affect
system of SMTs. There has been research conducted with university students, believed by
some to be the closest comparable population to in-service secondary mathematics
teachers (Pierce & Chick, 2008). The views held by the SMTs indicate that they disagree
with some of the conceptions of statistics held by university students (in an introductory
statistics course) from a study conducted in Australia. Researchers in this study found
that students believed that statistics is: “individual numerical activities,” “using
individual statistical techniques,” “a collection of statistical techniques,” “the analysis
and interpretation of data,” “a way of understanding real-life using different statistical
models,” and “an inclusive tool used to make sense of the world and develop personal
meanings” (Reid & Petocz, 2002, p. 1). The mean response of 3.84 for the item
emphasizing the importance of statistics would suggest that the current sample of SMTs
would slightly disagree with the university students regarding the important role of
statistics in understanding real life. Further, SMTs would also slightly disagree that
statistics was a collection of activities based on their negative response (mean of 3.79) to
“There are only a few methods that are useful for teaching statistical concepts to
students.”
The SMTs’ affect systems were similar to that of the Australian university
students regarding ways of learning statistics. For instance, this group of university
students believed that statistics involved analysis and interpretation of data, which
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suggests a positive belief in the importance of applying statistical techniques with
understanding. The SMTs’ positive (positive since original responses were negative but
were recoded) reaction to “Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics; they
should just memorize and apply what they have learned mechanically and without
understanding” indicates a moderate degree of agreement (mean = 4.60) with making
sense of statistics by creating personal meanings and understandings. Additionally, SMTs
agree that students should be able to use different tools in learning and exploring
statistics, which agrees with the university students’ beliefs. This is indicated by SMTs’
moderately positive (mean = 4.97) responses to “Students should be allowed to use
appropriate technology when learning statistics.” (Note: the designation of “highly
positive” is reserved for those mean responses that are above 5.0.)
Based on these findings, it appears that SMTs’ affect systems are similar to that of
university students (as expected), but some differences exist as well. These differences
provide evidence of the importance of the current study in beginning the work of
developing a profile of SMTs’ affect systems toward statistics.
Research Question 3: Differences in Affect Systems Based on SMTs’ Experience
The objective of Research Question 3 was to describe the differences in attitudes
and beliefs, if any, between secondary mathematics teachers in this study who have
taught a statistics course and those who have taught statistical concepts only as part of a
regular mathematics class regarding survey items written specifically to address statistics
learning advocated in the GAISE framework and the CCSSM document. Of the 10 items
from the TABSS of focus in this analysis, six fit this category. Amongst these six items,
four address statistics learning advocated in the GAISE framework and two relate to the
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CCSSM document. These items, together with their mean and standard deviation
organized by teaching experience, are reported in Table 20. Analysis of all of the survey
items in the final 10, including those in Table 20, show statistically significant
differences (based on the results of two-sample t tests described in Chapter V) in the
mean responses between the two groups of teachers.

Table 20
GAISE and CCSSM Summary Statistics Based on Teaching Experience with
Statistical Concepts
Survey Item

Results: Teachers Have
Taught Statistics
(n = 27)

Results: Teachers Have
Not Taught Statistics
(n = 112)

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

There are only a few methods that
are useful for teaching statistical
concepts to students. (CCSSM)

4.96

1.87

3.58

2.05

Typical students cannot expect to
understand statistics; they should just
memorize and apply what they have
learned mechanically and without
understanding. (CCSSM)

5.78

1.85

4.39

2.45

A student's statistical reasoning
should be assessed based on
experience with concepts, not age or
grade. (GAISE)

4.67

1.78

3.72

2.20

Understanding probability and
statistics is becoming increasingly
important in our society, and may
become as essential as being able to
add and subtract. (GAISE)

5.15

1.90

3.59

2.29

Hands-on, active learning is an
important part of learning and
understanding statistics. (GAISE)

5.59

1.80

4.46

2.52

Students should be allowed to use
appropriate technology when
learning statistics. (GAISE)

5.96

1.87

4.82

2.58
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Analysis of Differences for CCSSM Items
Two of the 10 TABSS items were written to reflect teaching and learning ideas
expressed in CCSSM. The first CCSSM item is “There are only a few methods that are
useful for teaching statistical concepts to students.” In the statistical analysis for this item,
responses were positively rescaled. The SMTs who have not taught statistics as a standalone course have a mean score of 3.58 (below 4), indicating that they slightly agree with
the statement that there are only a few useful teaching methods. The teachers who have
taught a stand-alone statistics course have a (rescaled) mean of 4.96, indicating that their
original responses to the item averages lower (so they moderately disagree with the
statement). These findings seem to support the idea that SMTs’ attitudes may improve
with the practice of teaching statistics, and thus more positive attitudes come with more
confidence. Pre-service SMTs also indicated that some experience with teaching statistics
improved their confidence with teaching statistical topics; a group of pre-service SMTs
with little to no experience with statistics prior to their undergraduate statistics course
described how their own confidence grew after tutoring other students in statistics
(Keenan, Moore, & Dobson, 2010).
The second CCSSM item was “Typical students cannot expect to understand
statistics; they should just memorize and apply what they have learned mechanically and
without understanding.” This item was also written with a negative connotation,
necessitating rescaling. Based on the final mean scores of 5.78 and 4.39 for those with
experience teaching a stand-alone statistics course and not, respectively, both groups of
teachers disagree with the original statement but the level of disagreement is higher for
the teachers who have experience teaching statistics as a stand-alone course. This
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indicates that both groups of teachers believe that typical students can understand
statistics and should be able to apply what they have learned with understanding.
Analysis of Differences for GAISE Items
Four of the 10 TABSS items were written to reflect teaching and learning goals
expressed in the GAISE document. The first two GAISE items were “A student's
statistical reasoning should be assessed based on experience with concepts, not age or
grade” and “Understanding probability and statistics is becoming increasingly important
in our society, and may become as essential as being able to add and subtract.” Both of
these survey items show noticeable differences (based on two-sample t tests described in
Chapter V) in affect between the two teacher groups because one group agrees with the
statements while the other group disagrees with the same statement.
For the first item (student statistical reasoning) the means are 4.67 and 3.72,
respectively, for the teachers who have taught statistics as a stand-alone course and those
who have not. This difference is important because the teachers with experience teaching
a stand-alone course indicate moderate agreement with the idea that a student’s statistical
reasoning should be assessed based on experience with concepts. The group of SMTs
with no experience teaching a stand-alone statistics course indicate slight disagreement
with the statement.
For the second item (understanding statistics is important), the difference between
the two teacher groups’ responses is larger than the other GAISE items in the table.
Clearly the teachers with experience react highly positively (mean of 5.15) to this
statement about the importance of understanding probability and statistics. The teachers
without experience teaching a stand-alone statistics course react slightly negatively (mean
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of 3.59). The findings related to this item are not surprising (teachers with experience
tend to place positive value on the importance of understanding statistics), but the
findings seem to contradict the earlier results found for all teachers. The mean score on
this item for all teachers is 3.84, indicating slight disagreement with the statement. For
this item, the fact that those teachers with experience teaching a stand-alone statistics
course are disproportionately small compared to those who had not taught statistics may
help to explain the results. The teachers without experience place less value on statistics
and their negative responses decrease the overall mean response for all teachers on the
item. While it initially appears that all teachers tend to disagree with the item, further
analysis reveals that teachers with experience actually agree with the statement.
Both groups of teachers indicated agreement with the last two items in Table 20,
“Hands-on, active learning is an important part of learning and understanding statistics”
(means of 5.59 and 4.46) and “Students should be allowed to use appropriate technology
when learning statistics” (means of 5.96 and 4.82). Although the mean responses by the
two groups of teachers appear to be similar on these items, the differences in mean
responses are statistically significant (from Table 15, p-values from two-sample t tests
were 0.009 and 0.011, respectively). The teachers with experience teaching statistics in a
stand-alone course indicate a much higher level of agreement than teachers without this
experience. This is interpreted to mean that SMTs with experience feel more strongly
about the use of learning tools (such as hands-on activities and calculators or computers)
recommended in the GAISE document.
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Concluding Remarks Regarding CCSSM and GAISE
The characterization of teachers’ affect systems (attitudes, beliefs, emotions, and
the mechanisms driving them) occurs in the context of experience with teaching
statistical topics and in teacher reactions to those survey items based on the GAISE
Report (Franklin, Kader, et al., 2007) and the CCSSM standards related to Statistics
(Indiana Department of Education, 2013). The survey items that concern the GAISE
framework and CCSSM Statistics strand were constructed in an attempt to capture
teachers’ degree of agreement or disagreement with the objectives of those documents.
The impact of the potentially conflicting goals of these documents on teacher attitudes
and beliefs was also examined when the survey items were created. The items were
constructed in order to determine whether practicing secondary mathematics teachers’
attitudes and beliefs aligned with the philosophy of the GAISE document or more so with
the newer CCSSM document. Based on the responses to the survey items relating to
GAISE and CCSSM, it appears that SMTs are more in agreement with the philosophy of
the GAISE document in general. Moreover, the group of SMTs with experience teaching
a stand-alone statistics course has generally positive reactions to the survey items that
were written in response to the GAISE document.
Further Conclusions
Four out of the 10 survey items discussed in this analysis originated from the
SATS-36, as indicated in Table 21.
When SMTs were considered as a whole group, their responses to these four
SATS-36 items indicated general agreement with “I understood statistics equations.” This
belief translated to the results from the other three SATS-36 items as well. As a whole
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group, the teachers are confident in their abilities as students of statistics. Whether the
teachers’ confidence differs based on teaching experience is not known based on the
overall analysis of the Research Question 2. Thus, these four items were also analyzed
based on teachers’ experiences with teaching statistics as a stand-alone course. The
results from both groups of teachers on the four final SATS-36 items are shown in
Table 21.

Table 21
Summary Statistics of Four Selected SATS-36 Items Disaggregated by Teaching
Experience with Statistical Concepts
Survey Item

Results: Teachers Have
Taught Statistics
(n = 27)

Results: Teachers Have
Not Taught Statistics
(n = 112)

I found it difficult to understand
statistical concepts.

Mean = 5.22;
SD = 1.90

Mean = 4.08;
SD = 2.08

I had no idea of what was going on
when I learned topics from statistics.

Mean = 5.26;
SD = 1.81

Mean = 4.35;
S SD = 2.17

I had trouble understanding statistics
because of how I think.

Mean = 5.44;
SD = 1.85

Mean = 4.33;
SD = 2.19

I understood statistics equations.

Mean = 5.44;
SD = 1.85

Mean = 4.38;
SD = 2.06

While both groups responded positively to all items (i.e., greater than the neutral
score of 4) the differences between the two groups of teachers are statistically significant
(based on the results of two-sample t tests conducted in Chapter V). Hence the final
responses are positive for both groups, but the teachers with experience teaching statistics
as a stand-alone course express more confidence to learn statistics than the group of
teachers without this experience. This result was expected based on other findings from
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the present study, including the pilot study. For example, when the survey instrument was
field tested in the pilot study, it was shown that SMTs who have taught statistics as a
stand-alone course tended to be interested in the prospect of further study in statistics.
This gave an early indication that SMTs may possess differences in their affect systems
as compared to the population of elementary teachers, whose attitudes become more
negative with the teaching of statistical topics (as indicated by Pierce & Chick (2008)). In
fact, results from both the pilot study and the final study revealed that SMTs’ confidence
toward learning (and thus teaching) statistical topics was reportedly improved by
experience teaching statistics.
Comparisons of Final Study to Items from Pilot Study
In the course of examining the pilot data, another potentially relevant subscale
was uncovered for this study. Several survey items from the SATS-36 instrument were
related to teachers’ level of interest and amount of effort extended into teaching and
understanding statistics. There was also attention given to teachers’ experiences with
learning statistics as students. Hence it has been suggested that another subscale be
introduced, “Interest and Effort” (Schau, 2013). The items on this subscale could be
assessed in conjunction with other items on the survey to determine if there was a
relationship between the teachers’ affect systems and their level of commitment to
learning and understanding statistics, both from a teaching and a learning perspective.
This potential subscale was useful in the analysis of relationships between affect
and interest/effort in the pilot study, but it was not treated separately within the affect
system in the current study. Rather, “Interest and Effort” were seen as contributing
factors to the four main factors that emerged on the TABSS (Cognitive Competence,
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Value, Conceptions of Learning and Conceptions of Teaching). “Interest and Effort” may
be considered individually for future research studies related to teacher affect systems;
they should be explored fully with interview and observational data that will form the
basis for data collection in future studies. Their general contributions to teacher affect
systems were of interest in the current study.
After the pilot study, it had been determined that “Students should be allowed to
use appropriate technology when learning statistics” was very important for the survey
because the two groups of SMTs gave similar yet significantly different responses. The
group of teachers with experience teaching statistics as a stand-alone course had a mean
of 6.75 (s = 0) while the responses from the other group of teachers had a mean of 6.25
(s = 0.957) on the item. The results from the final study supported these pilot findings
and in both studies, this item yielded some of the most intensely positive results from
both groups of SMTs. These findings are important since they provide evidence that all
SMTs (regardless of experience) value the role of technology when teaching statistical
topics and agree with at least one recommendation from the GAISE framework. Thus it is
concluded that SMTs, regardless of experience, believe that appropriate technology is an
important part of learning statistical concepts. Since this was found on both the pilot and
final studies, it also seems that in general, the SMTs who have taught statistics as a
separate course give the more positive responses of the two groups. An article written by
three pre-service SMTs supports these findings related to the important role of
technology in the statistics classroom, at least for this population, which is expected to be
most similar to the population of in-service SMTs (Keenan, Moore, & Dobson, 2010).
Keenan et al. (2010) indicated that while they “weren’t prepared for a university-level
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statistics course . . . [they] . . . were given a classroom laptop” to reduce the need for
solving complex statistical algorithms by hand (p. 6). This allowed for a more
“exploratory approach” to learning statistics via simulations; they recommended that
university statistics classes “emphasize conceptual understanding and focus less on
procedural, numerical answers . . . [and] . . . switch to computer programs . . . to make
such a shift” possible (Keenan et al., 2010, p. 6).
Implications of the Study
This study will contribute to the body of work regarding SMTs’ affect systems by
characterizing attitude and belief (affect) systems of practicing secondary mathematics
teachers. Attitudes and beliefs are tied together based on the teacher’s experiences, and
are manifested in the teacher’s practice. Thus, a dialectic between affect systems and
reported classroom practices was studied as much as possible using a single survey
derived partly from previously developed instruments. This provided some initial insights
into teacher’s attitudes and beliefs towards statistics, mathematics, and the role of each in
the curriculum. But the true connection to teaching practice can only be made through
classroom observations and interviews with SMTs in future studies. This research
strategy of examining the dialectic between both beliefs and practice is based on the work
of Philipp (2007). He suggested that researchers should comprehensively investigate “the
relationships among teachers’ beliefs, knowledge, values, intuitions, feelings, and
practices” (p. 310).
Since a connection between teacher and student affect has been established
(Estrada & Batanero, 2008), and since a connection between affect and learning
outcomes has also been established (Phillip, 2007), it was important in the present study
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to begin the work of categorizing practicing secondary mathematics teachers’ attitudes
and beliefs towards statistics. As a start to aligning affect with teacher practice Thompson
(1992) mentioned the importance of paying attention to the intricate link between a
teacher’s thoughts about mathematics and the teacher’s classroom teaching practices.
Studying a teacher’s practice in light of his or her attitudes and beliefs provides critical
information regarding implementation of teacher affect. What characterizes the affect
system of a particular teacher and how does this affect the teacher’s practice? Clearly this
is a difficult question, but an important one. Currently
researchers studying teachers’ knowledge, beliefs, and affect related to
mathematics teaching and learning are still trying to tease out the relationship
among these constructs and to determine how teachers’ knowledge, beliefs, and
affect relate to their instruction. (Philipp, 2007, p. 257)
From this statement it is clear that the work of studying teacher attitudes and beliefs in
light of instruction is ongoing. Philipp (2007) reminds readers that McLeod (1992) had
called for work that integrated studies of affect with work on cognition. The current study
explored some possible connections between teachers’ affect systems and teaching
experience by analyzing the teachers’ responses to survey items related to mathematical
teaching experience, statistical teaching experience, and affect system.
Summary of Findings
The items on the TABSS are unique in that six of the 10 items were recently
constructed as a direct response to current issues in K-12 mathematics and statistics
education, while four of the items originated with the SATS-36. Through the analyses
conducted in Chapter IV it was established that the TABSS is a reliable survey tool for
measuring SMTs’ affect systems toward statistics. Teachers’ responses to the survey
items provide valuable information about how SMTs’ teaching experience and affect
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systems toward statistics are connected, and the study provides an important first step
towards studying teacher affect in light of teacher practice.
Based on the responses to the survey, it was found that teachers who have taught
statistics as a stand-alone course agree that understanding probability and statistics is
becoming increasingly important in our society while the SMTs without this experience
disagree with the statement; this is one of the most important findings from the study.
Further findings indicating notable differences between the two groups of SMTs tend to
revolve around issues with teaching statistics. For example, SMTs with experience do not
agree that there are only a few methods for teaching statistical topics while SMTs
without experience agree with the statement. SMTs with experience agree that a
student’s statistical reasoning should be based on experience with concepts while SMTs
without experience disagree. The differences found in the study begin to answer the
questions regarding the role of teacher experience and affect system toward statistics.
They also provide a clear focus for next steps in studying SMTs’ affect systems toward
statistics and should be explored carefully through interview and observation data in
future studies.
The two teacher groups indicate important differences based on their experiences
on all 10 TABSS items, but for many of the items the teachers are in overall agreement.
That is, they may differ in the level of agreement or disagreement with particular items,
but their overall reaction (positive or negative) is similar. For instance, all of the teachers
(regardless of experience with teaching statistical topics) agree that typical students can
expect to understand statistics, hands-on active learning is an important part of learning
and understanding statistics, and students should be allowed to use technology when
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learning statistics. They are also in common agreement that as students they did not find
it difficult to understand statistics concepts, they did have an idea of what was going on
when they learned statistics, they did not have trouble understanding statistics, and they
did understand statistics equations, in general. These findings signify that SMTs, as a
group, are largely confident in their own ability to master statistical topics and believe
that their students can also learn statistics. Hands-on, active learning and appropriate
technology are also important parts of the learning process. These commonalities provide
a strong basis for beginning to form a profile of secondary mathematics teachers’ affect
systems toward statistics, which was the fundamental goal of this study.
Contributions of the Study
Preceding this study, secondary mathematics teachers’ affect systems toward
statistics had not been explored, and the relevant constructs had not been defined. The
present study provided several important first steps toward defining SMTs’ affect
systems toward statistics:
1. Prior to any data collection, a unique framework was established that
combined the most important work related to affect, mathematics education,
and statistics education from the field to date. Through this work, the affect
system was outlined and the relevant constructs, known as affective
representations (attitudes, beliefs, and emotions), were defined. It is on this
framework that future work related to SMTs’ affect systems toward statistics
can be built.
2. The TABBS, a 10-item survey that has been shown to reliably measure
SMTs’ affect systems toward statistics, was developed based on the work
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from this study. The TABBS, which started off as over 50 items originating
from other surveys pieced together with newly constructed items, was shown
to measure affect systems of SMTs with 10 items. Six of the 10 items were
constructed specifically for the TABSS in light of the GAISE framework and
the current CCSSM document. There is now a relevant, reliable, relatively
short survey tool exclusively created for studying the affect system of this
population. It was built from instruments that had been used and validated
with similar populations using the same validation techniques associated with
the original survey (SATS-36). Based on work that was done with similar
populations, the subscales that emerged for this instrument seem to accurately
describe the constructs for the affect system for the population of SMTs that it
was designed to study. A goal for future work is to replicate the study using
the refined, final TABSS instrument in an effort to provide further validation.
3. There is now an initial profile of SMTs’ affect systems toward statistics. The
profile is based on a small but representative sample of teachers from the
Midwest. Their responses to the survey items provide valuable information
about the affect systems of SMTs, particularly related to teaching and learning
experiences directly related to statistics, and to current issues in mathematics
and statistics education.
Limitations of the Study
There were several limitations of note in this study. One limitation was the use of
a Likert-type survey instrument. The teachers who completed the survey answered
questions related to teaching and learning statistics and attitudes and beliefs towards
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statistics. Although the inherent cautions about using self-reported data were
acknowledged, the teachers’ responses to the individual survey items were of key
interest. The analyses of the survey responses were sensitive to the limitations of this type
of data and reliability measures were conducted.
While the response rate was lower than desired (less than 20%), the sample was
shown to be representative of the population of secondary mathematics teachers from the
Midwestern state from which it was drawn. The data were collected in fall of 2014, and
some reasons for the low response rate could be related to the extra responsibilities (such
as open house, parent-teacher conferences, preparation for standardized tests, being onduty at sporting events) placed on teachers during the fall semester in the high school.
Additionally, once the low response rate was detected, a new random sample was
selected and the data collection period was extended a second time. Overall, many
teachers may not have had the extra 10 to 15 minutes required to complete the survey.
When characterizing the attitudes and beliefs of secondary mathematics teachers
towards statistics it is desirable to utilize both interview data and classroom observations.
McLeod (1994) mentioned using sociocultural approaches to data collection, which
included qualitative methods that help us “capture the complexity of the issues” related to
belief systems (p. 644). Thus, multiple sources of qualitative data provide richer
information that is more situated in context. Unfortunately, this study was limited by time
and expense related to a single Likert-type survey instrument where teachers’ responses
were focused on certain items. This is also self-reported data that carries its own
limitations consistent with other methodologies such as interviews. Further studies that
used multiple data sources would be useful in overcoming these limitations.
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Directions for Future Work
Increasingly, researchers are moving away from exclusive use of quantitative
instruments to measure beliefs (and attitudes) and towards other methods that provide
more complex and comprehensive analysis of the underlying issues (Phillip, 2007; Pierce
& Chick, 2008; McLeod, 1994). For this study, an initial characterization of teachers’
attitudes and beliefs towards statistics was the ultimate goal. Once those constructs have
been described and explored, future studies will be needed to incorporate teacher practice
to corroborate or dispute the findings from the survey data collected in this study.
Because of the complicated relationship between conceptions, knowledge, experience,
values, and beliefs, Thompson (1992) proposed defining a belief system in which the
individual teacher’s practice was studied in light of beliefs. This type of work was not
feasible considering the scope of the current project, but research connecting beliefs to
practice on an individual level is an appropriate and necessary direction for future studies.
Work connecting beliefs to practice with the goal of studying how beliefs are held in
addition to what beliefs are held has been called for during the past two decades
(Phillips, 2007). A complete examination of these constructs is reserved for the future
and can only occur as part of a project (or projects) that combines interview and
observational data, utilizing and building upon the work of the present study.
The work from this project will provide a foundation on which to build future
work, starting with an exploration of any contradictory, complex, worrisome, and
confusing results from the current study. While this study has moved the field forward in
an important way, there is still more work to be done in providing a complete
characterization of SMTs’ affect systems toward statistics.
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SCAS Instrument (taken from Gal, Ginsburg & Schau, 1997)

The ten items below have been used as part of evaluations of college-level statistics
courses. These items do not comprise a scale, i.e., each item is looked at separately. This
instrument demonstrates how attitude and belief items can become part of a simple tool
for assessing attitudes and beliefs as well for collecting a student’s self-appraisal of his or
her understanding of statistical issues. Items 5 and 6 directly assess attitudes and beliefs
of the kind addressed by the SATS (information about the SATS-36, including the fulll
survey, is available at http://evaluationandstatistics.com/view.html). However, responses
to several other items may also be influenced by students’ beliefs.
1
Disagree
Strongly

2
Disagree

3
Neither
Disagree nor
Agree

4
Agree

5
Agree Strongly

1. I often use statistical information in forming my opinions or making decisions.
2. To be an intelligent consumer, it is necessary to know something about statistics.
3. Because it is easy to lie with statistics, I don't trust them at all.
4. Understanding probability and statistics is becoming increasingly important in our
society, and may become as essential as being able to add and subtract.
5. Given the chance, I would like to learn more about probability and statistics.
6. You must be good at mathematics to understand basic statistical concepts.
7. When buying a new car, asking a few friends about problems they have had with their
cars is preferable to consulting an owner satisfaction survey in a consumer magazine.
8. Statements about probability (such as what the odds are of winning a lottery) seem
very clear to me.
9. I can understand almost all of the statistical terms that I encounter in newspapers or
on television.
10. I could easily explain how an opinion poll works.
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The following survey was emailed to teachers:
Complete Survey Instrument
Consent Document thematics Teachers' Attitudes and Beliefs Towards Stat
Western Michigan University, Department of Mathematics
Principal Investigators: Christine Browning and Steven Ziebarth
Student Investigator: Christina Zumbrun
Title of Study: Secondary Mathematics’ Teachers Attitudes and Beliefs Toward
Statistics: A Characterization of Affect and An Investigation of Affect Related to The
GAISE Framework and the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
Please read this consent information before you begin the survey.
You are invited to participate in a research project entitled "Secondary Mathematics’
Teachers Attitudes and Beliefs Toward Statistics: A Characterization of Affect and An
Investigation of Affect Related to The GAISE Framework and the Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics" designed to characterize practicing secondary mathematics
teachers’ attitudes and beliefs towards statistics. The study is being conducted by
Christine Browning, Steven Ziebarth, and Christina Zumbrun from Western Michigan
University, Department of Mathematics. This research is being conducted as part of the
dissertation requirements for Christina Zumbrun. This survey is comprised of multiple
choice and open-ended questions and will take approximately 20 minutes to complete. At
the end, you will have an opportunity to win a $100 gift card to Amazon.com. Your
replies will be completely anonymous. When you begin the survey, you are consenting to
participate in the study. If you do not agree to participate in this research project simply
exit now. If, after beginning the survey, you decide that you do not wish to continue, you
may stop at any time. You may choose to not answer any question for any reason. If
youhave any questions prior to or during the study, you may contact Christine Browning
at (269) 3874561, Steven Ziebarth at (269) 3874534, Christina Zumbrun at (260)
2290936, Western Michigan University Department of Mathematics, the Human Subjects
Institutional Review Board (2693878293) or the vice president for research
(2693878298).
This study was approved by the Western Michigan University Human Subjects
Institutional review Board (HSIRB) on September 1, 2014. Please do not participate in
this study after September 1, 2015.
Participating in this survey online indicates your consent for use of the answers you
supply.
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As you respond to the following items, please consider your experiences teaching high
school mathematics as well as your education that prepared you to teach mathematics.
The questions below are designed to provide information about your identity as a teacher
and as a student. Please read each question carefully. From the given scale, carefully
mark the one response that most clearly represents your experiences.
Was your teacher certification program an undergraduate or graduate program?
What is your highest degree attained?
How many undergraduate mathematics courses above College Algebra did you
complete?
How well did you do in your undergraduate mathematics courses?
How many graduate-level mathematics courses have you completed?
How well did you do in your graduate-level mathematics courses?
How good at mathematics are you?
How many years have you taught high school mathematics?
How many undergraduate statistics courses did you complete?
How many graduate-level statistics courses did you complete?
How good at statistics are you?
How confident are you that you can master introductory statistical content?
Have you ever taught a standalone high school statistics course?
If you have ever taught a standalone high school statistics course, please briefly describe
the course.
How many years have you taught statistics?
If you have never taught statistics as a standalone course but have taught statistical topics
as part of a mathematics course at the high school level, what topics were included in that
course? Please check all that apply. If you have never taught any statistical topics in any
high school mathematics course, please check the first box.
As you respond to the following items, please consider your experience in teaching
statistical topics. The questions below are designed to identify your attitudes and beliefs
about statistics. The item scale has 7 possible responses, ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) through 4 (neither agree nor disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Please read each
question. From the 7-point scale, carefully mark the one response that most clearly
represents your agreement or disagreement with our items.
I like statistics.
Statistics formulas are easy to understand.
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Statistics is worthless.
Statistics is a complicated subject.
Statistics should be a required component of mathematics teacher preparation.
Statistical skills will make my students more employable.
Statistics is not useful to the typical professional.
Statistical thinking is not applicable in my life outside of my job.
I use statistics in everyday life.
Statistics conclusions are rarely presented in everyday life.
I have no application for statistics in my profession other than when I teach it.
I am nervous when I teach statistics concepts.
Statistics is irrelevant in my life outside of when I have to teach it.
Statistics involves massive computations.
I could explain how an opinion poll works.
Statistics is highly technical.
In the future, students will need to be statistically literate citizens.
Statistics problems typically have one right answer.
Most people have to learn a new way of thinking to do statistics.
Statistics is a subject quickly learned by most people.
Learning statistics requires a great deal of discipline.
Statistics is really mathematics and doesn't need a separate course.
Statements about probability (such as what the odds are of winning a lottery) seem very clear to
me.

I am interested in being able to communicate statistical information to others.
I am interested in using statistics.
I am interested in understanding statistical information.
As you respond to the following items, please reflect on your earlier experiences as a
student learning statistics. The questions below are designed to identify your attitudes and
beliefs about statistics. The item scale has 7 possible responses, ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) through 4 (neither agree nor disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Please read each
question. From the 7-point scale, carefully mark the one response that most clearly
represents your agreement or disagreement with our items.
I would enjoy taking a statistics class.
I had no idea of what was going on when I learned topics from statistics.
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I was under stress when I learned statistics in class.
I got frustrated going over statistical topics in class.
As a student, I believed that I could learn statistics.
I was scared by statistics as a student.
I felt insecure when I had to do statistics problems.
I had trouble understanding statistics because of how I think.
I found it difficult to understand statistical concepts.
I understood statistics equations.
As a student, I thought that I would make a lot of math errors in statistics.
As a student, I was interested in learning statistics.
As a student, I worked hard in my statistics course.
The questions below are designed to identify your attitudes and beliefs about teaching
and learning statistics. The item scale has 7 possible responses, ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) through 4 (neither agree nor disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Please read each
question. From the 7-point scale, carefully mark the one response that most clearly
represents your agreement or disagreement with our items.
Students should learn statistical algorithms first to help them better understand the related
concepts.
Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics; they should just memorize and
apply what they have learned mechanically and without understanding.
It is important for a student to learn the computations used in a statistics class.
Students should work with real data, and even collect their own data, as much as possible
if they want to understand statistics.
Hands-on, active learning is an important part of learning and understanding statistics.
Students should be allowed to use appropriate technology when learning statistics.
It is important to focus on concepts instead of calculations when teaching statistical
concepts to students.
There are only a few methods that are useful for teaching statistical concepts to students.
A student's statistical reasoning should be assessed based on experience with concepts,
not age or grade.
Students who have understood the statistics they have studied will be able to solve any
assigned problem in five minutes or less.
Understanding probability and statistics is becoming increasingly important in our
society, and may become as essential as being able to add and subtract.

Appendix C
Conversion of Wording from Original SATS-36
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Original Wording from SATS – 36

Revised Wording for Use with Teachers

Statistics should be a required part of
my professional training

Statistics should be a required component of
mathematics teacher preparation.

Statistical skills will make me more
employable.

Statistical skills will make my students more
employable.

I will have no application for statistics in I have no application for statistics in my
my profession.
profession other than when I teach it.
I feel insecure when I have to do
statistics problems.

I am nervous when I teach statistics concepts.

Statistics is irrelevant in my life.

Statistics is irrelevant in my life outside of
when I have to teach it.

I have no idea of what’s going on when
I learn topics from statistics.

I had no idea of what was going on when I
learned topics from statistics.

I am under stress when I learn statistics
in class.

I was under stress when I learned statistics in
class.

I get frustrated going over statistics
topics in class.

I got frustrated going over statistical topics in
class.

I can learn statistics.

As a student, I believed that I could learn
statistics.

I am scared by statistics.

I was scared by statistics as a student.

I feel insecure when I have to do
statistics problems.

I felt insecure when I had to do statistics
problems.

I have trouble understanding statistics
because of how I think.

I had trouble understanding statistics because
of how I think.

I understand statistics equations.

I understood statistics equations.

I will make a lot of math errors in
statistics.

As a student, I thought that I would make a lot
of math errors in statistics.

I was interested in learning statistics.

As a student, I was interested in learning
statistics.

I worked hard in my statistics course.

As a student, I worked hard in my statistics
course.
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Deleted SCAS Items

Corresponding SATS Item(s)

I often use statistical information in
forming my opinions or making decisions.

SATS #7, #16, #17, #20, #21, #33

To be an intelligent consumer, it is
necessary to know something about
statistics.

SATS #16, #17, #21, #33

Because it is easy to lie with statistics, I
don’t trust them at all.

SATS #7, #17, #20, #33

Given the chance, I would like to learn
more about probability and statistics.

SATS #3, #9, #10, 12, #17, #19, #20, #23,
#29

You must be good at mathematics to
understand basic statistical concepts.

SATS #6, #26, #30, #32

I can understand almost all of the statistical
terms that I encounter in newspapers or on
television.

SATS #5, #16, #17, #23, #33, #35

Note that several SCAS items correspond to SATS #7 (“Statistics is worthless”) which
was almost excluded from the survey due to the strong language. It remains on the
survey because of its strong correlation with several items on the SCAS. SCAS item
“When buying a new car, asking a few friends about problems they have had with their
cars is preferable to consulting an article in a consumer magazine that is based on data
from an owner satisfaction survey” was also removed.
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Copy of Pilot Survey
Note: At the end of each page of the survey, participants were invited to provide
commentary on the survey items on that page regarding whether the items were
difficult to understand because of unclear wording (or for any other reason).

The following survey was emailed to teachers:
Consent Document thematics Teachers' Attitudes and Beliefs Towards Stat
Western Michigan University, Department of Mathematics
Principal Investigators: Christine Browning and Steven Ziebarth
Student Investigator: Christina Zumbrun
Title of Study: Secondary Mathematics’ Teachers Attitudes and Beliefs Toward
Statistics: A Characterization of Affect and An Investigation of Affect Related to The
GAISE Framework and the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
Please read this consent information before you begin the survey.
You are invited to participate in a research project entitled "Secondary Mathematics’
Teachers Attitudes and Beliefs Toward Statistics: A Characterization of Affect and An
Investigation of Affect Related to The GAISE Framework and the Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics" designed to characterize practicing secondary mathematics
teachers’ attitudes and beliefs towards statistics. The study is being conducted by
Christine Browning, Steven Ziebarth, and Christina Zumbrun from Western Michigan
University, Department of Mathematics. This research is being conducted as part of the
dissertation requirements for Christina Zumbrun. This survey is comprised of multiple
choice and open-ended questions and will take approximately 20 minutes to complete. At
the end, you will have an opportunity to win a $25 gift card to Amazon.com. Your
replies will be completely anonymous. When you begin the survey, you are consenting to
participate in the study. If you do not agree to participate in this research project simply
exit now. If, after beginning the survey, you decide that you do not wish to continue, you
may stop at any time. You may choose to not answer any question for any reason. If you
have any questions prior to or during the study, you may contact Christine Browning at
(269) 3874561, Steven Ziebarth at (269) 3874534, Christina Zumbrun at (260) 2290936,
Western Michigan University Department of Mathematics, the Human Subjects
Institutional Review Board (2693878293) or the vice president for research
(2693878298).
This study was approved by the Western Michigan University Human Subjects
Institutional review Board (HSIRB) on June 2, 2013. Please do not participate in this
study after June 1, 2014.
Participating in this survey online indicates your consent for use of the answers you
supply.
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As you respond to the following items, please consider your experiences teaching high
school mathematics as well as your education that prepared you to teach mathematics.
The questions below are designed to provide information about your identity as a teacher
and as a student. Please read each question carefully. From the given scale, carefully
mark the one response that most clearly represents your experiences.
Was your teacher certification program an undergraduate or graduate program?
What is your highest degree attained?
How many undergraduate mathematics courses above College Algebra did you
complete?
How well did you do in your undergraduate mathematics courses?
How many graduate-level mathematics courses have you completed?
How well did you do in your graduate-level mathematics courses?
How good at mathematics are you?
How many years have you taught high school mathematics?
How many undergraduate statistics courses did you complete?
How many graduate-level statistics courses did you complete?
How good at statistics are you?
How confident are you that you can master introductory statistical content?
Have you ever taught a standalone high school statistics course?
If you have ever taught a standalone high school statistics course, please briefly describe
the course.
How many years have you taught statistics?
If you have never taught statistics as a standalone course but have taught statistical topics
as part of a mathematics course at the high school level, what topics were included in that
course? Please check all that apply. If you have never taught any statistical topics in any
high school mathematics course, please check the first box.
Towards Statistics
As you respond to the following items, please consider your experience in teaching
statistical topics. The questions below are designed to identify your attitudes and beliefs
about statistics. The item scale has 7 possible responses, ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) through 4 (neither agree nor disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Please read each
question. From the 7 point scale, carefully mark the one response that most clearly
represents your agreement or disagreement with our items.
I like statistics.
Statistics formulas are easy to understand.
Statistics is a complicated subject.
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Statistics should be a required component of mathematics teacher preparation.
Statistical skills will make my students more employable.
Statistics is not useful to the typical professional.
Statistical thinking is not applicable in my life outside of my job.
I use statistics in everyday life.
Statistics conclusions are rarely presented in everyday life.
I have no application for statistics in my profession other than when I teach it.
I am nervous when I teach statistics concepts.
Statistics is irrelevant in my life outside of when I have to teach it.
Statistics involves massive computations.
I could explain how an opinion poll works.
I often use statistical information in forming my opinions or making decisions outside of
the classroom.
Because it is easy to lie with statistics, I don’t trust them at all.
I can understand almost all of the statistical terms that I encounter in newspapers or on
television.
To be an intelligent consumer, it is necessary to know something about statistics.
Statistics is highly technical.
In the future, students will need to be statistically literate citizens.
Statistics problems typically have one right answer.
Most people have to learn a new way of thinking to do statistics.
Statistics is a subject quickly learned by most people.
Learning statistics requires a great deal of discipline.
Statistics is really mathematics and doesn't need a separate course.
Statements about probability (such as what the odds are of winning a lottery) seem very clear to
me.

When buying a new car, asking a few friends about problems they have had with their
cars is preferable to consulting an article in a consumer magazine that is based on data
from an owner satisfaction survey.
You must be good at mathematics to understand basic statistical concepts.
I am interested in being able to communicate statistical information to others.
I am interested in using statistics.
I am interested in understanding statistical information.
Towards Statistics
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As you respond to the following items, please reflect on your earlier experiences as a
student learning statistics. The questions below are designed to identify your attitudes and
beliefs about statistics. The item scale has 7 possible responses, ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) through 4 (neither agree nor disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Please read each
question. From the 7 point scale, carefully mark the one response that most clearly
represents your agreement or disagreement with our items.
I would enjoy taking a statistics class.
I had no idea of what was going on when I learned topics from statistics.
I was under stress when I learned statistics in class.
I got frustrated going over statistical topics in class.
As a student, I believed that I could learn statistics.
I was scared by statistics as a student.
I felt insecure when I had to do statistics problems.
I had trouble understanding statistics because of how I think.
I found it difficult to understand statistical concepts.
I understood statistics equations.
Given the chance, I would like to learn more about probability and statistics.
As a student, I thought that I would make a lot of math errors in statistics.
As a student, I was interested in learning statistics.
As a student, I worked hard in my statistics course.
Towards Statistics
The questions below are designed to identify your attitudes and beliefs about teaching
and learning statistics. The item scale has 7 possible responses, ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) through 4 (neither agree nor disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Please read each
question. From the 7 point scale, carefully mark the one response that most clearly
represents your agreement or disagreement with our items.
Students should learn statistical algorithms first to help them better understand the related
concepts.
Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics; they should just memorize and
apply what they have learned mechanically and without understanding.
It is important for a student to learn the computations used in a statistics class.
Students should work with real data, and even collect their own data, as much as possible
if they want to understand statistics.
Hands-on, active learning is an important part of learning and understanding statistics.
Students should be allowed to use appropriate technology when learning statistics.
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It is important to focus on concepts instead of calculations when teaching statistical
concepts to students.
There are only a few methods that are useful for teaching statistical concepts to students.
A student's statistical reasoning should be assessed based on experience with concepts,
not age or grade.
Students who have understood the statistics they have studied will be able to solve any
assigned problem in five minutes or less.
Understanding probability and statistics is becoming increasingly important in our
society, and may become as essential as being able to add and subtract.
The following message appeared at the bottom of each page of the survey together with a
text box:
Were any of the questions on this page confusing, difficult, or unclear? If so, please
explain in the box below.
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Mean

Std.
Deviation

I like statistics.

4.6454

1.85216

Statistics formulas are easy to understand.

4.5532

1.61434

Statistics is worthless.

5.8652

1.74937

Statistics is a complicated subject.

3.2979

1.51065

Statistics should be a required component of mathematics
teacher preparation.

5.1915

1.84358

Statistical skills will make my students more employable.

4.9929

1.92167

Statistics is not useful to the typical professional.

4.9291

1.87329

Statistical thinking is not applicable in my life outside of my
job.

5.1348

1.87167

I use statistics in everyday life.

4.5319

1.77504

Statistics conclusions are rarely presented in everyday life.

4.6667

1.91485

I have no application for statistics in my profession other than
when I teach it.

5.1135

1.94236

I am nervous when I teach statistics concepts.

4.4326

1.98676

Statistics is irrelevant in my life outside of when I have to
teach it.

5.0213

1.96929

Statistics involves massive computations.

4.1915

1.73170

I could explain how an opinion poll works.

4.6454

1.94985

Statistics is highly technical.

3.3901

1.51079

In the future, students will need to be statistically literate
citizens.

4.6809

1.84901

Statistics problems typically have one right answer.

4.4326

1.92096

Most people have to learn a new way of thinking to do
statistics.

3.3759

1.58357

Statistics is a subject quickly learned by most people.

2.7589

1.32504

Learning statistics requires a great deal of discipline.

3.0922

1.40357
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Statistics is really mathematics and doesn't need a separate
course.

2.7376

1.46700

Statements about probability (such as what the odds are of
winning a lottery) seem very clear to me.

5.2908

1.87670

I am interested in being able to communicate statistical
information to others.

4.6738

1.80672

I am interested in using statistics.

4.7943

1.83427

I am interested in understanding statistical information.

5.0355

1.78250

I would enjoy taking a statistics class.

4.1986

2.20784

I had no idea of what was going on when I learned topics
from statistics.

4.4610

2.18278

I was under stress when I learned statistics in class.

3.6596

2.10384

I got frustrated going over statistical topics in class.

3.8298

2.12790

As a student, I believed that I could learn statistics.

5.0426

2.21963

I was scared by statistics as a student.

4.1560

2.20481

I felt insecure when I had to do statistics problems.

3.9362

2.13211

I had trouble understanding statistics because of how I think.

4.4823

2.21554

I found it difficult to understand statistical concepts.

4.2411

2.14110

I understood statistics equations.

4.5248

2.11316

As a student, I thought that I would make a lot of math errors
in statistics.

4.1135

2.12835

As a student, I was interested in learning statistics.

4.0142

2.18104

As a student, I worked hard in my statistics course.

4.7021

2.31067

Students should learn statistical algorithms first to help them
better understand the related concepts.

3.3759

2.00549

Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics; they
should just memorize and apply what they have learned
mechanically and without understanding.

4.5957

2.44651

It is important for a student to learn the computations used in
a statistics class.

2.5390

1.60142
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Students should work with real data, and even collect their
own data, as much as possible if they want to understand
statistics.

4.5603

2.41238

Hands-on, active learning is an important part of learning and
understanding statistics.

4.6099

2.48071

Students should be allowed to use appropriate technology
when learning statistics.

4.9716

2.54655

It is important to focus on concepts instead of calculations
when teaching statistical concepts to students.

4.0000

2.28973

There are only a few methods that are useful for teaching
statistical concepts to students.

3.7943

2.11632

A student's statistical reasoning should be assessed based on
experience with concepts, not age or grade.

3.8511

2.18742

Students who have understood the statistics they have studied
will be able to solve any assigned problem in five minutes or
less.

3.9929

2.28503

Understanding probability and statistics is becoming
increasingly important in our society, and may become as
essential as being able to add and subtract.

3.8369

2.32571

Appendix G
Complete Two-Sample t Tests for All Survey Items: SMTs Have Taught Statistics
Versus SMTs Have NOT Taught Statistics
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Levene's Test
for Equality of
Variances

Statistics is not useful to the
typical professional.

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I use statistics in everyday
Equal
life.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I am nervous when I teach
Equal
statistics concepts.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistics is irrelevant in my Equal
life outside of when I have to variances
teach it.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I could explain how an
Equal
opinion poll works.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistics is really
Equal
mathematics and doesn't
variances
need a separate course.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I am interested in using
Equal
statistics.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I had no idea of what was
Equal
going on when I learned
variances
topics from statistics.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I got frustrated going over
Equal
statistical topics in class.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

F
.318

t-test for Equality of Means

Sig.
t
.574 -2.566

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Sig.
Difference
(2Mean
Std. Error
df
tailed) Difference Difference Lower
Upper
137
.011
-.96528
.37616 -1.70911 -.22145

-2.467 37.801

.275

.006

1.338

.064

.199

.192

3.751

.555

.018

-.96528

.39128 -1.75751

-.17305

137

.017

-.86772

.35850 -1.57663

-.15882

-2.293 37.220

.028

-.86772

.37844 -1.63436

-.10109

137

.008

-1.08466

.40429 -1.88410

-.28521

-2.470 36.173

.018

-1.08466

.43910 -1.97504

-.19427

137

.026

-.89517

.39894 -1.68405

-.10630

-2.302 40.761

.026

-.89517

.38879 -1.68049

-.10986

137

.017

-.95470

.39654 -1.73882

-.17057

-2.260 36.870

.030

-.95470

.42246 -1.81079

-.09860

137

.025

.68849

.30418

.08699

1.28999

2.226 38.759

.032

.68849

.30929

.06278

1.31421

137

.022

-.85913

.37014 -1.59106

-.12719

-2.129 36.049

.040

-.85913

.40345 -1.67732

-.04093

137

.046

-.91104

.45188 -1.80461

-.01748

-2.253 45.878

.029

-.91104

.40429 -1.72489

-.09720

137

.023

-1.01620

.44178 -1.88979

-.14262

-2.409 41.829

.021

-1.01620

.42191 -1.86776

-.16465

.601 -2.420

.941 -2.683

.249 -2.244

.800 -2.408

.657

2.263

.662 -2.321

.055 -2.016

.457 -2.300
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I had trouble understanding
statistics because of how I
think.

I found it difficult to
understand statistical
concepts.

I understood statistics
equations.

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

Typical students cannot
expect to understand
statistics; they should just
memorize and apply what
they have learned
mechanically and without
understanding.
Hands-on, active learning is Equal
an important part of learning variances
and understanding statistics. assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Students should be allowed Equal
to use appropriate technology variances
when learning statistics.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
There are only a few
Equal
methods that are useful for
variances
teaching statistical concepts assumed
to students.
Equal
variances
not assumed
A student's statistical
Equal
reasoning should be assessed variances
based on experience with
assumed
concepts, not age or grade.
Equal
variances
not assumed
Understanding probability
Equal
and statistics is becoming
variances
increasingly important in our assumed
society, and may become as Equal
essential as being able to add variances
and subtract.
not assumed
How confident are you that Equal
you can master introductory variances
statistical content?
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

3.144

1.502

1.993

9.340

8.926

8.446

.781

2.848

6.565

1.968

.078 -2.444

137

.016

-1.11409

.45589 -2.01557

-.21260

-2.710 45.335

.009

-1.11409

.41110 -1.94191

-.28627

137

.010

-1.14187

.43997 -2.01188

-.27186

-2.740 42.291

.009

-1.14187

.41671 -1.98265

-.30108

137

.016

-1.06052

.43314 -1.91701

-.20402

-2.618 43.011

.012

-1.06052

.40516 -1.87758

-.24345

137

.007

-1.38492

.50276 -2.37910

-.39074

-3.266 50.550

.002

-1.38492

.42400 -2.23631

-.53353

137

.029

-1.13724

.51493 -2.15548

-.11899

-2.702 53.514

.009

-1.13724

.42091 -1.98129

-.29318

137

.032

-1.14153

.52752 -2.18466

-.09841

-2.626 52.706

.011

-1.14153

.43471 -2.01357

-.26950

137

.002

-1.38261

.43200 -2.23686

-.52835

-3.383 42.360

.002

-1.38261

.40866 -2.20711

-.55811

137

.041

-.94345

.45625 -1.84565

-.04126

-2.358 47.330

.023

-.94345

.40015 -1.74830

-.13861

137

.001

-1.55886

.47572 -2.49957

-.61816

-3.676 46.142

.001

-1.55886

.42403 -2.41232

-.70540

137

.007

-.72884

.26604 -1.25491

-.20276

-2.780 40.204

.008

-.72884

.26218 -1.25864

-.19903

.222 -2.595

.160 -2.448

.003 -2.755

.003 -2.209

.004 -2.164

.378 -3.200

.094 -2.068

.011 -3.277

.163 -2.740

158
How good at statistics are
you?

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I like statistics.
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistics formulas are easy Equal
to understand.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistics is worthless.
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistics is a complicated
Equal
subject.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistics should be a
Equal
required component of
variances
mathematics teacher
assumed
preparation.
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistical skills will make
Equal
my students more
variances
employable.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistical thinking is not
Equal
applicable in my life outside variances
of my job.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistics conclusions are
Equal
rarely presented in everyday variances
life.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I have no application for
Equal
statistics in my profession
variances
other than when I teach it.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistics involves massive
Equal
computations.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

.493

2.184

.592

.003

.000

.134

1.197

.005

.851

.231

.999

.484 -3.803

137

.000

-.93452

.24573 -1.42043

-.44862

-3.383 35.032

.002

-.93452

.27623 -1.49528

-.37377

137

.097

-.63294

.37885 -1.38208

.11621

-1.418 33.661

.165

-.63294

.44641 -1.54049

.27461

137

.150

-.47321

.32660 -1.11904

.17261

-1.248 34.064

.221

-.47321

.37928 -1.24394

.29751

137

.268

-.38426

.34533 -1.06713

.29861

-.997 35.270

.325

-.38426

.38531 -1.16626

.39774

137

.358

.29067

.31492

-.33206

.91340

.843 35.914

.405

.29067

.34461

-.40829

.98964

137

.090

-.63492

.37197 -1.37046

.10062

-1.627 37.452

.112

-.63492

.39031 -1.42545

.15561

137

.233

-.47123

.39353 -1.24942

.30696

-1.028 33.983

.311

-.47123

.45833 -1.40268

.46022

137

.064

-.70635

.37810 -1.45402

.04132

-1.758 36.958

.087

-.70635

.40189 -1.52068

.10798

137

.343

-.37632

.39544 -1.15828

.40563

-.865 35.728

.393

-.37632

.43511 -1.25900

.50635

137

.168

-.54927

.39650 -1.33333

.23478

-1.274 36.128

.211

-.54927

.43120 -1.42369

.32514

137

.878

-.05522

.35900

-.76512

.65467

-.143 36.571

.887

-.05522

.38559

-.83681

.72636

.142 -1.671

.443 -1.449

.959 -1.113

.987

.923

.715 -1.707

.276 -1.197

.942 -1.868

.358

-.952

.632 -1.385

.319

-.154
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Statistics is highly technical. Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
In the future, students will
Equal
need to be statistically
variances
literate citizens.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistics problems typically Equal
have one right answer.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Most people have to learn a Equal
new way of thinking to do
variances
statistics.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statistics is a subject quickly Equal
learned by most people.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Learning statistics requires a Equal
great deal of discipline.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Statements about probability Equal
(such as what the odds are of variances
winning a lottery) seem very assumed
clear to me.
Equal
variances
not assumed
I am interested in being able Equal
to communicate statistical
variances
information to others.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I am interested in
Equal
understanding statistical
variances
information.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I would enjoy taking a
Equal
statistics class.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I was under stress when I
Equal
learned statistics in class.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

.005

.080

1.716

1.248

.056

.001

.001

3.213

.264

.014

.163

.941

.562

137

.575

.17692

.31490

-.44577

.79961

.542 37.931

.591

.17692

.32651

-.48410

.83794

137

.095

-.63426

.37781 -1.38135

.11283

-1.616 37.847

.114

-.63426

.39254 -1.42903

.16051

137

.449

-.30324

.39911 -1.09244

.48596

-.685 35.484

.497

-.30324

.44237 -1.20086

.59438

137

.734

.11310

.33157

-.54257

.76876

.315 36.335

.754

.11310

.35848

-.61370

.83989

137

.369

-.25000

.27719

-.79812

.29812

-.841 36.638

.406

-.25000

.29717

-.85233

.35233

1.371

137

.173

.39947

.29131

-.17658

.97552

1.349 38.781

.185

.39947

.29605

-.19946

.99840

-.976

137

.331

-.37202

.38128 -1.12597

.38192

-.927 37.315

.360

-.37202

.40149 -1.18529

.44124

137

.138

-.55126

.36911 -1.28114

.17863

-1.251 33.323

.220

-.55126

.44051 -1.44715

.34464

137

.097

-.60152

.35964 -1.31269

.10965

-1.539 36.163

.132

-.60152

.39073 -1.39384

.19080

137

.092

-.78175

.46099 -1.69332

.12982

-1.652 38.353

.107

-.78175

.47316 -1.73933

.17583

137

.103

-.72487

.44154 -1.59797

.14824

-1.669 40.286

.103

-.72487

.43441 -1.60265

.15291

.778 -1.679

.192

.266

.813

.972

.970

-.760

.341

-.902

.075 -1.493

.608 -1.673

.905 -1.696

.687 -1.642
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As a student, I believed that I Equal
could learn statistics.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I was scared by statistics as a Equal
student.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
I felt insecure when I had to Equal
do statistics problems.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
As a student, I thought that I Equal
would make a lot of math
variances
errors in statistics.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
As a student, I was interested Equal
in learning statistics.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
As a student, I worked hard Equal
in my statistics course.
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Students should learn
Equal
statistical algorithms first to variances
help them better understand assumed
the related concepts.
Equal
variances
not assumed
It is important for a student Equal
to learn the computations
variances
used in a statistics class.
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed
Students should work with
Equal
real data, and even collect
variances
their own data, as much as
assumed
possible if they want to
Equal
understand statistics.
variances
not assumed
It is important to focus on
Equal
concepts instead of
variances
calculations when teaching assumed
statistical concepts to
Equal
students.
variances
not assumed
Students who have
Equal
understood the statistics they variances
have studied will be able to assumed
solve any assigned problem Equal
in five minutes or less.
variances
not assumed

2.923

.196

.020

.024

.229

3.194

.145

1.305

6.055

.150

.806

.090 -1.390

137

.167

-.63856

.45949 -1.54718

.27006

-1.590 47.608

.118

-.63856

.40153 -1.44607

.16895

137

.089

-.78935

.46047 -1.69991

.12120

-1.739 40.202

.090

-.78935

.45382 -1.70640

.12770

137

.062

-.83631

.44484 -1.71594

.04332

-1.831 38.327

.075

-.83631

.45687 -1.76093

.08831

137

.115

-.70503

.44456 -1.58411

.17406

-1.623 40.619

.112

-.70503

.43446 -1.58269

.17264

137

.108

-.73810

.45662 -1.64102

.16483

-1.671 41.138

.102

-.73810

.44175 -1.63014

.15395

137

.083

-.83730

.48024 -1.78694

.11233

-1.974 46.819

.054

-.83730

.42408 -1.69052

.01592

137

.175

-.57639

.42278 -1.41240

.25962

-1.387 40.320

.173

-.57639

.41567 -1.41627

.26349

137

.641

-.15906

.34042

-.83223

.51411

-.497 42.680

.622

-.15906

.32024

-.80503

.48690

137

.056

-.96991

.50233 -1.96323

.02341

-2.289 50.549

.026

-.96991

.42364 -1.82058

-.11923

137

.238

-.57209

.48269 -1.52657

.38239

-1.256 42.511

.216

-.57209

.45540 -1.49079

.34661

137

.269

-.53505

.48199 -1.48816

.41806

-1.070 37.892

.292

-.53505

.50024 -1.54782

.47772

.659 -1.714

.888 -1.880

.876 -1.586

.633 -1.616

.076 -1.744

.704 -1.363

.255

-.467

.015 -1.931

.699 -1.185

.371 -1.110
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How good at mathematics
are you?

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

1.246

.266 -1.431

137

.155

-.18816

.13147

-.44814

.07182

-1.637 47.595

.108

-.18816

.11491

-.41925

.04293

Appendix H
Final Cluster Centers
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Cluster
1

2

3

4

5

Understanding probability
and statistics is becoming
increasingly important in our
society, and may become as
essential as being able to add
and subtract.

.00

5.70

2.92

4.46

.57

There are only a few methods
that are useful for teaching
statistical concepts to
students.

.00

5.36

3.92

4.24

.00

A student's statistical
reasoning should be assessed
based on experience with
concepts, not age or grade.

.00

5.11

4.08

4.70

.00

Hands-on, active learning is
an important part of learning
and understanding statistics.

.00

6.32

4.71

5.46

.00

Typical students cannot
expect to understand
statistics; they should just
memorize and apply what
they have learned
mechanically and without
understanding.

.00

6.23

5.04

5.16

.86

I found it difficult to
understand statistical
concepts.

.00

5.79

5.46

3.43

4.71

I understood statistics
equations.

.00

5.89

5.46

4.30

5.14

I had no idea of what was
going on when I learned
topics from statistics.

.00

5.68

5.79

4.16

5.00

Students should be allowed
to use appropriate technology
when learning statistics.

.00

6.55

6.04

5.65

.00

I had trouble understanding
statistics because of how I
think.

.00

5.96

5.67

3.95

4.86

Appendix I
Results from Nonparametric Tests: Kruskal-Wallis Test
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Results from Nonparametric Tests: Kruskal-Wallis Test
Null Hypothesis: The distribution of each survey item is the same for both groups
of SMTs (have taught statistics vs. have not taught statistics).
Survey Item

Significance
Level

Statistics is not useful to the typical professional.

0.000

I use statistics in everyday life.

0.001

I am nervous when I teach statistics concepts.

0.000

Statistics is irrelevant in my life outside of when I have to teach it.

0.000

I could explain how an opinion poll works.

0.000

Statistics is really mathematics and doesn't need a separate course.

0.004

I am interested in using statistics.

0.000

I had no idea of what was going on when I learned topics from
statistics.

0.007

I got frustrated going over statistical topics in class.

0.006

I had trouble understanding statistics because of how I think.

0.001

I found it difficult to understand statistical concepts.

0.001

I understood statistics equations.

0.000

Typical students cannot expect to understand statistics; they should
just memorize and apply what they have learned mechanically and
without understanding.

0.000

Hands-on, active learning is an important part of learning and
understanding statistics.

0.007

Students should be allowed to use appropriate technology when
learning statistics.

0.003

There are only a few methods that are useful for teaching statistical
concepts to students.

0.000

A student's statistical reasoning should be assessed based on
experience with concepts, not age or grade.

0.016

166
Understanding probability and statistics is becoming increasingly
important in our society, and may become as essential as being able
to add and subtract.

0.000

How confident are you that you can master introductory statistical
content?

0.000

How good at statistics are you?

0.000

Appendix J
Complete F Tests and Two-Sample t Tests for Final 10 Survey Items:
SMTs Early Responders Versus Late Responders
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F Test for Equal Variances: Early Vs. Late Responders
Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
F
I had no idea of what was going on when I learned
topics from statistics.

Equal
variances
assumed

Sig.

.044

.834

1.654

.201

.384

.537

.193

.661

.010

.919

Equal
variances not
assumed
I found it difficult to understand statistical concepts.

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

I understood statistics equations.

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

Hands-on, active learning is an important part of
learning and understanding statistics.

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

Students should be allowed to use appropriate
technology when learning statistics.

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

169
There are only a few methods that are useful for
teaching statistical concepts to students.

Equal
variances
assumed

.248

.619

.116

.734

.001

.974

.025

.874

Equal
variances not
assumed
A student's statistical reasoning should be assessed
based on experience with concepts, not age or grade.

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

Typical students cannot expect to understand
statistics; they should just memorize and apply what
they have learned mechanically and without
understanding.

Equal
variances
assumed

Understanding probability and statistics is becoming
increasingly important in our society, and may
become as essential as being able to add and subtract.

Equal
variances
assumed

Equal
variances not
assumed

Equal
variances not
assumed
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Two-Tailed t Tests: Early Vs. Late Responders
t-test for Equality of Means
t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

I had no idea of what was
going on when I learned
topics from statistics.

Equal variances assumed

.660

139

.511

Equal variances not
assumed

.658

114.303

.512

I found it difficult to
understand statistical
concepts.

Equal variances assumed

1.315

139

.191

Equal variances not
assumed

1.290

107.871

.200

I understood statistics
equations.

Equal variances assumed

1.052

139

.295

Equal variances not
assumed

1.036

109.426

.303

Hands-on, active learning
is an important part of
learning and
understanding statistics.

Equal variances assumed

-.170

139

.865

Equal variances not
assumed

-.168

109.933

.867

Students should be
allowed to use
appropriate technology
when learning statistics.

Equal variances assumed

.165

139

.869

Equal variances not
assumed

.164

113.831

.870

There are only a few
methods that are useful
for teaching statistical
concepts to students.

Equal variances assumed

.544

139

.587

Equal variances not
assumed

.541

113.221

.589

A student's statistical
reasoning should be
assessed based on
experience with concepts,
not age or grade.

Equal variances assumed

.221

139

.825

Equal variances not
assumed

.222

117.712

.824

Typical students cannot
expect to understand
statistics; they should just
memorize and apply what
they have learned
mechanically and without
understanding.

Equal variances assumed

.335

139

.738

Equal variances not
assumed

.334

114.267

.739
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Understanding
probability and statistics
is becoming increasingly
important in our society,
and may become as
essential as being able to
add and subtract.

Equal variances assumed

.002

139

.998

Equal variances not
assumed

.002

113.962

.998
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Permission to Use SATS-36
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From: Candace [mailto:cschau@comcast.net]
Sent: Saturday, September 21, 2013 6:11 PM
To: Zumbrun, Christina
Subject: RE: Information about the SATS
Hi, Christina,
Thanks for your interest in using my SATS. If you have funding, I charge a
small licensing fee for use of the SATS (to support our continued work studying students’
attitudes). If you don’t have funding, I always hope that you can find some money within
your institution to help with our research. If not, then you can use the SATS free for one
year. At the end of your year, contact me again if you would like to continue to use my
measure. I do require that you send/e-mail me a copy of anything you write that includes
information about your use of the SATS. Also, when you use the SATS or write about it,
you need to indicate that I hold the copyright.
I encourage you to use the SATS-36 rather than the SATS-28. Most researchers
are using the SATS-36 now. However, I am not sure that either version with work with
high school teachers unless they are enrolled in a stats course. Many of the items refer to
their statistics course.
If you haven’t read the November, 2012, issue of SERJ on attitudes toward
statistics, there is an article about teachers’ attitudes in it (the teachers are not from the
US).
If you decide to use either version of the SATS, you need to use all of the items
that comprise the attitude components on the SATS (and I encourage you to use the other
items too). If you want to omit or change any of those items, you will need to contact me
again. Scores from the SATS attitude components using all of the items have been
carefully validated on postsecondary students which a wide variety of characteristics
taking statistics in a large number of institutions both within and outside of the US. That
validation work does not apply to individual items or to incomplete components. Also, it
is not appropriate to use a “total” attitude score. You are welcome to change the
demographic and academic items to fit your circumstances.
You can find references and scoring information on my web site. Let me know
about your money situation, although I assume that since you are doing your dissertation
you don’t have funding. I have attached the pretest and posttest versions of both versions
of the SATS.
I wish you the best of luck with your work.
Candace

